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Plan Medical
Insurance
In Paterson
PATERSON Institution*
of the Paterson Diocese will
provide hospital and medical-
surgical protection for clergy,
religious and lay employees!
it has been announced by
Bishop Navagh.
Employees of all parishes,
rectories, convents, parish
schools, cemeteries, the five
diocesan high schools, the Mt.
Carmel Guild*, the Chancery
Office and Catholic Charities
will be covered, the Bishop
said.
THE MOVE, announced in
a letter to all priests, is being
made because of the Church's
concern for social justice and
provision of proper benefits for
employees.
New Jersey Blue Cross and
Blue Shield will provide the
protection, effective Nov. J„
Bishop Navagh said literature,
registration forms and copies
of letters to be distributed to
employees will be sent to the
priests by Blue Cross and Blue
Shield shortly.
THE BISHOP asked that
registration be completed by
Sept. 29. Parishes and insitu-
tions which already have the
plan in operation will also be
contacted. Those who in-
stituted the plan on their own
previously include St. Virgil’s
parish, Morris Plains; Holy
Spirit, Pcquannock; Holy Trin-
ity, Passaic, and Calvary and
Holy Sepulchre Cemeteries,
Paterson.
The individual institution or
parish is to pay the cost,
which will come to $5.28 per
person each month. Lay em-
ployees, if married, may in-
clude their husband or wife
and unmarried children under
the new insurance program
at their own expense through
a payroll deduction plan, the
Bishop said.
Augustinian Group
Locates in W. Orange
WEST ORANGE -The Re-
collect Augustinian Fathers
have established their provin-
cial headquarters and a grad-
uate school of theology here
at 57 Ridgeway Ave., the for-
mer estate of the late Mrs.
Charles Schweinlcr.
The Order of Recollects of
St. Augustine dates from the
16th century when it was cre-
ated of a desire within Span-
ish Augustinian houses for
foundations encompassing a
more primitive observance of
the rule of SC Augustine and
a stricter set of constitutions.
In 1912, Pope St. Pius X
elevated the congregation of
the Recollects to the status of
an independent religious order,
cutting the last ties which
bound it to the parent Order
of St. Augustine. The first
Recollects came to the U.S.
in 1914 and made their first
permanent foundation here at
Omaha, Neb., in 1917.
SINCE THE establishment
of the Province of St Augus-
tine in I*o, embracing houses
and parishes in the U.S., Puer-
to Rico and the Dominican
Republic, headquarters have
been at Holy Ghost parish.
Omaha. With the growth of
that parish, the order began
looking for anew site and
three years ago received per-
mission from Archbishop Bo-
land to locate in this area
While this is the first per-
manent foundation of the or-
der in North Jersey, the Re-
collect Augustinian* have been
active here for several years,
assisting with the Spanish
apostolate. They have conduct
ed cursilloa for North Jersey
men both in New York City
and at their monastery in Suf-
fern. N Y.
Very Rev Theophane Ma
ora, 0.R.5.A., prior provin-
cial. heads the community
here and is presently accom-
panied by Rev. Leonard Raca.
0.R.5.A., Rev. Amalio Fer-
nandez. ORS.K., and Rev.
James McGuire. O.R.S A.
Several Brothers and young
student priests win be as-
signed to the residence anon.
Religious Freedom Upheld
By Vietnam Catholic Unit
SAIGON, Vietnam fNC)
The National Committee of
Catholic Action in Vietnam
has issued a statement em-
phasizing everyone's right to
freedom of belief and wor-
ship.
The committee asks that
the government harmonize its
duty of law making with this
right “in strict justice and
charity.”
The committee reminds
Vietnamese Catholics that all
their attitudes and activities
“must be based on the Cath-
olic doctrine made clear in
the teachings of the Popes
and of the Vietnamese
hierarchy.”
It refers in particular to
the encyclical, Pacem in Ter-
ris. of Pope John \XIII, the
first radio message of Pope
Paul VI and his address to
Vietnamese students in Rome,
and to the two recent pastoral
letters of Archbishop Paul
Nguyen van Binh of Saigon.
"APPLYING THAT doctnne
to the present situation” in
troubled Vietnam, the com-
mittee affirms that.
“I. Every person has an in-
violable right to freedom of
belief and worship. We give
our support to just dem/nds
to secure this right.
"2 The government has the
duty to promote the common
good and thus to make laws
to maintain that common
good.
"3. In all circumstances
where these rights and duties
are to be harmonized with
each other, we request that
it be done in strict justice and
charity in accordance with the
natural law, so that the above
mentioned rights will be re-
spected within the limits and
according to the order clearly
stated in Pacem m Terria."
MEANWHILE. aeveral
sources here, including Amer-
ican military advisers, have
said that reports released by
two news agencies saying
Buddhist and Catholic Viet-
namese soldiers had fought
each other south of Saifoo are
not true.
At the same time Gen. Too
thsl Dtnh, military governor
of Saigon, issued a decree or-
dering that Sunday religious
services in Catholic churches
be restricted to the hours be-
tween 7 and 10 a.m. Gener-
ally services are held through-
out the day, starting at 5
a.m.
He also ordered the closing
of all educational institutions
until further notice because of
the "state of siege" pro-
claimed Aug H.
From Csstelgandoifo. Pope
Paul VI, in a message to Viet-
nam. urged the people to re-
establish peace among them-
selves "in mutual respect for
legitimate liberties '
Tbe Pope sent his appeal
through Archbishop Paul
Nguyen Van Binh of the
Saigon Archdiocese.
The message said
"We judge it our duty to
manifest our anxious concern
over the painful events that
afflict the dear people of Viet-
nam.
"The anguish becomes
deeper and more piercing
daily, as the Bishops have
said very well . . .
"Our hope neverlhelssi re-
mains lively, for we have con
fidence in the sentiments of
goodness and of solidarity of
the Vietnamese people who
have given so many aoltd
proofs of their love of coun-
try, thereby showing their will
to preserve its highest moral
and spiritual values as well as
all that favors the common
good
"We express then the wish
that all, in generous coopera-
tion and in mutual respect for
legitimate liberties, would
unite in reestablishing mutual
and fraternal coocord.”
BIESSES TOOLS - Archbishop Boland blesses the tools of work at the annual Labor Day
Mass Sept. 2 at Sacred Heart Cathedral. The Mass was sponsored by the Guild of St.
Joseph the Worker and was attended by representatives of both management and labor.
A Communion breakfast followed at Thomm's.
Polish Cardinal Speaks Out
Live Up to the Encyclical
You Praise
,
Reds Told
CZESTOCHOWA Poland
(RNS) Sirfan Cardinal
Wyszynski, Primate of
Poland, challenged communist
authorities to match their
praise of Pope John XXIII'*
encyclical, Pacem m Terris
with proper respect for what
it ha* to say about peace
and justice and basic human
rights
He sounded the challenge in
a talk in which he accused
the government of waging a
deliberate program of dis-
crimination against the Calh
olic Church
ADDRESSING more than
70.000 pilgrims at the Jams
Gora monastery where the da
tional shrine of Our Lady of
Czestochowa, patroness of Po-
land. is located, he said the
papal encyclical had been
lauded "even by those who
say they do no! believe
"
However, in Poland, he
said, one "high authority"
had declared that while com-
munists could agree with cap-
italists. could complete trade
arrange menu with them, even
co-exist with them, "in ooe
domain there cannot be peace
an ideological peace.”
"We eu ten." the Cardinal
commented, "that such a
Matemeat i* contrary to what
had been taught by Pope
John in his encyclical "
He aaid the Calholica of
Poland "share enthusiasm for
the encyclical, because we
hope that sooner or later the
Church and the Catholic be
■ levers will enjoy the right of
assembly now exercised by
certain pobUcal organiza-
tions "
CARDINAL Wyszynski told
the pilgrims he had prayed
that the reception given Pope
John t encyclical by the Po-
lish authorities might presage
a change for the better in
Church-State relations He had
lound instead Church activi-
ties still restricted and gov-
ernment efforts to curtail the
Church’s influence
Describing Pacem in Terris
as "a charter of human li-
berties,” the Cardinal said the
Pope had defined the basic
rights of man as protection
from bodily harm and the
supply of the necessities of
life, including food, clothing,
housing, health protection and
rest after work, as well as the
appropriate obligations of the
state toward the individual
person
"
In addition, he added. Pope
John had declared that a man
has a right to moral and cul-
tural values, to a good reputa-
tion. to a free search for
truth, free expression of
opinion, as well as the oppor-
tunity to "worship God ac
cording to hit own con-
science."
HOWEVER, the fact that
these moral and spiritual
right* are not respected in
Poland li clear from the gov
ernment restrictions on reli-
gious ceremonies. Ibe Primate
declares!
"Although tW encyclical."
he said, "states that man has
a right to pray to God in ac-
cordance with hi* conscience
and to practice his religion in
public, you pilgrims may best
judge whether this right is be
mg observed when person*
going on pilgrimages eo
counter difficulties and find
that facilities normally ex-
tended to persons traveling to
attend sport* and political
meetings are (fowled to the pi!
gnm*.
Asking the same right* for
Cathoßrs. Cardinal Wyaaynski
said the traditional annual
Corpus Christ! celebrations
are also being obstructed and
"all believers in Poland suf-
frr from discrimination "
He said government ob-
structions include efforts to in-
terfere with the training of
new priests, “although the
whole world knows that It is
not permissible to deviate a
person from his calling ”
Tbe Cardinal was referring
to an earlier charge that arm-
mart ana fulfilling their re-
quired army service were un-
der pressure not to complete
their studies for the priest
hood.
"IT IS ALSO unprincipled be-
havior to use money collected
from taxes to conduct a cam-
paign against religion," be
said, recalling that children
had told him that while
in government-run summer
earnpa, state tutors prevented
them from attending chapel
and religious services.
"This,” the Cardinal com-
mented, "is illegal and utter-
ly Incompatible with Pacem
in Terris "
"We are still waiting," he
continued, "for the realization
of justice in our fatherland
and not only for the privileged
groups, but for all citizens
especially for believers
"If we were afraid to de-
mand those rights, it would
mean that we did not fed free.
But we do feel free, and that
is why we make an appeal
that discriminations and
abuses should cease ”
Finds No Religious Persecution in Vietnam
HCWC Newt Service
Wbrt it the ectusl illusion in Vielnem regarding tht
problems the government it bee mg with Buddhists? Here Rev.
Pel rick O'Connor, SS.C., übo bet covered the Per Eetl for 20
yeert, answers the question everyone it etking. Pet her
O’Connor bet mede bit beedquerters in Seigon, the Vielnem
capital, for tbe pet I two years.
Has there been a religions
persecution of Buddhists In
Vietwuw? -
No, Tbe last religious per-
secution in Vietnam was of
Christians. It ended one cen-
tury ago.
Measures taken by the Viet-
namese government against
anything that might turn into
political opposition have af-
fected Christians ps well as
Buddhists.
When Buddhists began hold-
ing organized demonstrations
in the streets in recent
months, the police intervened
with unwarrantable hsrshness.
Thus Buddhist groups who
started out in May with no
solid grievances deserving
worldwide sympathy were
given grievances. Devout
Buddhist bonzes, bonzesses
and laity are now emotionally
aroused and feel that their
most sacred beliefs and prac-
tices ace at stake.
Vietnamese Buddhists prob-
bably have made more pro-
greaa in the nine years since
President Ngo dinh Diem
came Into office than In any
century of modern times. The
government has given them
money, materials and land for
constructing and renovating
pagodas.
An-Quangpagoda In the Cbo-
loo aeetioo of Saigon, ana of
the centers of the recent agita-
tion. stands on land rented
from the government since
pre-Diem times. Asked how
much rent they have to pay
the government, a bonze there
told me: "Formerly we paid
10 piasters per square meter
yearly. Now we pay only two
plasters." That Is about 1 1/2
cents American.
How many Buddhists are
there In south Vietnam?
Nobody can say, even within
one million, what the dum-
ber Is. People who know the
country well put practicing
Buddhists somewhere between
20 and 30% of the total popu-
lation, which is 14 or 15 mil-
lions. Because Catholics are
organized into parishes and
dioceses, one can better esti-
mate their number: about 1.5
million, that Is roughly 10%.
la there a Buddhist Church
now in Vietnam?
No. Buddha founded • moral
system but no church.
Furthermore, Buddhism is
split into numerous sects.
Buddhist ' associations are
modern developments. A per-
son can be a Buddhist without
belonging to any of them.
There are various Buddhist as-
sociations in Vietnam, not all
In agreement. The General
Buddhist Association, whose
legal existence dates from
1953, has been the most mili-
tant in the recent controversy.
In July, I*B2. it claimed
only one million reglitered
members and about three mil-
lion non-regiatered adherents
—a figure impossible to
check and probably , ex-
aggerated.
Who are the leader* in the
General Buddhist Aiaodatioa?
The titular head was an
aged bonze, but the real lead-
ers are younger men, some
of whom came from North
Vietnam in 1954.
Some of the younger bonzes
have studied abroad Thai-
land, Ceylon, Japan or the
U.S. They have returned eager
to assert themselves and their
group, resenting the relative
backwardness of Buddhism
here. Those from the north and
center observed and maybe
learned communist organiza-
tion methods during the Indo-
China war. _
I have seen no proof that
any of these leading bonzes
are communists.
What part have the ceas-
munlsts played la the recent
agitation?
They have naturally tried to
get into the act and to profit
by manifesting sympathy with
the protesting Buddhists.
There is no evidence that they
got control.
Is the Catholic religion
something recent in Vietnam?
The Catholic religion had te-
Pope Urges Laity
To Workfor Church
FRASCATI, Italy (NC) -
"Come help us now!” Pope
Paul VI said in a direct ap-
peal to the laity of the world
tb enter actively into the work
of the Church.
The Pontiff's strong and
simple appeal was made in
his sermon during Mass at the
cathedral of Frascati Sept. 1.
It was the third successive
Sunday that the Pope had left
his summer residence at Cas-
telgandoifo to go to a nearby
church to celebrate the Eu-
charist and deliver a sermon.
The Pope made the three «er-
moos vehicles for important
pronouncements: Aug. 18, an
appeal to the Eastern Chris-
tian Churches for reunion;
Aug. 25, a general appeal for
a stronger living Faith; Sept
1. an invitation to the laity to
go to work in the aposolate
"today—immediately."
THE OCCASION of the
Pope's visit was • solemn
ceremony to venerate the re-
mains of St. Vincent Pailotti.
Pope Paul hailed the found-
er of the Society of Catholic
Apostolate as "a pioneer in
his discovery of the laity'a ca-
pacity for good,” and he said
that Pailotti had given a les-
son to the Church to ensble it
to "foresee and prepare for
thu hour when the Catholic
tally has come of age "
The layman, said tbe Pope,
"is now ooe of the major
hopes at the Church." Recall-
ing how Father Pailotti had
worked in the aftermath of the
French Revolution, he aaid
"The motive* for the social
transformation wrought by the
French Revolution. though
ciothed in laidaxa sod protest
against the Church, were,
however, deeply Christian
"The ideals of liberty, equal
ity and fraternity are alto-
gether Christian, just a* are
today's deep aortal aspirations
tor justice and freedom
“All ot us are responsible
for our time* and for our
brothers Responsibility i* a
tremendous word which only
the nwu with their intuitive
optimism conceived with ener-
getic force. St. Vincent Pal
tom was a pioneer ot that per-
ception
THEN. IN A DUUECT and
universal appeal, the Pope
mU to toy people:
"The day te growing late.
Become caovtoted Rut k la
ni ceaeary to work today—4m-
naedtotaty. that not aa hour
can be lost! The needs are im-
mense and most urgent.
“Come and help us to tell
tho world where is truth and
where is error—this world
which is so distracted and al-
most overcome by centrifugal
movements. There is need to
go to work today, immedia-
tely.
"Tomorrow could be too
late. Now is the hour of the
laity . . .
"it is now that the lay peo-
ple must knowledgeably join
the hierarchy in carrying the
cross on the road of salvation
and immerae themselves with
the hierarchy in the diffusion
of grace. The laity, awakened
by modern culture, already
feels this vocation."
THE HOLY FATHER also
said;
"The first responsibilities
belong naturally to the priest
But St Vincent Pailotti saw
that the layman himself could
become an active element,
thus anticipating by a century
the modern forms of the lay
apostolate. This truth is not
yet recognized sufficiently.
"The layman should arrive
at a knowledge of tills fact,
which is true not only by rea-
son of the need for iengtheh-
ing the arms of the priest,
which do not reach every-
where and are not sufficient
for all his labors. It is true
also because of something
deeper and more essential; by
reason of the very fact that
the layman is a Christian.
"The layman cannot be a
negative clement, nor can he
be passive or neutral. Much
less can he stand up against
the wave of the Spirit which
Christianity instills in souls.
"While in preceding ages
tiie hierarchy arrogated com-
pletely to itself both the re-
sponsibility and the exercise
of every ministry of santifica-
bon and evangelization, today
the hierarchy itself calls the
lady to collaborate at its aide
in the great work of evangeli-
zation
"
Cardinal Mindszenty
Reports Unfounded,
Negotiator Declares
ASSISI. Italy (N'C) Fran-
zisku* Cardinal Koenig has
branded a, f*l*e recent re
port* that Jorsef Cardinal
Mindsxinty. Primate of com-
munist ruled Hungary. w,H
*oon be free or able to come
to Rome
The Archbishop of Vienna
*P°ke at a pre»* conference
here where he came to give
a speech He admitted for
the first lime that he was on
a special mission far the lale
Pope John XXIII when he
went to Hungary to »ee Cardi-
ncl Minds lent* who hat been
living in aiylum at the U S
legation in Budapest since
1956
The Hungarian Cardinal
sought refuge at the legation
*hen Soviet troops put down
the anticommunist uprising
which had freed him for a few
dajs from the jail where he
was serving a life sentence
CARDINAL KOEING apeak
tog of hia mission to Hungary,
said
"Perhapa journalists are not
very content with me because
I have said nothing about my
missions into various commun-
ist countries."
He pointed out that he is not
free to divulge anything about
his mission* He did say, how-
ever. that it is untrue that
Cardinal Mindszenty will soon
be free to leave the US. lega-
tion
Report* that the Hun-
garian Primate will attend the
second sessions of the ecu-
menical council opening Sept
29 are false, he said
ASKED ABOUT the Vatican
attitude toward priests who
base pledged themselves to
the so-called state church in
communist countries." he *n-
»»ered
The Church is in a position
of suspended judgment. There
are local situations which
must be examined with pru-
dence because there are some
priests who claim to have
been acting in good faith and
others who, instead, have
not
"
Passaic Byzantine Bishop's
Installation, Welcome Due
PASSAIC Members of
the hierarchy of both the East
ern and Latin riler will be
present for the installation of
Bishop Stephen J. Kocisko as
the first Eparch (Bishop) of
the newly-erected Byzantine
Rite Passaic Kparch (Diocese)
at 1! a m Sept. 10 here at St.
Michael's Cathedral.
THE INSTALLATION will
mark only the second time that
a Bishop baa been installed as
head of anew Ruthenian Rite
eparch in the U. S. The Pa*,
•ate Diocese, which includes
15 eastern states and tht Dis-
trict of Columbia, was created
from the Pittsburgh Diocese,
which has included the entire
country since its creatioo in
1924.
Archbishop Egidio Vagnozzi,
Apostolic Delegate in the US.,
will install Bishop Kocisko in
the traditional ceremony of .the
Byzantine Rite after which
Bishop Kocisko will celebrate
a Solemn Pontifical Divine
Liturgy (Mast).
Heading the list of North
Jersey members of the hier
archy at the installation will
be Archbishop Boland and
Bishop Navagh.
A BANQUET at the AJexan
dcr Hamilton Hotel, Paterson,
at which Archbishop Vagnozzi,
Bishop Nicholas T. Elko of the
Pittsburgh Eparch and Bishop
Kocisko will speak, will follow
the ceremonies.
The ceremony will begin with
a procession of monsignori and
priests from the achool. They
will be met by Archbishops and
relatives who will proceed from
the rectory.
At the cathedral, the Apostol-
ic Delegate will be greeted by
Very Rev. George Chegin, who
will present tbe Archbishop
with bread and salt, a tradi-
tion from the Old Testament
used by the Eastern Rite.
Msgr. John A. Stim, rector ot
St, Michael's, will welcome
Bishop Kocisko, also with
bread and aalt.
Tbe procession will then con-
tinue to the sanctuary where
the Apostolic Delegate will be
seated on his throne at the left.
The Bishop-designate will be
presented to the Apostolic Del-
egate by Msgr. Chegin and the
Papal Bull appointing Bishop
Kocisko will be read by Rev.
Michael Dudick.
ARCHBISHOP Vagnozzi will
recite a prayer installing Bish-
op Kocisko and the Apostolic
Delegate will lead him to a
throne on the right of the
aanctuary.
Following this, the apoitolic
delegate will pray; "God, the
loving high prieat Stephen
Kocixko is being enthroned and
installed as Eparch of Passaic.
Axios (he is worthy)." The
congregation will respond.
“Axios," three times
The Apostolic Delegate will
hand the crozier to the Bishop,
laying "Receive this crozicr
with which you are to watch
over Christ's flock that has
been entrusted to your care.
Axioa." The congregation will
again respond. "Axios," three
time*.
AFTER THE Bishop thank*
the Apoatolic Delegate, the Te
Deum will be aung in Old Sla
vooic by the congregation.
During the Te Deum. Msgr
Stim. the monslgnori and
clergy will come to Bishop
Kocisko to express their prom-
ise of obedience. They will kis*
his hand cross, ring and onto-
poriom-part of the episcopal
vestments on the right
shoulder.
Hi shop Kocisko will then
bless the congregation with the
trikiron (triple-candle) and di-
ktron (double-candle). The con-
gregation will chant “Ad Mul-
to* Anno.*" (may he live many,
many years). The Mass wili
follow.
MINISTERS of the Mass will
include: the apostolic dele-
gate's chaplains, Msgr. John K.
Powell and Msgr. John Kallok;
archpriests, Msgr. Stim, Msgr.
John PapUch, Very Rev. Paul
Firczak. and Very Rev. Theo-
dore Weneek, 0.F.M.; arch-
deacon. Father Chegin; dea-
cons, Very' Rev. George Duri-
sin and Rev. Andrew Sokol;
Bishop Kocisko(Continued on Page I)
(Continued on Page 3)
Raubinger’s Decision Due
In West Milford Bus Case
WEST MILFORD—A dcci-
•ton from state Commissioner
of Education Frederick M.
Raubinger was expected Sept.
12 on the legality of extended
school bus serrlce to the stu-
dents of two parochial schools
in this vast Passaic County
township.
The two-ply effort to obtain
door to door service for stu-
dents at St Joseph’s, Echo
Lake, and Queen of Peace,
Hewitt (Greenwood Lake),
wiD probably evolvo along a
single line after the commis-
sioner’s verdict is announced.
TH* APPEAL TO Rushing-
er was made against the lntrr-
pretatlon of a mi New Jersey
statute which has been consis-
tently held to forbid public
transportation for parochial
school children except dong
established public school bus
lines, In which case it be-
comes compulsory to provide
it
If the commissioner rejects
the appeal, it will go before
the state board of education
prior to the starting of pos-
sible court action.
The second part of the West
Milford effort has been the
drive by the Committee for
Improved Education to obtain
the assent of the local school
board to extended routes. Last
week, the board Informally
agreed to the extension on the
promise that the committee
would provide a bond to cover
the coats If It should be ruled
illegal (otherwise board mem-
bers would be personally re-
sponsible for the money
spent).
An tnformel meeting wee
held with the county superin-
tendent Sept. 3 and arrange-
ments agreed upon at that
meeting were due to be an-
nounced at a board of educa-
tion meeting Sept. 4.
A SPOKESMAN for the com-
mittee emphasised th* impor-
tance of gaining tha school
board's assent in thasa words;
"Even if the cas* before tbe
commissioner of education is
won, it will not compel any
school board to give extended
service. It will only allow them
to do so. Our action baa re-
sulted in tbe board agreeing to
do whatever is legal.” *
As school opened at Queen
of Peace, there were 60 pu-
pils who had no school bus
worries. These children, who
Uve acrou the state line in
Greenwood Lake, N Y., will
get direct transportation on
two buses provided by the pub-
lic school board of education
there under the New York law
which requires boards to pro-
vide transportation to all stu-
dents.
By Jersey Firms
$265,900 Given
To College Fund
NEWARK In the fiscal
year which ended June 30. 12
New Jersey non-Ux-supported
colleges shared $263,953
through the New Jersey Col-
lege Fund Association. The
contributions were made by
210 corporations and indi-
viduals doing business in the
state.
The fire Catholic colleges In
the state—Caldwell. St. Elisa-
beth's. Georgian Court, St.
Peter's and Seton Hall re-
ceived approximately 43% of
the total which was not des-
ignated to specific Institutions.
Some donors selected institu-
tions to which their gifts were
given.
AN INCREASE of $29,906,
which is 12%, is shown over
the 1962 figure, although there
was a decrease in the num-
ber of donors from 227 to 210.
A report by the fund also
states that four donors
doubled the amount of their
gifts, 27 increased the sixe by
20% or more and 23 made
contributions for the first
time.
Of the 12 colleges, Seton
Hill received the lsrgest
share of the unrestricted
gifts $142.40 for each $l,-
000 —and more than one-half
of the Catholic total with
23.1% of the unrestricted gifts.
The shares per $l,OOO of the
unrestricted gifts for the
other Catholic colleges in-
clude: St. Peter's, $92 68;
Caldwell. $67.48; St. Elisa-
beth's, $66.44, and Georgian
Court, $59 38.
Undesignated funds are dis-
tributed on the basis of 60%
in equal sharts and 40% ac-
cording to full-time en-
rollment.
Seton Chemists
To Give Papers
SOUTH ORANGE - Three
mamhera of the Seton HaU
University chemistry depart-
ment wiD deliver research pa-
pers at the 145th annual Na-
tional American Chemical So-
ciety meeting Sept. 12 in New
York City.
The three authors are Dr.
Robert T. Conley of Living-
ston and Dr .Robert T. Augus-
tine end Dr Leroy L Brad-
dock of Orange.
Seton Hall also announced
that its school of buntaeae will
introduce anew graduate
course in government contract
administration for the fall se-
mester, presented by Col. Rob-
ert M. Hitch.
Catholics Urged to Full Role
In Secular College Program
LAFAYETTE. La. (RNS)
Full participation by Catholic
rtudenta in a university'*
‘ academic freedom” was rec-
ommended by Dr. John Meng.
keynote speaker at the open-
ing seaakxi of the national
convention here of the Nation-
al Newman Club Federation
Dr. Meog. president of Hun-
ter College, New York, told
the students that a "dynamic
Newman apostolate demands
from each of ua full and in-
tegral participation In the life
0/ the university.”
He warned they should not
remain withdrawn from uni-
veraity life because of reli-
ligloua differences. "Well-in-
formed Catholics, secure In
their faith, should welcome the
opportunity to enter fully Into
all phase* of the Intellectual
life of the university."
Over 100 delegates register-
ed for the week-long conven-
tion
Rev Richard Butler. 0.P.,
national chaplain, said that
"the work of the Church on
the secular campus la now
concerned with all students."
“THIS LS the new look of
Newman,” he continued. "No
longer is it just bringing to-
gether a few Catholics to ax-
change Ideas. We are chal-
lenged to give and represent
all that the Church la.”
He offered five major goals
of the movement: Intellectual
and moral formation of th*
Catholic student on the secu-
lar oampus; religious eduoa-
catlon, apostolic formation;
transmission of Catholic cul-
ture to the academic univer-
sity; and development of Cath-
olicism to give to the campus
and civic community.
Graduate Assistant
JAMAICA. N Y _ Thorns*
Sxandrey has been named a
graduate assistant In the his-
tory department of St. John's
University.
Archbishop to Bless
Roselle Catholic High
ROSELLE Archbishop
Boland will lay the corner-
stone for and bless Roselle
Catholic High School snd
Brothers Residence here Sept
8 *t 3 p m. It ts one of nine
high schools being developed
under the Aixhdiocesan De-
velopment Campaign.
The all boys school, which
began as a parish high school
of St. Joseph's here, entered
IU second year at Ita new 16-
acre campus—the termer site
of St Walburga's Orphanage
on Raritan Rd. when class-
es began Sept 3.
CURRENTLY, there is an
enrollment of 650 students, ISO
more than last year and ap
proximately one-half of the
eventual capacity of 1,126
Four Brothers and two lay
teachers have been added to
the staff to handle the in-
creased enrollment.
A total of 24 claiarooms of
the 51 which will be Included
in the finished building will be
in use this yesr. Fifteen were
used for the 1962-63 school
year
When completed, the school
building will be of quadrangle
form, with tha south wing be-
ing. the refurbished St Wal-
burga'a. Th# east and west
wings will be two-stories, con
taining most of th* class
rooms, the north wing will
bold the gymnasium-audi-
torium. chapel snd cafeteria.
The residence Is a three-
story building with basement
It will accommodate 33 Marist
Brothers, who staff the school,
with individual rooms and has
a chapal, offices, community
room, sea deck, refectory,
kitchen, bousakeeper’s quart-
ers and baggaga room.
Braille* Courm*
NEWARK A court* for
sighted persons in tbe tran-
scription of Braille books for
blind children will begin Sept
12 at the Mt. Carmel Guild
Center for the Blind It will be
ghen by Mrs Leo V Norton
and is open to the public
TOWACO DEDICATION - The new church and school of St. Plus parish, Towaco, wasdedicated by- Bishop Navagh Sept. 2. Above, dedicatory prayers are read in the foyer
of the school by the Bishop, accompanied by left to right, Rev. Frank J. Rodimer, assist-
ant chancellor, Rev. John White, administrator of St. Joseph's, Lincoln Park, and Rev.
Joseph Meyer, pastor of St. Plus.
Seminarians
Will Study
In Europe
DARLINGTON - Six sem-
inarians of the Newark Arch-
diocese will study theology In
Europe this year, it was an-
nounced by Msgr. George W.
Shea, rector of Immaculate
Conception Seminary here,
where each has completed
two years of philosophy.
Going to the American Col-
lege in Louvain, Belgium, sre
Joseph W. Kukura of St
Thom 11 the Apostle. Bloom
field, and James M St kora of
Holy Tnnity. Waetflaid.
Theodor* W. Oabahr of St.
Joaeph the Carpenter, Ro
selle, and lao A Ccnnoiiy of
St. Joeeph's. Maplewood, will
study at th* University of
Innsbruck, Austria
Charirw P. Grands trend of
St John th* Apoeti*. linden,
and Vmeant J Murray of Our
Lady Queen of Peace. North
Arlington, are bound for th*
North American Callage in
Roma
Teacher Group
To Cooperate
LONDON Dalegatej to an
international Congress at tha
World Union of Cathode Taach-
ar» voted here for mor* co-
operate* with Catholic and
non - Catholic organisations
working m education, tocLal-
ing the International Labor
Offfe# and UNESCO
Tha world union represents
300.000 Catholic teachers ta M
countries. Another of its
raaohibooa urged educational
authorities to rnvu* parents
and teachers to cooperate with
thsm through parent teacher
aaaociations
SCHOOL CRUSADE time
(Oct 21-Nov 4t 11 j good
time to renew subscriptions
Schedule Ceremonies
At Roselle School
ROSELLE Ceremonies
hare Sept. 6 at 4:90 p m. will
mark the completion of a
project which will enable St
Joseph's School pupils to
move out of sub-standard
classrooms and permit the
opening of St Joseph's High
School for girls
Archbishop Boland will lay
the cornerstone and blesa a
$417,000. 18-clataroom. three-
story addition which was put
into use Sept 4 with the open-
ing of the elementary school
The high school will accept Its
first freshman clast Sept j
TUB ADDITION provides a
total of 24 classrooms for the
elementary' school the is
new ones and six relatively
new ones retained from the
oid school. Enrollment has in-
creased by 70 students this
year
Three renovated classrooms
In the old building will he
used by th# high school's first
class, srfcleh will have To
members Alteration plant un
der consideration for th* old
building would provide an
auditorium with basement
meeting room, library, music
room awl nurses room Tbe
remaining rooms will also be
renovated
SUITER ANN Marguerite
has been named principal of
the high achool. which will be
staffed by the Sisters of St
Joseph A graduate of Chert
nut Hill College, Sister Ann
Marguerite received her mas
ter’i degree from Villanova
University and did graduate
work at Western Maryland
College and Tnnity College.
She has also studied at
Catholic University and at
tended the Summer School of
Catholic Action at Fordham
University
The staff will include Rev
Joseph M Doyle, director, and
Rev Cajetan Solemi of St Jo-
seph'!. Sister George Miriam
and several lay teacher! and
administrative workers
U.S. Financing
Seminary Study
WASHINGTON (NC» - The
federal government la going
to finance an experiment In
the training of future prieata
to work with juvenile delin-
quents and handle other youth
problems.
The President’a Committee
on Juvenile Delinquency has
ranted (49.874 to St Loui*
University for a three year
program of surveying semi-
nary program i in youth work,
training a select group of so
seminarians and thro putting
them to work ax aides in so-
cial agencies
The program will be under
the direction of Rev. Bernard
J Coughlin. S J . newly ap-
pointed director of the uiuver-
»!ty's School of Social Service
and director of the school's
Institute for Delinquency Con-
trol let up lait year by a
(M. 975 US grant
Manpower Tithe
Asked of Collegians
MINNEAPOLIS (NC) -
Peace Corps director R. Sar-
gent Shriver called here for
Catholic college students to
"give a tithe" of their time
to volunteer service organiza-
tions like the Peace Corps or
Papal Volunteers for Latin
America.
Shriver spoke at the annual
congress of the National Fed-
eration of Catholic College
Students. In a question period
after his talk, Shriver laid
"Catholic colleges have not
fulfilled their responsibility un-
less 10% of their daises give
two years of service" to volun-
teer organizations.
In a press conference
earlier, Shriver said there are
more Catholic college grad-
uates in the Peace Corps
than a year ago but he is dis-
appointed that more do not
join.
DELEGATES to the con-
gress voiced "absolute and un-
equivocal condemnation" of an
alleged ban on talks by four
prominent theologians at the
Catholic University of Amer-
ica.
The resolution referred to e
controversy which began ear-
lier this year when it was dis-
closed that administrators at
the Catholic University in
Washington, DC., had re-
moved the names of four pro-
minent theologians from a list
of candidates for a Lenten lec-
ture series sponsored by the
university's graduate student
council.
Another resolution called on
the federal government to "in-
sure Justice” for four persons
imprisoned in Albany. Ga.,
under charges of inciting to
in a civil rights march
Other resolutions backed the
Kennedy administration's civil
rights, mental health and Na-
tional Service Corps bills and
urged recognition of the impor-
tant role played by family
farms
Edward A Marciniak, ex-
ecutive director of the Chicago
Commission on Human Rights,
waa honored as the year's out-
• tanding Catholic layman by
the NFCCS. He waa presented
the Archbishop Noll Award by
John Rimone, outgoing NFCCS
president.
Sessions Draw
907 Students
JERSEY CITY Frank
Mertz, St. Peter's College, reg-
istrar. has announced that 907
students attended the 1963 day
and evening summer sessions
which ended Aug. 23
Of the total, 598 students
were from St. Peter's tnd 309
from 109 other schools In 2)
states, the District of Colum-
bia, and Canada There were
754 men and 153 women
The St. Peter's Reading Im-
provement Center enrolled 358
on four reading levcla elc
mentary, high school, college
students and adults They
esme from 78 schools and col
legee and represent a total ot
41 commuaitiei throughout
New Jersey.
The center, under the direc-
tion of Dr Patrick Caulfield,
ends its first decade of opera-
tion with a record of 5,214
readers.
College Juniors
Study in Europe
SOUTHAMPTON, Englswi—
Two college students from
North Jersey arrived here
Sept 3 to begin a year's study
In Europe In a program con
ducted by the Institute of Eu
rope an Studies
Carole A Dletnch of Eliza-
beth. a junior at St Louis Uni
versify, and WUham T Piiti
of Summit, a Junior at Holy
Cross, will uudy for a year a!
the University of Vienna
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PRIDE
When the occasion
calls for good food,
it follows thatyou
desire the ultimate
In service, leading
to justifiable pride
in a successful
function. You will
be proud of
Mayfair Farms
catering.
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SERVICE
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For Irish Interna-
tional Airlines Res-
ervations or Infor-
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Jet to
Europe
for as
little as
$3l down
That'* not a misprint. It's your down-
payment on Irish International s 21-Day
Economy Excursion Fare to Ireland from
New York. What do you have to do to be
eligible for unprecedented low fares to all of
Europe? Just go for 2 or 3 weeks anytime
between October 1 and April 30. That's all it
takes to take the trip of your dreams for less
than you ever dreamed it would cost!
If you're planning a pilgrimage, all the more
reason why Irish is the way to go. Because
Irish serves most of Europe's major shrines!
If you’d rather go with a group, ask your
Travel Agent about Irish International's low
fares for groups of 25 or more. Down pay-
ment shownabove is based on New York/
Shannon 21-day fare of $305.
MIRISH nmmrmiminiswarns
IrUh InternationalAirline*
KA4
572 Fifth Avenue, Net* York56, N. Y.
Plena tend me your free booklet ehowlny the pay-
ment arrangement* available on your Shamrock
Thrlftatr Plan.
ken root here 150 year* before
the American Declaration of
Independence. long before
French colonial power waa es-
tablished here. It waa
persecuted at intervals for
more than 200 years.
I
Why have Catholics been
prominent In Vietnamese pub-
lic life in recent years?
Catholics have always made
greater efforts In the field of
education. Also the dominant
element in Vietnam's exis-
tence in the past nine years
has been the near and present
communist threat Catholics
are admittedly more definitely
and militantly anti-communist
than any other section of the
population. Inevitably the gov-
ernment has drawn heavily on
this source.
Have Catholics discrim-
inated against Buddhists la
Vietnam?
Buddhists are enormously in-
debted to Catholics here. For
generations Catholic schools,
hospitals and clinics have
served Buddhists and others
without discrimination. Catho-
lic leprosaria and relief serv-
ices have been extended to
non-Christians of all kinds.
Buddhists have done nothing
on a comparable scale for
their own people, much less
their Catholic compatriots.
Is President Ngo dinh
Diem's government “unpopu-
lar and corrupt?’’
It cannot be called a corrupt
government though there is
corruption in it as their is in
many outside Asia.
The majority of the people
live in rural villages where
Saigon politics and Buddhist
demonstrations mean little in
everyday life. What matters
to them is security against the
communists first, then ele-
mentary local facilities for ed-
ucation, water and so forth.
The sophisticated city and
town dwellers have an impor-
tance out of all proportion to
their relative numbers. Among
them the government has lost
heavily since the Buddhist
agitation started.
It is not that they are all
fervent Buddhists. But the
Buddhist campaign gave them
an outlet for bottled-up resent-
ment against housing shor-
ages, lack of freedom of ex-
pression, arbitrary- arrests,
etc.
President Diem st<ll has
great reserves of prestige not
possessed by all other mem-
bers of his family. His
brothers here and his sister-
in-law arc unpopular. His sis-
ter-in-law’s tactless utterances
have been some of the great
est obstacles to a timely set-
tlement of the dispute.
No matter what their abiti
ties may be or how much the
President has depended on
his relatives, he would be
stronger without them than
with them. They are more
of a handicap than he seems
to realize. These relatives of
the President wield great in
fluence in spite of the fact
that the constitution of the lie
public of Vietnam gives them
no executive power.
Was Buddhist agitation
purely religious?
No. Certainly for more than
a month prior to the raids
on the pagodas, the movement
had the political aim of top-
pling the government.
notary, Father Dudick; cross
bearers, Rev. Paul Dano and
Rev. Thomas Dolinay; trikl-
ron bearers, Rev. Simeon
Fctzko and Rev. Joacph lioma;
and masters of ceremonies,
Rev. Robert Moneta and Rev.
John Opalcnlck.
The congregation will sing
the Divine Liturgy, led by the
cantors of the Passaic Diocese
under the direction of John E.
Petach.
SPECIAL devotions to the
Blessed Mother and Benedic-
tion will be celebrated by Bish-
op Kocisko Sept. 15 at St.
Michael's. He will be assisted
by the local clergy. Parishion-
ers of St. Michael's as well as
laity from New Jersey and
parts of New York and Con-
necticut are expected to at-
tend.
A reception will follow in
St. Michael’s auditorium with
Passaic Mayor Paul DcMuro
and members of the City Com-
mission expected to attend.
Msgr. Philip J. Coyne, pastor
of St. Nicholas, Passaic, will
welcome Bishop Kocisko on be-
hslf of the Latin Rite clergy.
Children from St. Michael's
School will also make a presen-
tation to the Bishop and give
a short program for him.
BLSHOP KOCISKO was born
in Minneapolis June 11. 1915.
the oldest of nine children. His
parents, both American born,
sent him to Catholic schools
in Minneapolis w-" icluding
dcLaSallo High School, where
ho led his class in scholastic
standing.
He attended Nazareth Hall
Preparatory School in St. Paul
until 1935, when Bishop Basil
Takach of Pittsburgh sent him
to the Pontificium Athenaeum
dc Propaganda Fidei in Rome
to complete his seminary
studies. He earned his Licen-
tiate in Sacred Theology and
was ordained in Rome March
30,' 1941.
He was first assigned to St.
Stephen’s, Detroit, where he
increased the membership
from 40 to 110 families. In 1947,
he was transferred to St. John
the Baptist Church, Lyndora,
Pa , where he constructed a
new church.
Besides his pastoral duties,
Father Kocisko was a member
of the diocesan tribunal and
taught at the diocesan semi-
nary He became chancellor of
the diocese in April, 1956, and
three months later was elevat-
ed to Bishop.
THE NEW diocese serves
94,682 Catholics of the Ruthcn-
ian Rite. There are 60 secular
and 10 religious priests in the
diocese as well as 68 Sisters.
There are 75 parishes and 13
parochial schools.
The Ruthenians are a part
of the Byzantine Rite of the
Eastern Church. The Byzantine
Rite, the largest of the Eastern
(Oriental) Rites, is divided
into 12' national subdivisions.
The Ruthenians (both Rus ins
and Ukranians) are by far the
largest body within the Byzan-
tine Rite with some 5.5 mil-
lion members throughout the
world.
SCHOOL CRUSADE time
(Oct. 21-Nov. 4) is a good
time to renew subscriptions.
Archbishop’s
Appointments
SUNDAY, SEPT. 8
3 p.m.. Blessing and laying
of cornerstones, Roselle Cath-
olic High School and Brothers
residence, Roselle
4:30 p.m., Blessing and lay-
ing of cornerstone. School of
St. Joseph the Carpenter, Ro-
selle
MONDAY. SEPT. •
7:30 p.m.. Laying of corner-
stone of new chnrch, blessing
of campaign workers. Oar
I-ady of Lourdes, West Or-
ange.
TUESDAY, SEPT. 10
11 a.m.. Establishment of
the Eparchy of Passaic and
episcopal enthronement of
Most Rev. Stephen J. Ko-
cisko, SC Michael's Cathe-
dral. Passaic
Bishop Navagh's
Appointments
FRIDAY, SEPT. S
8:30 p.m.. reception. Ml
Carmel Guild Social Service
Center, Paterson
SUNDAY. SEPT. *
IS a.*.. Perpetual profra
tion. Sisters of Charity of Con
vent Station. Convent
3:M p.m., Preside at Mass in
St John's Cathedral la ceie
hratioa of palrooal feast of
Cuba.
TUESDAY. SEPT, it
11 a.m.. Installation of Bisk
op Stephen J. Kociako. first
Bishop of Byiantine Rile Dio
eese of Passaic, St Michael's
Cathedral, Passaic
FRIDAY. SEPT. 11
13 noo-i. Opening of scad
emic yea-. Felon Hall College,
Paterson, Mass at Our lady
of Victor!** Church. Paterson
2 p.m.. Meeting of priests'
voctt'oi committee, De Paul
High S.bool. Wayne
SVTURDAY, SEPT, it
8:30 p.m.. Reception, Knights
of Columbus of Morris Coun-
ty, i loon ton
SUNDAY, SEPT. IS
3 p.m.. Departure ceremony
for Sisters of Charity who are
to serve in Bolivian mission.
Convent
8 p.m.. Opening of building
campaign for convent for
Blrssed Sacrament Paterson
MONDAY. SEPT. IS
7:IS p.m.. Mass, St.
George’s, Paterson, for St
Bonaventure retreat group
TUESDAY. SEPT. 17
8 p.m., Dedication of new
wing. De Paul High School,
Wayne
WEDNESDAY, SEPT. 18
10:30 a.m., Board of (on
suitors meeting, Biibop's resi-
dence.
2:30 p.m.. Clergy conference
THURSDAY, SEPT. 1*
6 p.m., Reception ceremony
for new AID members, Pat-
erson
SEMINARIANS GATHER - Bishop Navagh held a reception for seminarians from the
Paterson Diocese Aug. 31, at the provincial headquarters of Immaculate Conception
Sisters in Paterson. With the Bishop are Rev. John P. McHugh, left, director of vocations
for the diocese, and Rev. Frank J. Rodimer, assistant chancellor. About 100 attended
the affair.
World Council Puts Off Decision
On Relations With Vatican
ROCHESTER (RNS) - No
“definite decisions'' concern-
ing rclationsnlp* between the
World Council of Churches and
the Catholic Church should be
taken until completion of the
Second Vatican Council. lead-
ers of the WCC’s 100-mem-
ber, policy-making Central
Committee said here.
The Central Committee Is
the governing unit of the
World Council, a fellowship of
201 Protestant, Orthodox and
Anglican churches with a
combined membership esti-
mated at mere than 350 mil-
lion Christians It heard a re-
port on WCC Vatican rela-
tions from a 14 member Ex-
ecutive Committee headed by
Dr Franklin Clark Fry, who
also heads the Central Com
m ittre.
ANY RELATIONS, his rr
port said, must he based on
the principle underlying the
uholr ecumenical movement
common faith in the one
Lord. Jesus Christ
"
The report also expressed
"deep appreciation" for the
way WCC and other observers
were received at the Vatican
Council
It was announced that Dr
Lukas Vischer. research sec
rrtary of the WCC's Faith and
Order staff it. Geneva. Swit-
zerland. who attended the first
session of the Vatican Council,
will return for the second sew-
tton
Two American pritwla nam-
ed by the Secretariat far Pro-
moting Christian t ruly are ob-
serving the Central Committee
session of the Vatican Council.
sessions. They are Rev. John
B. Sheerin, C.S.P., editor of the
Catholic World, and Rev. Gus-
tave Weigel, S.J., of Wood
stock (Md.) College, a noted
author and theologian.
SEVERAL “lines of action"
to guide closer cooperation
with the Catholic Church
were spelled out by the WCC
general secretary. Dr W A
Visser ’t llooft of Geneva.
Switzerland He cited “new
opportunities for conversation
and collaboration" on:
• Theological and ecclesiol-
ogical questions
• Practical questions such
as the problems of religious
liberty, mixed marriages, re-
lationships in missionary Aitxs-
atsonx and the issues of pros
clytism.
• The witness of the
Churches with regard to pub-
lic life anti particularly inter-
national affairs
Vietnam
...
(Continued from Page 1)
Bishop Kocisko ...
(Continued from Pago 1)
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In New York City...
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The March oh Washington
Aug. 28, 1963, will long b« remem-
bered by freedom-loving Americans. His-
tory books will mark It as the date when
the conscience of the country was final-
ly aroused to the fact that, while ‘‘all men
are created equal,” not all have been
given equal opportunities.
The 200,000 Negro and white march-
ers declared in a dignified, inspiring man-
ner that a forceful beginning for equal
rights has been made from which there
Is no turning back.
WHETHER Congressmen were im-
pressed impressed enough to vote for
the President’s civil rights bill is not so
Important. What is, is the impression
made on the millions of voting Ameri-
cans whose voices will bear more weight
in the halls of Congress than the march-
ing feet of the 200,000.
No one expected the die-hard segre-
gationists to change their minds, and they
didn’t. Their sentiments were expressed
in a statement by Sen. Long of Louisiana
who ridiculed the march as unnecessary.
Unnecessary, he said, missing the point,
because the Negro in the U. S. la treated
better and is more free than he is any
place in the world. Someone should hive
reminded the Senator that the Negro is
demonstrating for the same treatment the
Senator expects and for the same freedom
he enjoys in this country.
IN ONE WAY, however, we do agree
with Sen. Long — ; such demonstrations
should not be necessary. The march did
portray to the world the image of a coun-
try unable to legislate equal rights with-
out the intimidation of a mass demon-
stration.
However, history has shown that
often a just cause must first gain atten-
tion before it receives approval and sup-
port, especially from the prejudiced. As
an attention-gainer we prefer a bloodless
march to a bloody revolution.
How Close the East
Speaking from his heart in an Ori-
ental Rite monastery near Castelgandolfo,
Pope Paul VI recently invited the Church-
es of the East to reunite with the Church
of Rome. “Let the barriers which sep-
arate us fall,” ho pleaded. “Let us ex-
plain tho points of doctrine which we do
not uphold in common ... Let us seek
to make our creed common and firm."
THE POINTS OF doctrine which
separate us are surprisingly few. It is
truly a miracle of grace that after so
many centuries of division, the Oriental
Churches have retained almost ail the an-
cient beliefs and practices of the Catho-
lic Church. They have a valid priesthood
which has jealously guarded the Sacred
Liturgy and celebrated it with reverent
solemnity, giving glory to God the Father,
to Our Lord and Savior Jesus Christ and
to the Holy Spirit Oriental Bishops and
priests administer grace-giving sacra-
ments. They and their faithful people in-
tensely love the Blessed Virgin Mary.
Like the Roman Church, many of the
Oriental Churches were founded by Apos-
tles. The early ecumenical councils were
held in the East.
From the East came the monasti-
clsm of the West And from the East
came the teaching of many Doctors of the
Church like St. Anthanasius, St. Basil and
St. John Chrysostom. From the East, too,
came missionaries like SS. Cyril and
Methodius carrying the light of the Cath-
olic Faith to the countries of Eastern
Europe. From the East there also came
recognition of the Bishop of Rome as the
Vicar of Christ on earth and the supreme
head of the Christian Church
IN SEEKING re union with the Ori-
ental Churches, the Pontiff does not wish
them to change liturgy or language Pope
Paul only desires that they make their
creed common and firm by resolving the
few differences which separate us, so that
the united Church of the East and the
West may be One, Holy, Catholic and
Apostolic, as Christ Our Lord wills it to
be.
His Holiness urges us to pray for
this re-union It is one of the chief sub-
jects to be considered by the Bishops at
the second session of the Vatican Council
which will convene on Sept. 29. The ac-
complishment of re-union will bring with
it, the Holy Father has said, "a foretaste
of Paradise on earth . . and anew bless-
ed life in the history of mankind and es-
pecially of the Church "
The Immoral ‘Immoralist’
The following quotation tells its own
sad story:
“ The Immoralist.’ a play based
on homosexuality and marriage, will open
Friday night as scheduled. In the church
hall of the Unitarian Church in Ruther-
ford.”
Hiis was tho second act in a sordid
issue that rocked the community. The
first act was described in these words:
“A group of local actors has been booted
out of a public auditorium for attempting
to stage a controversial play. The Board
of Recreation Commissioners voted 3-2 to
throw the players out of the Sylvan St.
Community Center." This adverse de-
cision was prompted by the protests of
local clergymen.
THE UNITARIAN CHURCH, in
granting permission for the play after it
had been turned down by the commis-
sioners, rendered a disservice to the com-
munity. It was an 111-planned attempt to
throw a cloak of respectability over some-
thing that was flagrantly immoral. It was
also an undignified endeavor to revamp
the thinking and remodel the conscience
of the town, by giving at least an indirect
blessing to a production that could only
have a harmful Influence upon Its audi-
ence.
What good purpose or effect could
it possibly have’ Could such a moral trag-
edy be staged as a contribution to the cul-
ture of Rutherford’
The play depicts not only a problem
or situation that is immoral, but that is
also unnaturally immoral.
THE PRESIDENT of the Unitarian
Society put up this defense "The approv-
al does not constitute endorsement of any
single group, but reflects our joint accord
to encourage cultural activities ” All this
is rank trash and nonsense. Why should
anything that is brazenly against the
natural moral law be shown to the general
public as a cultural endeavor’ It must
necessarily excite in many people in the
audience a prurient interest, and generate
a temptation to do some experimenting
This is a shabby attempt to give dignity
and grace and respectability to something
that is perverted, immoral and unnatural.
As usual, the permission granted to
"The Immoralist" is a broadside attack
against the Catholic Churchfor suggesting
something that looks like censorship
Nobody is accusing the Unitarian So-
ciety of fostering homosexuality But why
should any church give moral support to
‘The Immoralist?"
Pharisees Saw Need
For a Dynamic Law
By FRANK J. SHEED
After the destruction of the
Tempi# in 70 AJD., the Sad-
ducMg disappear no Tem-
ple meant no sacrifices, no
place therefore for a priestly
class. Total natiooal humilita-
tion meant no place for a
ruling class skilled In manag-
ing foreign rulers. From the
crushing of Bar Cochbar'a re-
volt in 135 A.D., the Pharisees
alone have shaped the reli-
gious life of their shattered,
scattered people.
TO UNDERSTAND why
they rejected Jesua, we must
do our best to see the Paarisees
as they were at the time the
great decision was made. Our
first feeling Is that they were
arrogant, greedy for men's
applause, greedy for money,
hypocrites. And with all these
faults Our Lord Himself
charge* thorn. His words do
not mean that there were no
good men among tyem. Some
of them became Christians
(Acts XV, 5), and of such a
man as Gamaliel, who did
not. any religion might bn
proud.
When we are considering
their sins, we must remem-
ber three balancing cooaidffv
•ttona. 1) lb# great Pherteeic
****** - themselves scourged
the very fault* in Pharisees
which produced the great
burst of rage from Our Lord
(Matt. XXIH). 2) The same
faults could be urged against
ourselves: Catholics from the
highest to the lowest have
been guilty of them. St. John
Chrysostom was not the first
or the last to sey "We imitate
the hypocrites, we have even
surpassed them" (Horn. XX
on Mt.) 3) A religion —beit
Pharisee or Catholic or any
other is entitled to be
judged by what it actually
teaches, not by the various
levels of the failure of Hs
members to live up to it.
In the study of Pharisaism
at Its best, ws shall find the
seed of the great refusal.
LET US RETURN to the
cleavage between Pharisees
and Sadducees. Both accepted
the text "Fear God and keep
his commandment*. This la
the whole meaning of man”
(Eccles. XU, 13). But for the
Sadducees the commandments
were to be found only in the
five books of Moses. The
Pharisees held that God con-
tinued-apeeklng through the
prophets, and He spoke still
through the commentators,
the scribes.
The Sadducees complained
that the interpretations of the
scribes were frequentlynot in
the Torah - the Teaching -
and Indeed the connection was
often slender to vanishing
point. The law of vengeance,
an eye for an eye and a tooth
for a tooth, emerged in rab-
binic writing as a payment of
money for bodily damage; in-
deed in all their teaching upon
penalties, the Pharisees were
much milder than the Sad-
ducees. .
THE TRUTH is that the
Pharisees saw, as their op-
ponents did not, the need for
a continuance of teacMng.
God had not said His last
word to mankind 1500 years
before in the Syrian desert.
Quite simply they saw the
need for a development of
teaching to match the
development of humanity.
The question was not wheth-
er some freshly-minted law
was in tfaa Torah, but whether
U was in harmony with the
Torah. They did not say this
in so many words: it seemed
a matter of first urgency to
•how the Torah as actually
teaching what the scribes now
tiughti But the other was in
fact the principle by which
their interpretation was guid-
ed. Once anew statement of
the Uw was accepted by the
governing body of the Jewish
people, it was a* U It had
been taught'to Moses on Sinai.
SOMETHING FOR YOUR COUNTRY
Answer to Communists
Is Capitalistic Reform
By MSGR. GE[?]RGE G. HIGGINS
Premier Khrushchev hat
boasted mare than aoce In re-
cent years that rommunum
would eventually bury
"
eapi
tahsm by peaceful mean' At
a died in the-wool Marxist, be
bebeves that capitalism heart
within itself the teedi of its
own deitruc-t:on
One of the most agonizing
questions ever faced by any
generation it whether Khru
vhcher i regime will have the
patience to wait for the "in
entahle" to happen or wheth-
er it will recklessly decide to
haaten the downfall of eapi
tatism by prrcipatating m all
out nuclear war.
TIME ALONE will provide
the answer Meanwhile we
have no alternative hut to
keep on negotiating with the
Kremlin cautiously. of
course wtule at the tame
Ume shoring up our own eco-
nomic system by correcting ttt
many deficiencies
Khrushchev and hit minions
may or may not believe that
the American Economic ayt
tern (which, by the way. real-
ly isn't a capitalistic tyttem
in the traditional tense of the
word) is inevitably doomed to
out in peaceful rompeti
Urn with communism But
whether or not they really tub
»cnbe to their own anti Amer-
ican propaganda it betide the
point
The point It that the most
effective answer to their prop
aganda will be. not counter
propaganda about the deficien-
cies of the Russian economic
system, but an all-out effort
to correct the failures of our
own tyttem more specifi-
cally, to soive the continuing
problem of widespread pover-
ty and unemployment in the
UJ.
ONE OF THF. BEST popu-
lar books on poverty and un-
employment in the US. it Mi-
chael Harrington’i "The Other
America’* published in 1962
The Kremlin it gloating over
Harrington s book. A lengthy
review ui the July 12 issue of
I’ravda
says that Harrington
has amply demonstrated the
inherent and allegedly fatal
weaknesses of "monopoly cap-
italism" and baa alto demon-
strated that "the myth of
’American prosperity’ it refut-
ed by American reality it-
self.”
Some Americans will un-
Dirtiior. \odal Anion Dipt., \CIT(
doubt edly be unhappy about
the fart that Harrington ha*
provided tome new gnat lor
the Kremlin* propaganda
mill. Neverth cleat Harrington
hat performed a useful ter*
Ice in dramaticing to effect
Kely the widespread extent at
tbjec-t poverty in the US and
hr hasn't given the Rods any
information they couldn't
have ferreted out for them
telvea from official lource*
THE ONLV H tl to counter
act the Kremlin t cnUctsm of
the economic evnb portrayed
m Harrington'* hook is to cor
rect these evils at toon as pos-
ubic Harrington u of the opm
that this wm require a con
uderahlr amount of govern
mental Intervrr.tjoc 1 an in-
clined to agree
The trouble 1* howe'er that
the pepple who will most
cntieal of Harrington for a!
legedly playing into the harwix
of the Kremlin will be the first
to complain that the degree of
if'eramental intervention ad
v nested by him would he a
»tep in the direction of com
muntim
For Vocations
Members of the Apo.i-
tolate for Vocations can
gain a plenary indulgence
under the ordinary condi-
tions on:
Sept. 8 Feast of the
Nativity of Our Lady
Sept. 12 Feast of the
Holy Name of Mary
Sept. 14-Feast of the Ex-
•ltation of the Holy Cross
Sept. 15—Feast of the
Seven Sorrows
Once a week for reciting
dally, with piety, any pray-
er for vocations approved
by tha ecclesiastical author-
ity.
A partial Indulgence of
300 days can be gained for
each act of charity of piety
performed for the Intention
of fostering vocations to the
priesthood.
The Press Box
Some Thoughts
On Test Treaty
By JOSEPH R. THOMAS
Managing Fditoe
There are three things lo
keep in rnmd when the Senile
open* debate on the nuclear
teat ban treaty on Sept 9
One Is that Soviet Premier
Nikita Khruachev i* an avo»e,l
Marxist ami hi* goal ti stall
the subjugation of the non
communist world Another it
that there would be no test ban
treaty if Kusvia did not want
one The third la that to the
Marxut deception it a
perfectly valid taebe —a
• trategy to advance the
Marsut cause A good Marxut
end justifies the meant to at
tain it.
HOWEVER. It i, not cor
rect to tay that because the
treaty serves Russia's best In
terests It does not verve the
best interests of the United
States Obviously, our govern
ment sees some advantages to
ourselves and the rest of the
free world or it would not have
signed the document
Why did Russia want the
treaty at thia lime? The United
States advanced substantially
the same proposals two years
ago but the Reds weren't buy
tng then.
A number of reasons have
been advanced for their
change of heart. One is that
the Soviets needed s psy-
chological weapon to solidify
the non-Asian communist
camp In the face of the div
pule with Red Chin*. (In as-
sessing the seriousness of that
dispute, it should be re-
membered that It concerns
tactics here and now rather
than final goals, which remain
immutable.)
Another view holds that
Khruschcv would like a breath
ing spell during which to ful-
fill some of his promises to the
Russian people regarding con-
sumer goods.
OR IT COULD be an appli-
cation of the Pavlov theory
of conditioned reflexes to the
world scene, an easing of strain
for the purpoee of creaUng
a false sense of security prior
to applying pressure at an-
other point. People can be-
come accustomed to steady
tension. Continued application
and withdrawal U mors wear
in* on the nerves and the will,
like an intermittent drip, drip,
drip.
Or, possibly, Russia has de-
veloped the ultimate weapon
(that toe which there Is no ds-
fenve) rtf his perfected a de-
fense against atomic missiles
In either case, it would be to
Russia » advantage lo hall
testing to block the l' S from
progressing in the same arc*
OF THE REASONS luted
ihe latter prevents the mo*l
danger to the U S However,
our intelligence experts msm
tain that Russia has developed
neither the ultimate weapon
nor an effective missile dc
fense Further, our military
people are convinced that
though we have no 100-mega
too bomb as has Russia, we
have an edge in nuclear stock
piles and in the variety of
tactical weapons
This edge, it is argued, is
one reason the treaty is of
benefit to us Use of nuclear
weapons in military operations
is not barred by the treaty
Too. the treaty provides (or
the resumption of testing
should one of the signatory na
tions find its security
threatened —a clause which
ts as much of an escape hatch
for us as well as for Russia
lE’ WE KEEP In mind that
Russia most likely would vio-
late the treaty if violation
suited its purpose. 1 can't sec
that the U S. has much to lose
by ratifying it. Since the ad-
ministration has given assur-
ance* that it will maintain a
state of readiness for the re-
sumption of testing it is un-
likely that Russia could gain
a significant time edge as It
did when it broke the test
moratorium several years ago.
The worst mistake we could
make would be to ratify the
treaty in the belief that peace
it around the corner but I
don't think that anybody be-
lieves that It is.
September Intentions
The Holy Father's gen-
eral Intention for Septem-
ber is:
That the council may in-
crease vocations to the
priesthood and the religious
life.
The mission Intention rec-
ommended to the Apostle-
ship of Prayer by the Pope
is:
For the Church in the
Congo.
-A - ■ 4 k
the Question Box
Big Family or Small:
Which Is Better?
Q. Would you picas* com-
ment on the four articles ap-
pearing recently In The New
York Times on the Catholic
Church and birth control?
(Continued from la»t week)
A. The difficulty with any
discussion about family sire
it that, at least among mar-
ried people, It puts everyone
on the defensive. In the words
of Phyllis Simpson:
“If you say large families
aie best, one w'ho has a small
family immediately concludes
that you suspect him of having
uted artificial contraceptives,
and he bristles or blushes ac-
cordingly. If you say there arc
advantages to a small family,
another whose family is
large wonders if he Is being
suspected of Incontinence
w-ithin the married state, and
retaliates by pontificating on
the proofs that only largo
families really trust God "
("Family Planning, a Minori-
ty View," Th« Catholic Lay-
man, February 1963 1
The official position of the
Catholic Church can be sum
mod up very' simply Couples
are to be both generous and
prudent in giving life It is
left to the theologian and the
parish priest to make this
most gcoeral directive both
Intelligible and relevant to the
individual couple It is main
ly at thi* level that the
changing attitudes" are re
vealing themselves
ONE IMPORT\\T change
for example. Is reflected in
the greater willingness of
theologians and p nests in gen
eral to learn from married
couples themselves Through
the generous efforts of these
couples, the rlerg). we feel
ha* a more realistic attitude
toward the day to-day prob
lems of marriage and parent
hood
Then there is the shift in
thinking on big families
which, as noted has been
emerging gradually. often
subtly " Responsible parent
hood as *e have already
noted combine* two virtues
prudence and generosity 1 p
to recent time* however the
virtue of generosity seems to
have been gnen the inside
rad" ui sermon' and liters
ture on the sub)ect
Tills is understandable AI
moat from the beginning,
"artificial contraceptive" prop
aganda has been riding the
coat tails of the btrth eon
trol Iswie. so much so that in
the minds of many, the rrgu
iatjon of births is synonymous
with the use of artificial con
traeeptivrs Thu plus the
trend toward materialism
with ltj emphasis on self con
' enieoce and comfort, ey
plains in part the hyper cau
taon which m Catholic circles
has surrounded the question
of family regulation
THE PICTURE now has
dunged It is not easy to dr
fine thu change except to say
that theologians seem more
it case leva on the defensive,
in discussing the question
Whether it i* a growing
*w Irene's of the population
problem, on both the national
i tv I international levels,
whether it is a growing con
fidence in the ability of mar-
ried couples to distinquish
birth control throsigh self
control from artificial con-
traception whatever the res
von or combination of reasons,
more and more emphasis is
being given to "the prudent
regulation of births and the
clear consciousness of the re
sponsibility they entail, which
is toother name for family
planning" (Rev John A
O'Brien, quoted In The New
York Times, Aug. 27, 1963).
Thi* statement receive* *
measure of balance from the
following word* of Bishop Wil-
liam M. Bckkers o< the
Netherlands: "The birth rate
now fall* within man's re-
sponsibility. One can even say
that birth regulation which
is quite different from birth
limitation is i normal part
of the total task of a mar-
ried couple 'Regulation’
mean* consideration of the
number of children in relation
to married lile In all its as-
pects. /hr hig or the small
family as such hat no mean-
ing. (Emphasis supplied) . . .
"But human experience of
married life and consequently
love and re* ponsibility for
each other, for fertility and
for the existing family, enable
married persons, and only
them, to decide what the call-
ing of God and the task God
gave them means for them
concretely -- what the size of
the family nhoiild be and how
the birth of children must be
spaced Their human love and
responsibility ran urge them
to build a big or a small fam-
ily. can urge them to family
expansion or to family bmita-
t-’on This Is s matter of con-
science which is nobody rise's
business.
"The clergyman, the phy-
sician. or uhoever might be
asked for advice, must re-
spect. as much as possible,
that personal conscience "
(See. Cathouc Mind June
1963 pp 59 . 60)
AT THE RISK of oversim-
plification, it seems that some
theologians are beginning to
question whether our teaching
on responsible parenthood
hasn't been pegged too closely
to the problem of artificial
contraceptives For example,
on the hypothesis that there
existed no immoral method of
limiting children (coodoms,
pevsanei sterilization, etc )
would wf have placed as
much stress as we have on
generosity in giving life* Or
wiwild responsible parenthood
through control of conjugal
!cve have received more at
tention than it has’
I-ove and control' This is
a question which we must
leave to a future issue
( FJilors' note The pail three
arise las rrflaet So soma degree
a Point of iw upheld by
set oral responsible theologian i
and shared by ms. Sot every
theologian shares this s iru -
pomt; Soma, in fait. ssrxr
present trends usth alarm )
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A First-Hand
March Report Frank Koch,
West Orange.Editor:
The March on Washington
started early tor people in the
metropolitan area. Our group
the Catholic Interracial
Council met at 3 a.m. at
the Chapel ot the Rocklahd
State Hospital, Orangeburg,
N.Y. Mtgr. James Cox, C!C
chaplain, and Rev. Petty Me-
kinney ot the A.M.E. Zion
Church, Nyack, directed the
effort. The latter’s Negro
Church had joined with the
CIC to obtain bus transporta-
tion.
After Mass we drove to Man-
hattan and boarded two buses
at 5:30 a.m. Most people tried
to sleep until our stop in Dela-
ware. There we got our first
impression of the march. Hun-
dreds of buses could be seen.
People got on and off with
great patience despite the
crowding and waiting for food
and restroom facilities.
It was here that I met Rev
Robert Fennell of Seton Hall
University and part-time cur-
ate at my parish church, St.
Joseph’s in West Orange. He
and 13 other priests from
Seton Hall and the Newark
Archdiocese were in a bus ar-
ranged by Rev. Thomas
Carey. pastor of Queen
of Angels. Newark.
On the bus someone passed
song sheets and we sang the
freedom songs: "We Shall Not
Ba Moved" and "We Shall
Overcome." The men and
women from the A.M.E Zion
Church sang with conviction
and beauty that came deep
from the heart.
As we neared Washington
about 11 a m , Rev. McKinney
instructed us to maintain or-
der and dignity under any cir-
cumstances. We were given en-
velopes which contained bad-
ges. programs and other
necessary information. All of
us had brought sufficient food
for the day.
AS WE ENTERED the city,
we were moved by the pre-
sence of hundreds of Negro
families waving to us from
porches and sidewalks along
the route. The same people
would be there to wave a
thankful "farowell" later in
the day.
At the assembly point at the
Washington Mocument. the
quiet and order were unbeliev-
able with the thousands around
us. 1 did not see during the
entire day one single person
who was out of order. This
was the moat fascinating thing
about the whole march.
We unfurled our CIC ban-
ner and begun our march
along Constitution Ave. toward
the Lincoln Memorial Tele-
vision cameras were every-
where. We saw groups from
every part of the country, all
with a common commitment to
justice for all.
The seating space had been
taken so we stood nearby to
listen to the program, a com-
bination of speeches and en-
tertainment. The climax was
the speech of the Rev. Martin
Luther King. He spoke like a
great prophet of the Old Testa-
ment, making every sentence
a prayer and protest at the
same time A quarter of a mil-
lion people hung on every
word. Then it was over.
THE BUSES left at 6 p.ra. as
quietly as they came The his-
toric march for jobs and free-
dom had ended. For those who
were there, the experience will
last a lifetime.
Those who stayed home
might question the purpose
and impact of this event The
patience and sincerity of the
marchers, as seen on tele-
vision, however, surely touched
the country's heart. The na-
tional conscience was exposed
to public view. The unfinished
work of our great democracy
was set forth for all to see
and ponder.
Exaggeration
And Fr
. Kueng
Gerald J. Dalcourt,
Maplewood.
Editor:
Msgr. Shea's Aug. 29 arti-
cle raises some points which
call for further comments.
He states that his rhetoric
course "taught that the large
liberty of exaggeration allowed
to humor, whimsy, and poetry
is not permitted to serious dis-
course." 1 hope he has not
been applying this principle
ever since his college days,
because it is false. But that
does explain why he so misin-
terprets Father Kueng. Al-
though exaggeration is more
common in humor and poetry
and not usually found in purely
scientific works, -it is often
called for in speeches, and this
is what Father Kueng was
giving . .
Msgr. Shea infers that by
the very roles of rhetoric
Father Kueng's words cannot
be watered down to mean "in
varying degrees in different
times and places
"
This is true
only if one accepts Msgr
Shea's roles. But since this is
a question basically of what
Father Kueng meant, a good
way to answer it is to look at
his text. . .
MSGR. SHEA insists that
Father Kueng denies all free-
dom from oppression by au-
thority and admits only free-
dom of grace If his text is not
clear enough, I would suggest
that the well-pubilctied facts
that many authorities per-
mitted Father Kueng to be
heard proves the existence of
the former freedom, just as
the refusal ot Catholic Uni-
versity to allow its students
to Invite him is a proof that
lack of said freedom also oc-
curs .
In regard to the analogy of
arguments Msgr Shea makes.
I would agree that if a home
merely has some untidiness
and an occasional cooking odor,
ordinarily it would be un-
called for that anyone say
"someone looking at it from
within keeps noticing afresh
the lack of cleanliness in every
nook and corner of it, and on
every floor a constantly recur-
ring, appalling odor.*’
If. however, only the rooms
are clean and tidy, but half
the closets have garbage piled
on the floor, then in such a
case such language would be
quite in order in calling up
the health department.
Would End
‘Bickering'
Joseph Hrdina,
Newark.
Editor
Enough! Have done with
this bickering commentary' on
the Kueng-Shea differences
Theologians will always de-
bate That is their function.
Keeping in mind Pope John's
views on aggiornamento and
making haste slowly, this is
even desirable
When imprudent laity, eager
to display their "knowledge"
though not wisdom, enter lists
in which they are as familiar
as a penguin in the Sahara
Desert, they appear ridiculous
The mere stringing together of
so much wordage does not
necessarily mean there is in
telligence In them Dr Kueng's
work must logically have
merit. He could not have
reached his eminent position
if he was "nonsense.” The
same may be said of Msgr
Shea.
Their divergent view
points are mature, carefully
considered and worthy of re-
spectful attention.
There musj be joy and re-
lief in high ecclesiastical cir-
cles that the laity is so evi-
dently learned that yards of
Scripture, pronouncements of
Popes, Cardinals and Bishops
are immediately recited at the
drop of a parish envelope. . .
He’d Abolish
The Index
John Gabriels,
New York.
Editor:
Msgr. Shea's fifth install-
ment (in the series on Father
Kueng) attempts to marshall
arguments in favor of the an-
achronistic Index of Forbidden
Books.
. .
One wonders how Msgr.
Shea and other apologists for
the Index explain the fact that
it would be impossible for a
Catholic college student to
gain a liberal education if he
sincerely tried to observe the
Index’s prescriptions To give
two examples only, a large
area of modern French litera-
ture would be automatically
excluded as well as the writ-
ings of most of the great po-
litical philosophers of the Age
of Enghghtenment.
Surely Msgr Shea is not
serious in citing the invention
of the printing press as an
argument for the Index The
almost unlimited flood of
printed material of every type
makes any kind of realistic
censorship impossible It
should be obvious thst the only-
valid solution that is conson-
ant with Catholic Intellectual
tradition and with the Integrity
of today's educated Cathohc
Is the "freedom with respon
sibibty" proposed by Fsther
Kueng
Finds Term
Misleading
Dora Diekman.
Bayonne
Editor
I would like to extend my
deep appreciation to Msgr
Shea for his enlightening ar-
ticles May I offer, however,
one possible sohitioo? Perhaps
this whole controversy would
fade into tnssgnsftcance if •
permanent moratorium would
be railed oo the exprewMon
' monarchist hierarchy.**
To many outsiders, this term
conveys the image of an
autocratical "spsntual boa
Siam" within the Cathode
Church It certainly does not
convey the true image of the
Owirch which is essentially a
fellowship For this reason the
ex preset on has already been
dropped from the Vatican II
Schema oo the Church
Further. John XXII! himself
preferred the expression
Pater et Pastor" as the best
authoritative symbol m the
Church.
All of us understand
what is meant by a fatherly
authority It is much easier
to obey a "father" than an
impersonal Church law such
as the Index which only in 1*97
removed the lay Missal from
the list of forbidden books
(Hans Kueng's "The Council
in Action”)
Authority in the Church
come* from God the Father
Therefore, the whole concept
of authority in the Church
should be "father-centered "
Likes Column
Chester Pogorzelski,
Harrison.
Editor
I appreciate the information
received from the new column
by Gary MacEoin
Your World and Mine
The U.S. Talks Back
In Latin America
Latin America has become
the prime target for the op-
erations of the U. S. Informa-
tion Agency, a change result-
ing from Washington’s con-
cern with increased com-
munist propaganda through
radio and literature. In the
past six months the Soviet
Union baa doubled its short-
wave broadcasts to Latin
America, and its European
satellites send an equal
amount of propaganda. The
Chinese communists also de-
vote a very substantial
amount of radio time to Latin
America.
A recent survey identified
>26 Latin American news pa-
pers and periodicals as com-
munist or following the Red
line.
THE MAJOR U. S. counter-
effort is the USIA, which for
1963 has a Latin American
budget of |lO million. A sig-
By GABY MAC EOIN
nlficant new strength has
been given to its efforts by a
transmitter complex recently
brought into operation in
North Carolina.
In addition, to counteract
the effects of communist lit-
erature, the USIA is currently
distributing soma 6 million
cartoon books contrasting the
failure of the Cuban revolu-
tion with the promise of the
Alliance for Progress.
Potentially even more dan-
gerous than the identifiable
communist voice is secret in-
filtration of the general press.
Delegates to the recent Inter-
American Press Association
meeting in Jamaica heard a
charge that communists al-
ready hold high positions in
journalism schools in many
. Latin American countries.
ANOTHER MAJOR contri-
bution to fighting communism
in the hemisphere is the In-
tcr-American Press Associa-
tion's training program for
Latin American
newsmen.
The first seminar for 27
executives from 21 news-
papers was held at Mexico
City in April, and three more
are planned, all financed by
a U. S. foundation.
In this work. IAPA la fol-
lowing the lead of the Catho-
lic Press Association of the
United States. Regrettably, It
haa no major foundation aup-
port.
Nevertheless, Its continuing
program includes studies In
mats communications in
Peru, Nicaragua, Honduras
and Venezuela to held develop
the Catholic Preaa In thoae
countries, on-the-job-training
on U. S. Catholic papera of 30
staff workera from Latin
American Catholic publica-
tions, and training aemlnara
In aeveral Latin American ci-
ties for Catholic newsman.
Reply to Hans Kueng—IX
By MSGR. GEORGE W. SHEA, B.T.D.
Rector, ImmocmUtr Conception Seminary
My comments on the Kueng
lecture have been condemned
as opposing free expression,
for they "tend to deny the
basic freedom of poetic li-
cense ... to Father Kueng,"
and to deny "the basic free-
dom of self-criticism within
the Church."
The first charge I answered
last week. As to the second,
my quarrel ia not with honest
self-criticism but with exag-
gerated. unwarranted crit-
icism. especially when —as
in Dr. Kueng’s case it is
criticism not of self but of
others, and on a vast scale
at that.
TIIE SAME correspondent
claimed I failed to allow Dr.
Kueng a true "aenae of pur-
pose," filled to acknowledge
that his chosen subject was
not "Christian obedience" but
"the responsibilities of Church
authorities."
Actually, the lecture's clear-
ly slated theme was the rela-
tions between "freedom and
order." the delicate balance
between freedom from au-
thority and obedience to au-
thority That this escaped the
above correspondent confirms
my contention that Dr
Kueng's presentation of his
subject was unduly weighted
against authority h* unwit-
tingly had his thumb on the
scales
My third article (July 23)
brought to bear oo his lecture
the Ascension Thursday ser
moo of Cardinal Martini, then
Archbishop of Milan, now
Pope Paul VI Two readers
objected, saying the homily
was but a simple pastoral
exhortation to those who were
disobedient in the Milan Arch
diocese and in no way re-
ferred to theologians, or that
ai most It was speaking ot at-
titudes among the faithful of
tha! archdiocese, rather than
pasting judgment on foreign
scholars
BIT. IF ONLY a routine,
however beautiful, appeal for
obedience and of purely local
ugruftcance. why was the ser
moc reported at length in the
Vatican City's L'Oaserv store
Romano?
It was. in fact, much more
than a rebuke of simple du
obedience out of human frail
tj The latter poaes no great
threat to the Church's unity.
whereas the Cardinal warned
vigorously agatnet just such a
threat the threat from that
disobedience which tries to
justify itself on one ground or
another at the expense of au-
thority. including the Church's
teaching authority The ser
rood referred to these theory-
based evasions of obedience,
and Impiiritly to the theories
authors. in the following
words
"The dutiful and pro\ ident
function of authority it ques
Honed, cnucued. and some-
times denied One speaks, at
of a victory to he gained, of
a pluralism of ideas on the
incontestable truths at the
Church's heritage of faith
Here ami there some spesk
with ludicrous rashness ot
humble disobedience' to the
hierarchy as of ■ right ands
brilliant discovery of the spir-
itual hfe The clear snd re-
sponsible instructions of ec
clesiastleal authority are
vivisected to find through
arbitrary interpretation the
arguments for evading their
grave meaning
”
THESE ATTITUDES and
the theories behind them are
not confined to the Milan
Archdioceae. But whether in
his critkiami the Cardinal
also had "foreign scholars"
specifically in mind I do not
know, and so my article was
content to opine that for like
reasons such criticisms were
applicable also to the Kueng
lecture: "In my opinion, Fa-
ther Han* Kueng falls into
that category and under those
criticisms, by reason of the
wsy his lecture . . .”
And this judgment I liter
confirmed by noting Dr.
Kueng's carping criticism of
the Church's use of her au-
thority in tiie field of censor-
ship, as well as his upholding
of a genuine right of a Cath-
olic to disobey the infallible
teaching authority of the
Church, to reject s dogma if
the Utter were against hu
conscience Moreover, a later
article would have discussed
the lecturer's ideas oo theolo-
gical pluralism "one faith
—but different theologies, sys-
tems, style* of thought, differ-
ent conceptual apparatus and
terminologies . .
MY THIRD article drew
fire because it read “the Re-
formers believed Baptism
emancipated the children at
God from the command
ments
"
It was objected that
only l minority of the Re-
formers so held, snd so "to
girt the Imprestton that ell
our aeparatcd brethren be-
lieve they do not heve to keep
the commandments is unfair,
untrue, unecumenioal and
harmful."
For one thing, I said "the
Reformers believed." not
"present-day Protestants" _
it la well known that the lat-
ter’s beliefs do not necessarily
coincide with the Reformers'.
Further, what I actually
wrote was more broadly
baaed and more truly descrip-
tive of the various Reforma-
tion positions “the com-
mandments of God tnd of Ills
Church." The editor cut this
down to "the command-
ments"
FINALLY, if a Catholic
reader is so solicitous as to
protest a supposed slur on our
separated brethren, why does
he not also protest the gen-
uine disparagements of the
Church in the Kueng lecture?
These »rs indeed "unfair, un-
true, unecumenical and harm-
ful "
Other major criticisms of
my comments sill have to
wait until there is more
room Meanwhile, to the read
er who remarked that I "was
wient on the subject (of the
lecture) when Father Kueng
w»» m the country." it is
enough to reply that the lec
tore was not published until
after his departure
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We’re Already
One in Christ
By JOSEPH A. BREIG
One of our troubles is ho
man beings is that we've got
to communicate piecemeal
one word sfter the other Thu
leads to vexing problems of
emphasis and to inadequacies
la understanding one another
Every newspaper is painfully
aware of the difficulty Hen*
shall the story be written to
achieve as much balance as
possible, without sacrificing in
teres! and drama* I have
sometimes written a first
paragraph as much as » or
» times
The Boston Pilot not long
ago had a headline which read
not very ecumenically, "Cath-
olic* at lAjtheran Meeting
Stress Unity in One True
Church
"
I mean to say. those
words "one true" can be like
sandpaper if taken as imply
ing that all else la false
NOW OBSERVE the evotu
t.on in meaning as we move
from the headline through the
story' The first sentence
quotes a Jesuit theologian
that "Catholicism recognues
the Lutheran Church as a
genuine Christian Church
although not on the same lev
el as the Catholic Church "
The theologian was Rev Jo-
hannes Witte of Rome s (ire
gonan University an official
Catholic observer at the as
sembly of the Lutheran World
FederaUon in Helsinki. Fin
land
Answering a preas confer
ence question. Father Witte
said that "Roma’' Catholics
cannot acknowledgv the Luth
eran Church at the true
Church because Jesus Christ
founded one Church, and this
one Church is guaranteed by-
Jesus Christ Himself until the
end of tim*
"
BIT. FATHER WITTE went
on. "Roman Catholics recog
nue the several elements of
the Church which are outside
the Roman Cathohc Church
...
All Christians having re
reived Baptism in faith, are in
this aenae within the one com
munkon of Christians Thia
is the bssi* for the ecumeni-
cal movement which strives
for reunion of all these Chris
tians in one unique Church of
Jesus Christ."
At this point. 1 am sure, we
are all feeling much more ecu-
menical than when we read
the headline Still, we have the
feeling that Father Witte i re
marks stopped just when they
could have become most en
lightening
Lutherans are baptited. and
so are we Now what has Bap
him done to us’ It has done
something altogether wonder
derful which we try. with
words that badly Ump, to de-
scribe by saying that we have
been mad* cells in Christ’s
Mystical Body, that His life
flows m us in a way analogous
to the life of a vine line tn all
the branches
fTIRIST acted in Ills own
body while on earth now He
acts m and through us He
speaks truth and loving kind
ness with our tongues. His
compassion is seen in our
eyes He does merry with our
hands, and He in us. and we
in Him. give worship and glory
to God
We say. too —and truly
that by Baptism we are made
God s family destined to share
His divine life forever This
being so we are, by Baptism,
more closely related to one an-
other than is a son to his moth-
er
l NTH ? Yes we seek per
feet unity the unity for
which Christ prayed "That
they all may be one. Father,
as Thou in Me and I in Thee,
that they may be one in us.
that the world may know that
Thou hast sent Me." But why’
We seek the perfection of
unity because already. In a
moil marvelous manner, we
are one tn Christ, and Christ's
life In us draws us toward one
another despite all our misun-
derstandings and human feel-
ings
And this. rather than
ratting comparisons between
Churches, is what ti vital now
God Love You
The Anglicans
Said It
By BISHOP FULTON J. SHEEN
The Anglican Church, re-
cently meeting in Toronto,
presented its clergy and faith-
ful a boldly militant and
world-conscious program. Rt
Rev. Stephen F. Bayne, its
executive officer, pleaded "for
the death of the familiar "
In relation to the poverty of
the world, he said that in the
future, "every congregation
will be asked to spend as
much time and money in aid-
ing the church abroad as it
docs at home. This means the
end of the familiar view that
mission work is an option
something that we do with our
surplus after local needs
"
Continuing with a deep
sense of Christian solidarity,
he added “The 'have' congre
gallons will tie expected tn
forego many desirable things
in order to help the 'have-
nots.' "
AS THE LORD praised the
faith outside of Israel, so may
the Church praise the mis
sion-mindedness of the
separated brethren A
spiritual truth to all who know
the world situation is that wc
will either share our wealth
with the impoverished, or our
hoarding will bring spiritual
impoverishment
Reducing this to the con
Crete, should not the Church
in the U. S resolve to some
such spiritual and material
and material plan as the fol
lowing
1 To give priority to the
basic needs of Africa Asia
Oceania and 1-atin America
before we satisfy our so
called wants
2 To limit the cost o!
churches and cathedrals to J 1
million in order that the
Eucharistic txird might at
least dwell in huts in the
slums of the world
3 Religious societies who
do missionary work will fore
go building up capital invest
menu in order that the poor
missionaries may live on what
would represent interest
4. Young people who are
rich enough to have their own
cars will give the equivalent
of a gallon of gas a week tj
buy food for the io.cr* who
die dally because of starva
tion.
5. AU expenditures for mak
ing us comfortable will be
self-taxed a small percentage
to help the dregs of humanity
in Recife who buy water at
16 cents a keg.
AS THE LANDOWNERS of
Latin America indirectly help
produce communism, so does
exaggerated spending on our
wants in the United States
bring the spiritual decline of
the world The Anglicans are
right There must be "the
death of the familiar.”
Do what you can in your
parish, your diocese, your
home, and with yourself to
announce this death by mak-
ing yourself responsible for
the underfed and under-
clothed.
SEND US your old gold and
Jewelry' the valuables you
no longer use but which are
too good to throw away. We
will re-sell the earrings, gold
eyeglass frames, flatware,
etc , and use the money to
relieve the suffering in mis-
sion lands Our address: The
Society for the Propagation of
the Faith, 366 Fifth Ave., New
York 1 N Y
tut out this column, pin
vour sacrifice to it and
address it to Bishop Fulton J.
Sheen. National Director, So-
ciety for the Propagation of
the Faith 366 Fifth Ave.,
New York, or Bishop Martin
W Stanton. 31 Mulberry St.,
Newark, or Msgr William F.
Louis, 24 DeGrasse St., Pater-
son
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New Way to See
GEORGES ROUAULT, by
Pierre Courthion. Abrams. MB
P 4« $35.
When the French painter,
Georges Rouault, died In Feb-
ruary, 1958, at the age of 87,
Pierre Courthion wrote in the
French weekly. Arts, "Rou-
ault was the only Christian
painter who, in his work, had
contemporized the real drama
of our time—which, whether
we like it or not, is essentially
a religious one. For after the
long sleep of lukewarm faith—-
the illness—we are conscious
again of the ‘stumbling block'
of Christianity." Rouault,
Courthion continued, had re-
claimed art from "exhibition-
ist entertainment" to its real
function, which means, he
wrote, “that it must give up
its own life in order to be
born again."
ONE EXPECTS, then, Cour-
thion's book to be what It is:
a reverent commentary on the
works of the controversial
painter who defies categoriia-
ion in any of the contempo-
rary schools—though he comes
closest to expressionism.
It is an enlightening accom-
paniment to the 832 illustra-
tions, Including 49 marvelous
color plates, a commentary
that should guide most read-
ers to anew understanding of
the painter, even those who
may have scoffed or gazed in
bewilderment at his work.
The pity is that so many of
the paintings had to be repro-
duced in black and white; if
any painter cries out for faith-
ful color reproduction it is
Rouault, with his bold reds
and yellows,his subtle blues,
and his passionate application
of the pigments. (The black
and white reproductions, of
course, are simply an expedi-
ent; the publisher could hard-
ly have included more color
plates than he has, and the
hook is a handsome wdrk.)
IN THE way of biography,
Courthion has perhaps over-
detailed certain elements—not-
■bly the pages devoted to
Gustave Moreau, Roualt’s
teacher. But there is much
that is fascinating, notably in-
sights into the painter's rela-
tionships with Leon Bloy (who
never appreciated Rouault's
work but maintained for him
■ prayerful friendship) and
Jacques and Raissa Maritain
(who used to salve Rouault's
feelings of guilt that his devo-
tion to his art was hurting his
family.)
A little more background on
Rouault's spiritual life would
have been valuable, but it was
undoubtedly the painter's reti-
cence on such matters which
prevented this. His major re-
ligious statements are his
paintings, so we must content
ourselves with observations
like this from the author—"R-
eligious faith was his raison
d'etre as a man"—and then
follow the work, and the au-
thor's lucid comments on it,
for the proof.
THE proof IS there-as
Courthion (and others) have
said, whether the subject be
the head of Christ or a circus
clown or a harlot or a judge
in court. This apparent enig
ma is perhaps best explained
by Fathers Lucien Marie of
St. Joseph and Albert of the
Sacred Heart in a passage
from L'Art Sacre, which cites
Rouault's awareness of “the
coexistence in this world of an
abyss of distress, sin, and
wickedness with an infinity of
mercy, light, and love "
Rouault is considered by
many the greatest religious
srtist of our time, and by
some the only one since the
Renaissance Courthion puts it
powerfully when he talks of
Rouault's reversal of the di
rectioo art had taken, and his
restoration of art to its real
function. "In the last analy
sis.” he writes, "this is u> lose
itself and to find itself again
transfigured in the concentrat
ed act of prayer "—Anne Mae
Buckley
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Look Who’s Going Back to School
By JUNE DWYER
NEWARK We’re going beck to school again!
The Advocate is —as a weekly text for students.
At least we're going to ask if we can go back.
Last year was our first official year even
though we were 10 years old. We went because the
teachers asked us to come. They said they were
using the paper in the classroom every week but
some of the students were forgetting to bring us
to school. Wasn't there some way that each student
could have his own paper delivered to the class-
room at a reduced rate?
Who are we to say "no" to teachers? We of-
fered any class or school the rate of five cents
per issue for each order of 10. We promised to de-
liver the papers right to the school.
The results were amaxing to us. Twenty schools
invited us into the classroom as a textbook. That
meant 1,758 subscriptions were going to schools
each week.
MARYLAWN of the Oranges signed right up for
the entire student body of 210. In a report, Sister
Mary Cecilia, principal, said: “During the school
year we used The Advocate in religion classes prin-
cipally. It was used for discussions of things Cath-
olic, current events helping to bring more under-
standing of things Catholic on the local scene.
"Some of the classes in English and history
found suitable material for comments and discus-
sion from your excellent editorial page. On the
whole the school-wide use of the paper seemed to
stimulate much interest."
IMMACULATE. Heart of Mary Academy, Wash-
ington Township, not only led our schools with a
total of 750 subscriptions, but was the first to ex-
periment.
On Oct. 1, Sister Annette Marcella. C.S.J., or-
dered 65 copies asking us to increase the order to
750 copies—one for each member of the school—at
the request of Sister M. Louis. C.S.J., principal.
We were thrilled and naturally asked why.
"We got results." said Sister Annette Marcella,
"The papers never sit around unused. They
are virtually read from cover to cover."
“We like receiving the paper Thursday." she
SISTER Annette Marcella also told us that it
was the students themselves who asked if they
could take advantage of the reduced rate. "So
often," she said, "they would try to buy the paper
at church and find them sold out This way they
know they will be able to keep up on church devel-
opmenta."
Other high ichoola using the paper in religion
or history classes were St. Michael’s, Union City
St. Michael's, Newark, and Holy Angels Academy’.
Fort Lee.
THE GRADE schools were no less enthusiastic
about the plan. In fact it waa Slater Catherine Chria-
topber, 0.P., of St Ann’s, Newark, who agreed to
teat the idea for tie in 1961 with her eighth grade
boys.
We checked the results in April, 1982. before
submitting the plan for all schools. Her enthusiasm
was contagious. She summed it up with: "I couldn't
work without The Advocate now. Ai soon aa the
boys get the paper you have that beautiful tillineaa
that you love in a classroom."
We even sent a representative into the class-
room to talk with the boys. We questioned them
about the coming ecumenciai council, the encycli-
cals, the organisation of the Church in America, re-
cent editorial stands, their opinions on religious
questions, vocations and the future. We learned
something. Not only that they were reading the
weekly developments in the Catholic Church as re-
ported in our paper, but their religion was an ex-
citing, real and living truth to them.
SO WE'RE back again offering ourselves to
principals if they would like us to come. We will be
a text for each child who would like us for five
cents an issue on orders of 10 or more. We will
come for a month or for the whole school season
if you would like.
We're proud to be a part of the educational pic-
ture of North Jersey. We Uke the idea of being
used In religion,civic*, reading, spelling. English
and guidance classes. We promise to give the best
coverage we can to the reopening of the council,
the questions of federal aid to private school* and
prayer in public school*, the activities of Pop*
Paul, and to the local news of our clergy, insti-
tutions and laity.
If you want us. we re ready right now All we
need is an invitation by contacting Allen C. Bradley.
The Advocate. 31 Clinton St., Newark 2. N. J. or
by calling MA 4-6700.
continued. " I can glance through the Issue and
mark the articles I want the students to read. Fri-
days they take the paper and read it over the week-
end, Almost all of the Monday class is spent dis-
cussing The Advocate.”
BAMBINO-SITTER - Year-old Mary Muniz gets ride around St. Francis MonasteryBurlington, Wis., from Brother Robert Ruhnke, Redemptorist seminarian, while her
mother attends annual Mass for Spanish speaking workers.
Pioneers
In N.J.
By SUSAN DINER
NEWARK - Like pioneers
moving West, two order* of
Sisters in North Jersey are
now reaching out toward new
horizons
On Sept. 5, the first
day of school, the Missionary
Sisters of the Immaculate
Conception 'lmmaculate Sis-
ters) and the Franciscan Sis-
ters of St. Elizabeth opened
their arms and hearts to em-
brace approximately 300 stu-
dents, aged 6 to 10. in the Pat-
erson Diocese.
Until now, North Jersey was
simply the place where the
Immaculata Sisters trained to
go elsewhere the foreign
mission* or schools in other
atates. And until now the ex
elusive work in this area of
the Franciscan Sisters of St.
Elizabeth was the operation
of day nurseries and an or-
phanage.
THE FACT THAT vocations
to Sisterhoods have not kept
pace with the burgeoning en-
rollments of parochial schools
is the reason behind the call
to the two congregations.
They have answered it out of
a sense of mission, and also
because they see the proba-
bility of new vocations to
their own ranks as a Tcsult
of their contact with North
Jersey children
In addition to the expanded
activities of the two local Sis-
terhoods, the 1963 64 school
years sees the arrival of two
groups of Sisters who are
newcomers to North Jersey
Daughters of Our Lady of
Mercy, from Newfield. N. J .
came to Little Flower School.
Berkeley Heights; snd Oblate
Slaters of Providence, from
Baltimore, took over Queen of
Angels. Newark.
The Immaculata Sisters,
whose provincial headquarters
are in West Paterson, opened
the doors of St. Joseph's ele-
mentary school. Mendham, to
students in four grades, plan-
ning to add a grade a year
for the next four years. The
school, completed last Febru-
ary, is the first for the par-
ish
The Franciscan Sisters of
St Elizabeth staff the new
school al the young pariah of
St Pius X. Towaco, which
was launched with fiv*
grades
I OR THE FOUR Immaculata
Sisters in Mendham, the as-
signment Is very different
from what they might reas-
onably have expected when
they joined the congregation,
known officially as Missionary
S.sters, But Sister Bontfila.
MSI C , St Joseph’s new
principal, points out that in
addition to South America,
Formosa, Africa and Ger-
many, they have schools In
other parts of the U. S. Her
own most recent assignment
was pioneering anew elemen-
tary school m Midland. Tex.,
where she was principal foe
12 years
And asked how they feel
about setting aside their
dreams of mission labor* in
distant lands, the group said
they feel just fine, because
they "realize there i* mission
work to do here as well.”
Sister Bonifila added that
the Sitters welcome the op-
portunity to open a set tool in
the Paterson Diocese as a
way of showing appreciation
to the Biahop of the See
where they operate their
provincial headquarters and
train their young Sisters.
THE FRANCISCAN Sisters
have long hoped to add paro-
chial school teaching to their
nursery school and orphanage
work. Sister John Mary, who
is the principal at St. Pius
X. spoke of an old requeat by
Bishop McNulty that their
first teachers be made avail-
able to a school in the Pater-
son Diocese.
We weren't expecting to be
doing it quite so toon,” Slater
John Mary smiled, "but we
are very happy about it"
And this move, occasioned
by a need for more Slaters,
bag a special aigniflcance, as
the congregation has arranged
things. Sister John Mary is
named after the late Biahop
John J. Bennett of LafayeOe,
Ind., who welcomed the Sis-
ters from Italy and gave them
permission to begin a no-
vitate in his diocese.
Slater John Mary was the
first to Join the congregation
b the U. S.
TRANSITION - Primarily
missionaries, the Immacu-
lata Sisters have just begun
their first N.J. teaching
stint at St. Joseph's, Mend-
ham. The teachers, above,
are Sisters Maria Bernadette,
Bonifila, Mariella, and
Francis de Sales.
NEW HORIZON - Sister John Mary and Sister Vincent
are looking over the schedule for the coming year at
St. Pius X School, Tow[?]co, the first school in the U.S. to
be taught by Franciscan Sisters of St. Elizabeth.
Nostalgic Day for Relatives
Of Four Deceased Paulists
OAK RIDGE In a day spent at the Paulist novitiate here
150 people were assured that their close tics with the Fathers
had not been severed by the death of their Paulist relatives.
In quick succession last January, the Paulist* lost three of
their active priest* Rev. John Tarrant of Jersey City, Rev,
J. Edward Nugent of South Orange and Rev. Martin Lombardi
of Roslyn, N.Y. A few years before, Rev. Maurice McMahon of
New York, the only other member of the ordination class with
Fathers Nugent and Lombardi, had been killed in an automobile
accident.
Very Rev. William A. Miclteli. Paulist superior general
wanted the relatives of these four Paulists to feel that they
were still welcome as a part of the ••family." This called for
a more informal occasion than the annual Mass of Requiem
to which the families are invited each year.
THE RESPONSE to the family day was enthusiastic. Every-
one from tiny babies to venerable grandmothers poured into
Mt. Paul for the Saturday outing. Two Dominican Sisters and aChristian Brother were among them.
Father Michell, along with Rev. James Finley, Paulist Vicar
General, and Rev. Walter Sullivan, consultor, were hosts The
novices served food, supervised games, manned sailboats, and
a<jted as lifeguards for young swimmers.
Father Michell recalled that a nun who has a Paulist broth-
er once said, "To say farewell to a son seminary-bound is a
wrench for every parent. Fathers and mothers of Paulist sem-
inarians soon make a delightful discovery. The Paulist familywelcomes “‘only ‘h«ir son, but extends the warmth of Its
friendship to the family as well." During the day at the novi
tlate the families expressed their gratitude to the Paulista for
seeing that the warmth of this friendship is so enduring.
West Orange Jesuit
University Prof Does Mission Work Too
By ANTOINETTE VALDATI
CAGAYAN DE ORO. Philip
pines It's about nine in the
morning The figure in the
white cassock, with a bulging
briefcase of test papers and
books, makes his way across
the coconut palm-dottrd cam-
pus. Students call out "HI
Father" in their native Ylsa-
yan tongue. For Rev Joseph
dei Tufo. SJ, another day of
missionary work has begun
Father del Tufo is an Eng
lish professor at Xavier Uni-
versity on the northern shore
of Mindanao in the Philip
pines He is also dramatics
coach, basketball coach, dl-
rector of the English depart-
ment and the college of liberal
arts, and a veteran of about
eight years in the Philippines
Moat important, he :s an
American mUatoaary native
to Weat Orange engaged in
the formation of an educated
Catholic laity
Hia day begins at 5 30 am.,
the hour at which mast Filip
pinos rise, he notes Bui
classes don’t begin until 4
p.m. With a break foe supper,
they last until » p m Daytime
classes are for high school stu
dents
Until classtime Father del
Tufo is occupied planning lec-
turea, club activities sod de-
partment meetings, correcting
test papers, and coaching the
basketball team Occssionatly
his day la punctuated with the
siesta, customary in the area
f*F THE 2.000 students
about 90% are Catholic. Fa
ther del Tufo wntci. and
"they attend classes in every-
thing from Grade l to M A
rlasaes in English, sociology
»ud economica." The univer-
sity is housed in eight build
ings. re enforced concrete
structures with galvanlied iron
roofs In the mam building are
most of the classrooms, labor-
atories and administrative of-
ficea The gymnasium, chapel,
the grade school building, two
student dormitories and the
faculty residence complete the
facilities. To avoid direct
sunlight all budding* must ex
tend in an east to west direc-
tion. This eliminates any wor-
ry about beating bills
Two ef the greatest prob-
lems facing the university are
the shortage of textbook* and
the language problem. Father
del Tufo report* All texts are
acquired by the school ami
rented to students "With the
present prices of book*. we
face a mayor problem." be
**>* "Most of the texts come
from the states where the
prices are already high By
the time they get here those
prices may have increased
by 50% The necessary refer-
ence books for graduate work,
although we need only a few
copies of each, usually strain
the paper thin ceiling of our
library budget "
All instruction is in English
—this l* true of all the col-
leges and high schools in the
country, he explains Outside
class, students speak Vuayan.
one of the major dialects
The result . is that stu
dents are weak in English and
hence weak in other subjects
too." he write* "To compound
the problem the government
has been trying to spread the
use of what is called the N*
Uonal Language .. a foreign
dialect in this part And
matters linguistic are further
entangled because the govern
ment obliges colleges to teach
24 units of Spanish in four year
courses We need a literal
Pentecost "
"THE GREAT NEED In this
predominantly Catholic eoun
try. an educated laity and
more Filipino %-ocations, spurs
our efforts here," he noted
Usually we have to be satis
fled with the hope that we are
succeeding Recently, however.
1 was up in the mountains
which lie south and spoke
with some of the priests who
work in parishes there I was
delighted to hear that our
graduates exert the type of
Catholic influence for which
we labor
"They are giving example to
thousands of poorly-instructed
men who have felt for genera-
tion* that only Catholic worn
cn need go to Mass and Com-
munioa."
"Communism offers but
token resistance to democ-
racy. and the people are loyal
allies of the American peo-
ple." Father del Tufo contin-
ued "The armed rebels, the
Hue*, were all but wiped out
in recent years. But unless
something is done to raise the
economic level of the country,
it may yd bear the hated red
tree
"
ALL IN ALL the work I
am doing is vastly different
from what 1 pictured years
ago when the good Sisters at
Our Lady of Ixxirdcs in West
Orange first planted the desire
for the missions We bought
Chinese bahies then and most
of us thought of a missionary
as someone living alone and
working to convert pagans."
he wrote
He attended Seton Hall Prep
and applied to the Jesuits in
IMI He went to the Philip-
pines in 13V, and three years
later began to teach in one of
the Jesuit colleges there
He recalled that it was only
after returning to the Philip
pines for the second time in
1961. after having finished the
ology and obtained his doctor
ate at Fordham. that he began
to sense the missionary aspect
of his work As he put it. "I
began to realize that the sec-
ond step, the educating of a
Catiiolic laity, was as much
missionary work as the more
glamorous and visible work of
the parish priest
"
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Money for college in the fall?
The NATIONAL STATE BANK
OF NEWARK
offers
in conjunction with the New Jersey Higher
Education Assistance Authority
The National State Bank Student Loan Plan is designed to make a college
education possiblefor qualified students who require financialassistance Loans
may be arranged for amounts up to 57300. Payments of principal need not
be made until after the student has completed his education.
For ftill details on the practical and economically sound
National StateStodeot Loan Plan, come in today.We will
be glad to help you witharrangements suited to yourpaiv
ticularrequirements and budget.
The
NATIONAL STATE BANK
a&Mkfe % OF NEWARK
—— - - •
S 810 Broad SL, Newark 1, N. J.Jfawfter Federal Deposit InsuranceCorporation
For an enjoyable vacation
andsomething different . . . .
FRANCISCAN
PILGRIMAGES
1933 - OUR 30th YEAR - 1963
Canada 6 Full Days Mlo.oo
L*av« on Monday Return following Saturday
rrK, ind-d.. .J ««!.. fir.l ri,,. UHI occammodanon,. „on.por,ohw. and .11 ..... V.M, th. Shrin., of D ur lod, c 7 th.
C.*., S«. Ann. and. * Jowph'. Oratory, the oh., of Mortal
B'X* plot** of tnto^oit.
LEAVE:
September 16
RETURN:
September 21
NEW ENGLAND
Wookondt - $48.00
- Friday night to Sunday night.
Leave Oct. 18
Me. inclwd.. 3 r„„ .1... hotel occommodohon,. tron.portohon
JKOforh., and oil ..«c Vto, th. Shrin., .f S. Anthony in
Ow lody of loSol.tt. tn Iptw.eh, Mon., ond our froncitcon Collm. inMy i#odi. N.H. ond ©tfcor plocvi of ool.onol intorott.
WASHINGTON
Wookondt - $45.00 - Friday night to Sunday night
loavo: Sept. 27, Oct. 25, Nov. 1 8.
Me. include, tom. at New Ireland obo.e, Via. th. Shrin. of th,
immaeulat. Cone»phon. th. fr.nei.eon Mono iter. Church of th. Holy
land. th. Cotoewnb., ond olh« ploe., of Notiono |
BALTIMORE-WASHINGTON
Wookondt - $45.00 - Friday night to Sunday night.
Loavo: November 15
“ 0” K °’* l o<tommo dotion«, tramportation,grotucH.,, handling of luggage, ond oil taxei.
California 28 Full Days *785.00
Loavo on Sopt. 23rd Return on Oct. 20th
faejUUAA Mowing w . lfwotd 0 „d
” and !*'T"' Sto * M »>l - No night tro.el
& tsus nr* " m-
Vi lit th. old U1..1—. -r r |7«
” no* ,,ion tram touriit, crowd,.
hHS»4*\oyi Ten!n^ O SQn o rrond^CTh^L©»a Ang.Ui*^taf<V'*Q W* t *G NfQftl^ht,
M^"ta '"*r Noturol bridge, lur.y Co™"
fl "‘ «««" ■»* oeewn-
W.*L.nd tilgrimoge, t.' WASHmruiUu®®08 ol *d oil tax.,.
•AITIMObI t aTmT WASM,NOTON' *• NEW ENGLAND, ond to
sfsr * !?T* m *• 00 -« Ntgrlmag.,for fro. color br.,hgr. ud c.mol.t.
ffiANCISOH FAMILY ORCU
125 Woof Slot Street - Now York 1, N Y
212 PENNSYLVANIA 6-4685
4 SB® iir '■' * V-* - ) V* - >.• 1
46 Candidates Progress as Felician Sisters
LODl—Forty-six women ad-
vanced u Felician Sisters in
cenmcotos held Aug. 6,11 and
15 it the immaculate Ooocep-
tta Oouveot chapel here. Ele-
ven postulants prawuaced
first vows Aug. 6. The habit
and veil were received by 33
new postulants at ceremonies
Aug. 11. Final vows were pro-
nounced by U Felician Sisters
Aug. U.
Shown in photo at lower left
with 13 Felician Sisters who
pronounced their perpetual
vows Aug. 15 are: Sisters Mary
Sperentta, Mistress; Mother
Mary Virginette, provincial
superior; Rev. Joseph Lan-
dowski, 0.F.M., chaplain; and
Rev. Gervase R. Walter*.
O.F.M.
NEW SISTERS in the second
row are: Sister Mary Thomas-
ins, Reading, Pa.; Sister Mary
Genevieve, Reading, Pa.; Sis-
ter Mary Claire, New York
City; Sister Mary Martina, Mt.
Carmel, Pa.; Sister Mary An-
tooea, Reading, Pa.; Sister
Mary Miriam, Linden, and Sis-
ter Mary AmabiUs, Reading,
Pa.;
Third row: Sister Miry
Joeelma, Newark; Slater Miry
Araidei, South Amboy; Sister
Miry Deofilii, Baltimore; Sla-
ter Miry Joanßa, Reading,
Pa., and Sister Mary Jacque-
line, Wilmington.
. : 4. . ;
PICTURED WITH 11 nov-
kea who professed first vows
Aug. fl (lower right photo) are
left to right, seated: Rev. John
Fngt, O.F.M. Oap., Rev.
Adam J. Otterbein, C.SS.R.,
and Father uandownki;
Second row: Mother Mary
Virginette; Sister Mary Kar-
en, Linden; Sister Mary Wan-
da, Baltimore; Sister Mary
Joan, Haabrouck Heights, and
Sister Mary Ines, South Am-
boy;
Third row: Slater Mary Gar-
ardine, Reading, Pa.; Sister
Mary Marita, Wilmington;
Sister Mary Frandne, Cress-
•dll; Sister Mary James, New
Milford; Sister Mary Richard,
Wellington, and Sister Mary
Jonathan, Wilmington.
INSTALLED AUG. 11 were
23 new postulants, who are
shown with principles in photo
at top right: Elisabeth Anne
DeLucia, Trenton, now Sister
Mary Lawrence; Mother Vir-
ginette; Father Frege; Magr.
Joseph Prxexdiiecki of Dar-
lingtonSeminary; Father Lan-
dowakl; Slater Mary Doloret-
ta, Novice Mistress, and Jo-
sephine Macuk, Wilmington,
now Sister Mary JuSta;
Second row: Dolores Blass-
cxynska, Reading, Pa., now
Sister Mary Renata; Angela
Marie UndsUa, Camden, now
Sister Mary Luke; Patricia
Ann RogucU, Bloomfield, now
Sister Mary Damien; Patricia
Muldowney, Trenton, now Sis-
ter Mary Slmplida; Patricia
Ann DiSabotino, Trenton, now
Sistar Mary CeieiUne;
ALSO, LEONORA Murowakl,
Bayonne, now Slater Mary
CantaSce; Teresa Kernaasew-
ska, Irvington, now Slater
Maty Jane; Shirley MeodoUa,
Hammonton. now Sister Mery
Gemma; Carol Ana Dsitko,
Jersey City, now Sister Mary
Vincent, and Mary EUen Koz-
ftol. North Syracuse, N.Y., now
Slater Mary SopMa.
Third row: Annette Fitsglb-
boof, Ogdenaburg, now Sinter
Mary Patrice; Roealie Zdan-
owlcx, Cliftoo, now Sister Mary
Jude; Barbara Kemmerer,
Reading, Pa., now Sister Mary
Joaoice; Ursula Reineckl,
Trenton, now Stater Mary Ger-
maine; Dorothy Sajczuk, Tren-
ton. now Slater Mary Ckara;
Alto, Edna Smlalowicz. Rah-
way, now Sister Mery Angelfi
ca; Bernadette Hickey, Wil-
mington, now Sister Mary
Joachim; Bernardino Poswin-
ski, WUlmlngton, now Sistar
Mary DeChantal; Theresa Tur-
kowaki, Bayonne, now Sitter
Sister Mary Ignatia; Karen
Egan, Teaneck, now Sister
Mary Dooata, and Barbara
Danelaki, Bloomfield, now Sis-
ter Mary Ruth.
Cosmetics: Vice orVirtue?
MINNEAPOLIS, Minn. The use of cosmetics is "fsr
from a vice it is often the moat charitable thing you can
do, Auxiliary Bishop Leonard P. Cowley of the St. Paul
Archdiocese told women attending the National Association
of Legal Secretaries, adding that the use of cosmetics "is
not worldliness.”
Being a lady, he added, is demonstrated through "ex-
terior manifestations of internal satisfactions," such as hats,
cosmetics, "elegant entertaining" and a well-designed home.
“IF I LOOK at the kind of clothes you wear and the homa
you live in. I can tell you what kind of a character you
nave, be said. "A man is repelled from a woman who is
too masculine or too plain."
We in religion spend too much time denouncing sin
when, what really should be Jumped on is had taste." Bishop
**id. “People don’t mind being accused of sinning,
but it kills them to he accused of bad taste."
"A l*dy never offends," he continued. "She’s comfor-
table to be around and she keeps others happy . . . Don’t be
foolish and not care what other people think of you. It's
your obligation to be attractive."
BISHOP Crowley also reminded the women of their "spiri-
tual responsibility as ladies." "Yon must keep your think-
ing and speaking that of a lady." he aaid.
"\ou can't be a saint unless you are a lady first," he
said. “Feminism, or the Greek term ‘mysterioo,’ is what
makes a lady a lady."
Vernacular Society
Elects Jerseyans
PHILADELPHIA - Mr. and
Mrs. Reinhold Kleaner of Pas-
saic were elected president
and secretary-treasurer re-
spectively by the Vernacular
Society at Os annual meeting
here.
The Vernacula Society, has
about 2,500 members.
FELICIAN SISTERS - Shown above are 12 new Felician Sisters who pronounced their
perpetual vows Aug. 15.
I Was Thinking ...
Peanut Butter Has Prominent
Place on Pantry Shelf
By RUTH W. REILLY
Whrn I picked up a three-
pound Jar of peanut butter
from the shelf of our local
food market the other day. a
fellow ahopper gave me a
broad grin and said: "What
would we do without It?” A
two-pound Jar of Jelly was
the next item to go into my
baaket.
Returning after a vacation,
one of the boya confkled: "I
mti»ed your cooking." My
little glow of aatiafaction was
promptly pricked when he
added, “and peanut butter and
Jelly "
I used to feel bed oa day*
when I could offer eethtef but
peanut butter and Jelly sand-
wiches for school lunches Now
It doesn’t bother me a bit.
Store than ooce I’ve had a
choice of ham. bologna or
chicken turned down in favor
of peanut butter and Jelly.
I CONTINUE to make tuna
or egg salad for a Friday spe-
cial. and when we have meat
loaf I make an extra ooa to
slice for sandwiches. I care-
fully slice left over roast beef
or veal tm. But honestly, the
younacr members of the
family would Just as soon have
peanut butter and Jelly every
day of the week
We tried peanut butter sand-
wiches with plenty of crisp
lettuce to give It bite. I like
the combination, but plain old
peanut butter and Jelly is Still
tops with the majority. From
lettuce It was a small step to
celery stuffed with peanut but-
ter. which has gained favor
as a snack and has become a
standard part of our picnic
packing. At rirst sight it shocks
our friends, but most of them
like it too.
Peanut butter on soda crack-
ers is a treat. With a glass of
milk it is a good pick-up for
the children when they come
in after school, whether alone
or with friends. It’s good as
an after-homework or T.V.
snack too.
Peanut butter comes in two
varieties, smooth and crun-
chy. One small visitor, aged
fiva, violently objected when
I served him crunchy. He
made a great project of care-
fully picking out the tiny bits
of peanut.
THE TASTE for peanut but-
ter and Jelly extends to all
ages and positions. One of our
older boys Is sometimes asked
to go out for sandwiches for
the personnel In the store
where he has a part-time Job.
It'a hard to keep the orders
straight he told us: "but I
never have to worry about
getting the right thing for the
boss. He's strictly a peanut
butter and Jelly man."
With peanut butter a staple
on ao many pantry shelves
these days, I thought a few
facts about peanuts might be
Interesting:
More thin t billion pcutvii
of peanuts tre grown in this
country annually That’* a lot
of peanut* The peanut's fancy
name Is Arachls hypogata
The original homa of pea-
nuts Is uncertain, but it was
probably Brazil. In our country
they were fir*t grown tn V.r-
giula and North Carolina
When the boll on evil became
a menace to cotton, farmer*
in other state* turned to pea-
nuta which, eruWxuly enough,
are immune to any known
disease.
IT WAS not Beta
machinery for harveettag end
abetting peanut* was developed
on a large scale that peanut*
became an important com-
mercial crop Since HOo the
use* and production of pea
nuta have incrv.isvd txemen
deoaty.
Re*kle* being uied at food
tor man or beaat, peanut*
b;»e other uacs. The oil I*
used in making soap, for lu-
brication and sometime* for
illumination The ground »hell
u uaed for polishing tin plate
and the ash of the shells for
tcitiliier.
Peanuts are rich In pro-
tein and fat and contain a sur-
prisingly small percentage of
starch and water. They are a
good source of phosphorus and
vitamin ft and a fan- source of
iron. Peanut diahes are not
only digeatlble and nutritious,
but they are easy on the bud-
get ea watt.
When I think of peanuts I
think of Saturday evening
shopping trips to Mulberry
St with my parents and huge
bag* of hot roasted peanut* to
feast on and soetl for Papa
a* he drove us home. and I
think of peanut butter!
NEW HABIT - Pictured are 23 newly inverted postulants
who received the habit and veil. Ceremonies were held
Aug. 11 at the Immaculate Conception Convent chapel,
Lodi.
FIRST VOWS - Eleven Felicion Sisters who pronounced their first vows Aug. 6 at the
motherhouse are shown above with principles.
St. Vincent’s
To Graduate 38
EAST ORANGE St Vin-
cent’* Hospital, Montclair, will
hold graduation exercises for
38 at Holy Name Church here
on Sept. 8 Twenty will re-
ceive certificate* from the
School of Infant Care Tech-
nicians and 18 diplomas will
be awarded to School of Prac-
tical Nursing graduate*.
Abbot Patrick M O’Brien.
05.8.. of St. Mary’s Priory.
Newark, will preside; Rev.
Tboma* H. Reilly, Holy Name
pastor, will present each
group and Rev. Alexander
Sokolich of Setoo Hall Uuiver-
sity will speak.
St. Elizabeth's Plans
Technician's Course
ELIZABETH
- St Eliza
beth’s Hospital will begin a
training school for x-ray tech-
mciana Sept. 10, it was an-
nounced by Sister Ellen
Patricia, administrator
The course, which will con-
sist of classroom lecture* and
clinical training, will run for
two year* with a period sched-
uled for vacations and parcti-
cal experience in the hospital
x ray department
THE FIRST CLASS will be
graduated in May. 1965, with
qualifications to take the N.J.
State Registry examination.
Applicants must bo high
school graduates with back-
round in chemistry, physics
and mathematics. Registration
will be limited to 10.
Sister Clare Maureen, ad-
ministrative assistant in the
x-ray department, will coordin-
ate the program. She received
her bachelor's degree In
radiological technology from
St. Louis University.
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THURSDAY, SEPT. S
Oer Lady of Valley Roeary, Wayne Meeting.
8:30. multi-purpose room; Paul Cavaliere,
speaker on wills
Our Lady of Visitation Rotary, Paramua
Meeting following 8 p m novena.
SATURDAY, SEPT. 7
Our Lady uf Visitation Rotary, Paramus
Chanty festival. Bergen Mall
SUNDAY. SEPT, t
Mary mount Colle go Alumnae Tea. 2 pm.,
bom* of Mr*. H. K. Marten. Tenafly, chair-
man.
MONDAY, SEPT. •
League of 8L Mary’s Hospital, Orange Meet
inf. 8:10. Nurses’ Educational Building. Mary
E. McCann, Mr*. Daniel Dewy, chairmen.
Si- Thomas the Apostle Rotary, Bloomfield
Meeting following 8 p.m. novena, auditorium;
Mane Rieper, speaker
Sacred Heart Rosary. Vailiburg Meeting.
* 50, auditorium.
Our Lady of Csettocboua Mothers Guild, Har-
rison Meeting. 7 pm, hall
TUESDAY, SEPT. 1*
St. Joseph's Rotary, Hoboken Meeting, 8
pm, ball; Mrs. Louise Mongiello, chairman.
Christ the King Regina Mundi Guild, New Ver-
non Meeting. 8:30, hall.
College of St. Rose, Jersey Alumnae Meet-
ing. 8 30. home of Mrs Frank Farineila, chair-
man, Union
St. Elizabeth's Rosary, Linden Meeting fol-
lowing 7 30 novena, auditorium.
WEDNESDAY. SEPT. 1!
Central Auxiliary Holy Name Hospital, Teaneck
Executive meeting. 1 p.m.. regular meet-
ing, 1 45, Manan Auditorium.
FRIDAY, SEPT. IJ
Court Patricia CDA, Maplewood Card party,
8 p.m., St. Joseph's. Coal Farley, Mrs. George
Belxel, chairmen.
SATURDAY. SEPT. It
International Federation of Catholic Alumnae,
Suburban Essex Curie Luncheon, Mayfair
Farms
SUNDAY, SEPT. 15
St. Venantius Altar Society, Orange Break-
fast following Bam Mass, auditorium; Msgr.
Anthony J Connell, speaker; Mrs. James R.
McCuaker, chairman.
Marians of Kearny On-shore cruise party,
Towers. Cedar Grove
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WHY MUSICIANS PREFER THE YAMAHA STUDIO...
Grand Han* actio n and tana It ottor• larga krtgM vou* o*d •
wmJ# ror>9« o# to*ol qvolity, ut.ng Spin«t or ipo<«.
Inropein Classical Datip! Low Prteadl Mast ka Hurd to la Approbated!
Also sot lad haar the world famous Yimaha Crsnd • Spinet • Console
MUSIC CITY
47<M72 MOAO ST.
N«w*rt, NJ. . Ml 2-7044
Opon 9 1JO to * P.M.
Excopt Thun. A Sot.
*<M to 4 PM.
Ut* evr fto* parking lot
touirs MUSIC CITY
589 MOAO ST.
NIWAIK. HJ. . MA J-SOJO
Op*n 9 to 4 P.M.
Man. A Wad. to 9 P M
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SETON HALL UNIVERSITY
School of Education
Announces
Remedial Reading
and
Reading Improvement Services
for
Elementary School Students
and
Secondary School Students
Soton Hall University offer* rfading programs for
elementary and secondary school student* during after-
school hours at th* South Orang* Campus.
Applications will b# accepted until September 23,
1963. Interviews and testing will be held at the Reading
Center, located In McQuald Holl at th* South Orang*
Campus.
For further information and/or application, pleas*
contacti
Joseph Zubko
Reading Center
Sefen Hall University
South Orange, New Jersey
or telephone!
SOuth Orang* 2-9000, Extension 445.
!®i
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Have You Read...?
The following questions or*
hosed on articles which appear
in this issue of The Advocate.
The answers are printed at the
bottom of the column with
the page on which the answer-
i»g article can he found.
1. Bishop Kodtko will b« in-
stalled as the first Bishop of
the new Eparch (Diocese) of
Passaic Sept 10 by
(a) Archbishop Vagnoizi
(b) Archbishop Boland
(c) Bishop Navagh
2. French will now be taught
with anew method at
(a) Locadalre, Montclair
(b) St. Nicholas, Jersey
City
(c) Pope Pius XII, Passaic
3. How old was The Advocate
when It started school?
(a) 5 1/3
(b) 25
(c) 10
4. What two teams will be
playing their first full varsity
schedule this year?
(a) Our Lady of Lake and
Morris Catholic
(b) Roselle Catholic and
Holy Trinity
(c) DcPaul and St. Bona-
venture
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'Seton’ College
To Honor Grad
EMMITSBURG. Md. Sar-
ah Christie, assistant super-
intendent of New Jersey
schools, will be awarded an
honorary doctorate of laws
Oct. S at St. Joseph’s College
here.
Miss Christie, a graduate
of St. Joseph’s College, has
been chosen as "examplar of
the goals and ideals which St.
Joseph’s has endeavored to
instill into its students from
the days of Mother Seton to
the present time.’’
The rites will honor Blessed
Elisabeth Ann Seton, foundress
of the college.
Money To Go
To Boy’s Town
NEW YORK - Gov. Richard
J. Hughes Is honorary chair-
man of the 1963 designer’s
ball to be held Oct. 3 aboard
the S.S. Nieuw Amsterdam.
Pier 40 here.
Proceeds of the affair will
go to Boys’ Town of Italy. Mrs.
Mary G. Roebling of Trenton
will serve as hospitality chair-
man.
ADDIE TOO - Addie has polished her halo and dusted
her wings. She's all cleaned up and ready to start school.
For the next nine months she"ll study very hard to
learn all she can. Come June she plans to have another
floor completed in her skyscraper of knowledge.
Students to Learn French a New Way
By JUNE DWYER
MONTCLAIR For years
now language teaching has
been going through reforms,
but Sister Rita Thomas, O. P ,
French teacher at Lacodaire
School here. Just wasn’t con-
vinced.
She had taught French by
the traditional manner for al-
most 20 years at ML St Dom-
inic Academy, Lacodaire and
Caldwell College and she
wasn’t convinced that the ex-
pensive new language equip-
ment was bringing results.
"Prove it," she would say as
she continued teaching gram-
mar and demanding that all
be in conversation French.
BIT NOW scepticism has
been replaced by enthusiasm
and a modern "method that
has been proved over the
years" will be tried at Lacor-
daire for the first time. Voix
et Images de France, as it
is called, will start in the
fourth grade and run through
the high school currriculum
Sister Rita Thomas and Sis-
ter Jean Adrienna, also of La-
cordaire, went to Philadelphia
this summer to see the meth-
od in action and to learn how
to teach it. The program is
offered free of charge by Chil-
ton Cos., which hosts a lan-
guage center for curriculum
development, disperses raa
terial for the program and
offers scholarships to train
teachers.
"1 believe in it so much."
said Sister Rita Thomas
"Audiovisual by itself is too
much like teaching parrots
For a bright student you need
more than hearing and seeing
After six months of this meth-
od the student is taking dicta-
tion and writing composi-
tions."
"This is the way French
should have been taught” she
said. “It is audio-Ungual-vis-
ual, and has been proved."
THE FRENCH National
Ministry of Education is re-
sponsible for the research. In
1957 they set up a commission
to study teaching French to
help the many foreign stu-
dents who were coming to
French schools to study.
They compiled a list of the
most used expressions, and
published “Le Francais Fon-
damontal" in 1054. The com-
mission also set up a teachers
college to develop material
and methods. It was known as
the Ecole Normale Supcrieure
de Saint-Cloud. They produced
the Saint-Cloud method which
is also known by the initials
CREDIF.
The program was so suc-
cessful that foreign students
could take a seven-week in-
tensive course and then fit in-
to any classroom in the coun
try
In 1962 the Chilton Cos was
chosen by France to sponsor
the linguistic program in the
l' S
"OVER 700 schools are al
ready using the material. ’
said Sister Rita Thomas. "We
plan to start m the grade
school this year for the first
time and m five years we will
have the complete curriculum
That will mean that our jun-
iors will be reading classical
works by then."
Lacodaire looked into the
Saint-Cloud method because it
was the only one which of-
fered teacher training "Ii is
all well and good for re-
searchers to give us the best
materials for the classroom,"
Sister Rita Thomas said, "but
what good arc they if we don't
know how to use them proper-
ty
"
5 oix et Images does not stop
its program with entrance into
the curriculum Sister Rita
Thomas and Sister Jean Ad-
rienne will be going back to
Philadelphia for additional
courses leading to certificates
and diplomas in language.
Looking forward to tbe open-
ing day of school the tiny
French teacher who has
sought a better method for
over 20 years was building
over She has studied at Seton
Hall University, Western Re-
serve, and has been to Europe
on a grant, but for the first
time she feels that her Amer-
ican students are going to
learn the perfect French of
the Frenchman
Sainthood
For Girls
SIXTY SAINTS FOR
GIRLS, A Joan Windham
Omnibus; illustrated by Rnee
George. Sherd and Ward. J7I
pages. $3.9i.
This is the kind of book that
belongs to the family. Cer-
tainly Catholic girls will thrill
at the stories of the holy
women young and old
who won the crown of saint-
hood or who may soma day
win it.
Mom and dad will find hint.
on names for that naw baby
Kiri and a Christian heritaga
for her to follow. Catholic
Boys may sit in wonder that
“girls" could accomplish so
much.
THE COLLECTION offers
variety in selections, which is
important for the variety of
young ladies who will be read-
ing it.
The style is narrative mak-
ing the true-life accounts as
digestible for the young as
fairy tales. In fact, the pre-
schoolers might prefer these
to hearing tales on occasion.
It is a worthwhile addition
to the Individual's library or
to that of a classroom or
school Jane Dwyer
Convention Set
MILWAUKEE, WIS. - First
Catholic Slovak Ladles Union
in the U. 8. and Canada will
hold its 38th convention bare
Sept. 18-19. Fifteen delegates
from the Newark Archdiocese
will attend.
V
Mt. St. Vincent
Has New Head
NEW YORK - Sister Mary
David, former English teacher
at Mount St Vincent's
College has been appointed
president by the board of trus-
tees.
Math Class
For Students,
Teachers
SOUTH ORANGE - Teach
ers and students of the New-
ark Archdiocese will be at-
tending demonstration classes
in contemporary mathematics
Sept 1V77. according to a
newsletter released by Msgr
Joseph P Tuite. supennten
dent of schools
Contemporary mathematics
designed to encourage students
to think math in work-a-day
problems gives a sound intro-
duction to the entire field of
mathematics of the space age
MSGR. TUITE described the
method as "understanding
math rather than memorising
"
All Archdiocesan schools will
introduce this method to the
first and second grades
Classes a! nine centers will
include principals, religious
and lay teachers, and students
Each class will be limited to
25 students Dr Foster Gross
mckle and Dr Robert Wyman
of Holt. Reinehart A Winston
Publishing Cos, and Dr John
Ducan of Jersey City Stata
College will conduct the dem-
onstrations Tbe classes will
give teachers the opportunity
to observe teaching methods.
THE OLDEST conlinouily
published Catholic newspaper
in the U. S Is The Catholic
Telegraph Register of Cln-
cinati, founded 124 years ago
Build That Skyscraper ofKnowledge!
By BUBAN DINER
Why did God make you?
God made me to know Him.
to love Him, to serve Him and
to be happy with Him forever
in heaven.
When 1 learned this question
and answer, I don’t know, but
I am quite certain that I
learned it from my mother
when I was very young and
before I went to school. Like
you I learned little prayers
shortly after 1 learned to talk.
As I grew older I learned more
praycra. I learned to count,
to know my colors and to say
my alphabet. I learned the
many things my parents
thought were important and
many little things not quite so
important.
THEN the September before
1 was six years old my mother
took me to the cathedral
grammar school. The time had
come for me to learn about
more things nature, geo-
graphy, mathematics, reading
and cathechlsm. The major
part of my education was
placed In the hands of those
specially trained to guide chil-
dren, to help form their mindJ
and to make them better per-
sons.
Over the years my knowl-
edge of God and the world He
made grows. Each piece of
knowledge la added to the
foundation started by my par-
ents years ago. Each year
adds another story to my sky-
scraper my own library en-
closed In my mind and each
year it continues to grow.
Each year people like you,
like me, all over the world
continue to learn In a never
ending process. Each year new
teachers receive their degrees
so they can give ua tho best
they have. Each year new
schools are built or additions
completed to make the best
available. New methods of
teaching are constantly de-
veloped so wc can become bet-
ter people.
Every book we read teaches
us more about the world, about
God’s creations. Even the new
method of contemporary math-
ematics is His creation be-
cause He works through us.
through the ability He has
given us to learn am! to do
The more we learn, the more
we learn about God and the
more we love Him.
EACH DAY, each month,
each year we build our sky-
scrapers ever upward. And the
higher we build, the better
able we arc to serve God, to
do what He wants us to do.
This week, Young Advo-
cates, we arc starting to build
another story to our sky-
scrapers of knowledge. Thi»
week we are returning to
school. How high our sky-
scrapers grow will depend on
us. The harder we work at it,
the stronger, more lasting our
"educational structure” will
be.
So pick up those tools
the pencils and paper, the
books and studytime —and
start another addition to that
skyscraper of knowledge, of
God and of His world.
CWV Names
Verona Girl
VERONA - Anne Marie
Hislop. a recent graduate of
Our Lady of the Lake, here,
received second prise in the.
Catholic War Veterans’ na-
tional safety essay contest.
Mrs Claire Gordon, state pres-
ident of the CWV Ladies Aux-
iliary. presented the winner
with a charm bracelet and
engraved disk
Anne Marie will attend Im-
maculate Conception High
School. Montclair
Council Fathers
Are Remembered
NEWARK
- Essex Catho-
lic High School here will be
host to an elementary school
principals' meeting Sept. 3
when a spiritual bouquet will
be presented to Archbishop
Boland.
Vincent Keane, speech thera-
pist for the Mt. Carmel
Guild, will give a report on
speech and hearing services
of the special education of-
fice. The spiritual bouquet of
150,000 Masses, Holy Commu-
nions, rosaries and visits to
tbe Blessed Sacrament has
been offered for the Arch-
bishops and other Fathers of
the ecumenical council The
presentation will be made by
Msgr. Joseph P. Tuite, super-
intendent of schools, on be-
half of the school children
Puerto Ricans Rush U.S. Sister
To Salesian Session in Italy
PATERSON
- Sister Stella of Our Lady of Providence
Mission (or the Spanish-speaking here has left for Turin,Italy, in style the panshoners saw to that. They gave Sis-
ter Stella a farewell party Aug 14 at which they presented
her with a check for $3OO for expends
Sister Stella left Aug 28 with three other Salesian Sis-
ters from the North American province for the community's
world ratechetir.i conference to be held for one month in
Turin Sister Stella, serving the city for over 20 years, is re-
sponsible for the Puerto Rjcans in the Paterson area.
The Salesian conference will have delegates from 57
prownccs Others from thts continent will be Sister Cesira,
now of the Aptos Jimiorate. Cal , formerly of St Michael's'
Paterson Sister Jeanette. Port Chester, NY , and Slxter
Jacqueline of Canada
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INTEREST
from day of deposit on
ONE YEAR CERTIFICATES
OF DEPOSIT
$l,OOO to $25,000
Commercial
Trust Cos.
of New Jersey
MAIN OFFICEi 15 Exchange Placf, Jersey City
11 ComvwmUmt Ojficti
JERSEY CITY - BAYONNE - UNION CITY
ONN MONDAY IVININOI (he." Main Offka)
JMIY CITY and tAVONNI 7 le ■ - UNION CITY • la •
•AN DIPOSIT VAULTS
Mambar r.danl taaenra InUa .nd radarai Dapoet teamaaa Care.
Dollar Sale
FRANCO AMERICAN-(15 Vfr oc
SPAGHETTI
WHOLE KERNEL—(I2 cm. oom)
IDEAL CORN
IDEAL SLICED OR WHOLE
POTATOES L 4 ~
SLICED OR WHOLE-06 «
IDEAL BEETS
SNOW CROP FROZEN-(6 cs.
SAMOA DRINK
TOUR CHOICE
8
* FOR
*1 00
PWNCESS—(I fc. pkg».) YOUR CHO#C£
lOEAI CUT-(l5Vi oi. com)
GREEN BEANS
APPLESAUCE—(IS ox. (on)
MUSSELMAN'S
lOEAL RED BAND—(I7 ox.
SWEET PEAS
6
FOR
$ 100
Sfrqwbrry, Apricot or PwnoppU
PRESERVES
BORD€N/ S-(8 ox. pkgj.)
CREAM CHEESE
KEE LIQUID- Regular or Pink
DETERGENT 01 -
IDEAL SECTIONS—(I6 oc
GRAPEFRUIT
YOUR CHOICE
4
FOR
*1 00
VEGETABLE COCKTAIL-** m.
V-8 JUKE
lOEAL—(32 ox. bottler)
PRUNE JUKE
ORANGE PINEAPPLE—(46 ec «
IDEAL DRINK
IDEAL SLICED
SWISS CHEESE
TOUR CHOICE
3
FOR
STOCK-OP!
OVER 1,200
PRICES
REDUCED!
\% MIX OR MATCHMUS
- V
Ml Lunch Meats
“*—• Look Spaced Undaor
lo4o ««». Loot. CNtoe Uet
/
4i:«1
GREEN
STAMPS
BONELESS
ROUND ROAST
tat topob
BOnOM 79
BONELESS TOP SIRLOM -89*
BONELESS ROAST “£StST -79*
SMOKED PORK LOINS -79 c
SMOKED PORK CHOPS *B9*
I.
~
I LANCASTER BRAND - FINEST OORN-PED BEEF
*§* STEAKS - ■ 99
-69 c 189= >B9c-1.49 *99*
ITALIAN SAUSAGE *69*
MEAT DINNERS 2 89*
Meaty ROASTING
CHICKENS-4*
MAC D4DOSPI
mat!
ACME
K&H.
f»£SH!
Apples 3-35*
ITALIAN
Prunes 2-29*
FWSM. GRffN
Peppers 2-19*
FRESH PULLED, JERSEY
>1» CORN 12-35
Mm jAiOiia 6t« V*t<loy, SepleeUr 7tk. WH We mmtm We »4gmi le he* <
Mol respoetWW tor hir>wpMwl <
E&s lilT
...ITS EASY TO EBTER! |
i to Korn Mae ■
7t NS.►to >»wfca«« —tamry. Ma At to itoto . '
■M»wanr. Saa aaad aat kt K«MI to.—.
/ '
In CYO Baseball
St. Francis Eyes Share of 1st
NEWARK—St. Francis Xav-
ier (Newark) will be bidding
for a tie for first place with
St Rose of Lima (Newark) in
the second-half standings of
the Essex County CYO Inter-
mediate Baseball League Sept.
8. It will meet Sacred Heart
(Vailsburg) at 3:30 p.m. at
Branch Brook Extension field.
St. Francis trails St. Rose,
which has completed its sched-
ule, by a half game. If St.
Francis wins, St. Rose and St.
Francis will clash for the sec-
ond half title Sept. 15.
A St. Francis defeat would
give St. Rose the league
crown, since It has already
captured the first-half title.
ST. BENEDICT’S and Sac-
red Heart Cathedral will also
clash Sept. 8 at 1 p.m. with
tiie first-round Junior League
title at stake.
A three-way tic for first
place exists among the Cathe-
dral, St. Benedict’s and St. An-
toninus. Each team boasts a
four and one record. This
week’s loser will be eliminat-
ed from title consideration.
St. Antoninus will meet the
winner Sept. 15.
A three-way tie for first
place also exists in the second
round among the Cathedral,
St. Thomas the Apoetle and St.
Antoninus.
The championship will be re-
solved through a playoff.
Seniors Seek Membership
MONTCLAIR Plans for a
membership drive to expand
its social, spiritual, cultural
and athletic activities are be-
ing made by the Essex County
CYO Senior Council.
The young adults will dis-
cuss the program at their
first meeting of the season
Oct. 11 at 8 p.m. at St. John’s
(Orange). Membership is for
persons between the ages of
18 and 26 years.
Jane Cuozza of St An-
thony's (Belleville) is 1963-64
chairman. Her fellow officers
are Carol Hoffman and Mary
Lou Shible, both of Immacu-
late Heart of Mary (Maplc-
wood) and Karen Booker of
St. Leo’s (Irvington). Eugene
Adana of St. Paul's (Irving-
ton) is the delegate and Rev.
John J. Rock of St. John’s
moderator.
200,000 Latins
In Miami Diocese
MIAMI (NC) - The Latin-
American population in the
Miami Diocese is nearing the
200,000 mark, it was reported
here.
Half are Cuban refugees,
while others represent every
Central and South American
country.
PRAYER CARD - This illu-
stration of Pope Paul is on a
prayer card which will be
used to promote National
CYO Week Oct. 27-Nov. 3.
The theme is "The Young
Catholic in the Lay Aposto-
late."
At J .C. Stadium
Corps to Seek World Open Title
JERSEY CITY - Fifty
Junior and 30 aenior units are
expected to compete for the
first World Open drum and
bugle corps championships
here at Roosevelt Stadium
Sept. 14-15.
Among the groups entered
arc a number of North Jer-
sey Catholic corps led by the
Blessed Sacrament CYO Gold-
en Knights. St. Patrlck'a
Cadets (Jersey City), 8L
Lucy’s Cadets (Ncawrk) and
St. Rose of Lima’s Imperial
Lancers (Newark) are en-
tered and a few others are
expected to Join the field.
SOME OF THE primary
competition for these groups
will come from the Garfield
Cadets. St. Kevin's Emerald
Knights of Boston, St. Ann’s
Loyalaires and St. Rapael’a
Golden Buccaneers, both of
Bridgeport, Conn., St. Rocco's
Golden Accs, Brooklyn: St.
Joseph’s, Batavia, N. Y., ind
the Boyalaires, Chicago.
A portion or the proceeds
of the event will be given to
the fund for a church in the
new parish of Our Lady of
Mercy (Jersey City) of which
Rev. Edward J. Wotjycha is
pastor. Father Wotjycha was
long associated with drum
eorpa through his St. Vin-
cent's Cadets in Bayonne.
The program will open
Sept. 14 with Junior prelimin-
aries at 8 a.m. TTie top ten
corps will compete for the ti-
tle at 8 p.m. that day. The
senior eliminations will start
at 8 a.m. the following day
with the finals scheduled for
2 p.m.
Knights Boost
Victory Total
NEWARK - The Blessed
Sscramcnt CYO Golden
Knights continued their
winning ways last weekend,
adding their 18th and 19th vic-
tories in two drum and bugle
corps competitions in Penn-
sylvania.
At Emmiui, Pa , Aug 31,
Blessed Sacrsment won the
Distelfink Championship (or
the fourth consecutive year.
Garfield finished tecood. The
following day. the Golden
Kmghts topped a field of six
at the Allegheny State Fair in
Pittsburgh Garfield was sec-
ond
Vermont CYO Backs Rights Bill
WINOOSKI PARK V! (N’Cl
A resolution supporting
President Kenned) » civil
right, proposal, was adopted
at the l?th annual Vermont
Catholic Youth Organization
congress at St. Michael', Col
lege here
The CYO also adopter! a
resolution tubmitttng to the au
thority of the U S Supreme
Court , deciaton on separation
of Church and Stair but pro
testing against "its tnterpre
tation of banning God from
public life
In a third resolution, the
eongre,, erttietxed the “tin
warranted eaten,too
"
of the
prayer decision by the Vrr-
Supreme Court to the public
,chool»
KNIGHTS’ DRUMS - Some of the drummer, from the
Blessed Sacrament CYO Golden Knight, drum and bugle
corps are shown in action as they will be in the ftrst
annual World Open Sept 14 15 ot Roosevelt St[?]dium.
Jersey City. They ore on, of several North Jersey unit,
entered
news at
Catholic
Youth
Anybody See,
Anybody Do
By REV. JOSEPH T. McGLOIN, S.J.
Being human beings, we are
somewhat prejudiced in our
own regird. We have an ex-
pression "Monkey see, mon-
key do," which, whUe based
on some solid fact, doesn't
really go far enough. When it
comes to doing imitations, hu-
man beings can rival any
monkey
You see little kids imitating
their father * walk and little
girls dressing up like their
mother, and even smearing on
a coat or two of paint with an
expression that is funny to
everyone except mother
THE IMPORTANT thing
since we are imitators, is that
we make sure we choose the
right models Some character,
imitate the filthy language of
the loudmouth, because they
mistake noise for maturity, or
because they've noticed that
it’, the language of adult,
when the kid, arc supposedly
tucked in for the night
Consider temperament
What , ridiculous thing to
look up to someone because of
his uncontrollable temper,
mistaking tantrum for
Wrength instead of recogniz
mg them for puerility When
you're looking around (or poo
pie to imitute have the good
sense to model yourself on the
un»et/uh. the rven tempered
the soft spoken the generous
person
ONLY TIIOSK with genuine
intellectual, spiritual, moral,
a ml social ideals are worthy
ot our imitation Only the
stupsd look up to mediocrity
So when you pick out a
model pick one with the good
sense and energy and faith to
love God above all thing, not
just in word but in action
Follow the model who know,
that a vocation i, not )u,t a
whim or a chore but the best
way to get to God
Look up to the one who un
derstands the incredible priv-
ilege of being able to get to
Mass and receive Christ in
Holy Communion daily, or to
visit Him in the Blessed Sa-
crament any time he
takes the short few minutes
required to pop into a church
and say "hello
"
Pick a man or woman for
your model.
TAKE THE GOOD example
you see in your parents or in
any other adults, and use your
youthful sense and energy to
imitate it. letting any other
example. flashier and
phonier, stop dead with its
foolish perpetrators
Let the kooks who date too
early do so, and let teen
steadies continue to prolong
their infancy as they gaze
soulfully into each other ,
eyes and swear perpetual love
long before they can even un-
derstand what mature love is
and. a hove all. what it de-
mands
Thank God for the good ex-
ample there is You can im-
itate tiie wrong people, or you
can imitate the right ones
You ran go to hell or heaven
too
Princess Joins
Ecumenical
Movement
ITRECHT, Holland (R.NS)—
Prtncrsa Irene of the Nether-
lands will be among 5.000
Protestant and Catholic young
people who will gather here
Sept at to discus, ecumenical
question.
The second daughter of
Queen Juliana is said to have
inherited an interest m ecu
memcal matter, from her
grandmother, the late Queen
W lihelrruna
Theme of the meeting, be-
ing sponsored by Protestant
and Catholic youth groups, is
"Five Loaves of Bread and
Two Ftttoe," from the Gospel
according to St Luke A high-
light of the sessions will be a
corporate meal of bread and
fish
Education Theme
WASHINGTON iNC) - The
National Catholic Educational
Association Will hold Its 1961
convention in A'lantir City
March 31 April 3 The theme
will be "Catholic Education
and National Needs
"
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Los tons For Music Students from 6 to 66
Muiie it tnort tun whin you ploy It yourieffl And li t tutpriiingly
•°‘r upKiolly wilh Now Jortoy't motf otporioncod muticiont ond
•wtchirt to Intfrvct youl Turn idli hourt Into mjoyobU MO»l RROtIT-
AILE HOURS) Thin'l no waiting for claim to ttoct oil Intent
or« itrictfy private.
ACCORDION PIANO ORGAN GUITAR
CLARINET SAXOPHONE FLUTE TRUMPET
VIOLIN DRUMS VOICE HARMONY
THEORY (LEARN TO PLAY BEFORE YOU BUY)
57 NEW STREET IRVINGTON
OWN DAlir 930 to 9 SAT * to 4
Opp Rcbirt Holt
It 11400
FREE Rotting Root of Studio
rV m
»
ffjW?
■]%&£
CARTERET Savers
Invest in Safety
-..17,000 Times!
Safe and sound investment of savers' funds is the only
kind of investment made by Carteret. The major
portion of these funds is now financing 17,000 care-
fully selected residential mortgage loans protected by
the true value of the properties and the established
responsibility of the mortgage customers. Each is a
safe and profitable investment that pays savers the
highestdividend rate consistent with soundoperation.
YOU GET MORE SECURITY AT CARTERET
• Your savings at Carteret are Insured up to J 10.006 by
the federal Savings & Loan Insurance Corporation.
• Carteret’s own reserves ol J15.000.000 further safeguard
your account.
• Assets over $ll9 million including $2l million in U.B.
Government Securtiies.
Current dividend a liberal 4%* per annum, compounded
and credited quarterly.
IN U.S.A.^SsL fib
BILUON STRONO
lARTERET SAVINGS and Loan Association
866 BROAD STREET, NEWARK
* * and them additional EIGHT often:
NEWARK: 500 llnomllild Arinas 744 (rood Strut
JpriaglWld-lirjM:350 Sptiagfteld A*«. timlilr. 41/ Orsn|i Stmt
(ommutir: Finn Railroad Station City lilt: 712 SpringfWld Annul
|AST ORANGIt Mi Control An. SOUTH ORANGIt 157 South Onip An.
Modernize
Your HEATING on a
Budget!
NO MONEY DOWN-NO PAYMENT FOR
6 MONTHS-UP TO 7 YEARS TO PAY
CUan, fast heating automatic operation, work-free
comfort, lifetime catt iron comfruction. New fu«U
eaving burner. Gat Boiler. Deal Direct -
No So lot/—an . Co~wn.ii.on> • J 4 Hovr. tkono S#r..«.
SORCHINI BROS.
PLUMBING and HEATING
NEWARK OFFICE PLAINFIELD OFFICE
693 Springfield Ave. 420 Oront Ave.
ES 1-4440 PI 7-9668
CAU NOW or MAIL THIS COUPON
SOCCHINI MOJ . »tl Sor.n s (.,lW Avo . Nowork. N J
GtNTIfMtN | om mtorottod in modorn.nng ovr Hooting
C.t,
Sister says
"Use the MarykrwU
Missal.
Available at your book*
■ton in bindinga front $3.50
to $22.50.
The only
missal
in the
American
idiom
MARYKNOLL
MISSALS
r. j. urmnr* softs
PahMahaw »tba HolyApoeloSo
UdNrttU bound ctrtibcjt* ao’td a>M i'i f
croon att orniiM:
nmTUM. MOmOUKL if ...»}»
fIIMCISCAN NISSIONMT ONION
m wut 3lit smn, nm you* i m* >cu
lOn«K/« 1 0077. II ~a axaw». can M 6-4300
Mt*t»ito*nmoo9toeti)ee*oae&sexc&srvssje&sessizei>7xco&x.?,*?»s&».
PROVE YOUR LOVE FOR CHRIST
Sisters of the Sorrowful Mother
'A FIANCIICAM COMMUNITY)
ArtlUttaa HorpuaU pharn-.an
UWriIMT. I<U effwa. BWarj a ixl domaatic
•«* inwll rataafcaUral. iinmiti,, and
aaraaWUrr KkoNa prafaaaionai ,rxl amiml
K*~M •* numna Homaa lot lha ii« l. ih<
naomnal. »4 hcmtlau chtldraa retain
mlMml Af a l« t* JO
Wrtla »• Vtullml Dlractrau.
M Kami Anaya. Da* all la Max jartar
<T ataa*aa>a OA t a*Mi
SETON HALL UNIVERSITY
School of Education
Announce*
READING IMPROVEMENT PROGRAMS
for
COLLEGE STUDENTS
and
ADULTS
Seton Hall University offer* evening program* In read*
ing improvement ot the South Orange Campu*. The*#
cla*»e» are d#*lgned to meet th« ipecial reading need*
of college itudent* and adult*.
Cla**e* meet twice each week during the fall *eme*ter
beginning September 16, 1963, and terminating Jan-
uary 20, 1964. Application* will be accepted until
September 13, 1963.
*•»*•» l"f*«wtt« -nd/.r ."Untie*. *U.M
JOSEPH ZUBKO
READING CENTER
SETON hall university
South Orange, New Jersey
SOuth Orange 2-9000, Extension 448
ACADEMY OF
SAINT EUZABETH
liC ON OAI V SCHOOL *0« GUll
Fojn'lH .MO K ull»
fISTItf Oi CMAtITy
JEfferson 9-1600
OPPORTUNITIES
FOR WOMEN 16-35
Sent God 6} Serving Others
Sisters of Reparation
of the Congregation of Mary
• Providing Horn# (or Poor and
F Mondial! Woman and caring far
tKair I*l r ttua I. mantal. phralcal
naadi
• Teach.n» Catechism to all agaa of
Children and Taan Attrt
• Conducting Rotidoncti tor Word-
ing Olrlv
Wntr X' oration iHraclroaa
14J Wait 14th Street N Y 11. N Y.
Taiaphon# CHeisaa 1 SSil
Founded in 1899 by the Sister* of Chority
College of Saint Elizabeth
Convent Station, New Jersey
GEORGIAN COURT COLLEGE
A fully accredited Liberal Art* College
Conducted by the Siifer* of Mercy
Apply: Director of Admissions, Lakewood, N.J.
CALDWELL COLLEGE FOR WOMEN
CALDWELL, NEW JERSEY
CONDUCTED BY THE SISTERS OF ST. DOMINIC
Fully Accredited - Offering A.B. and B.S. Degree*
PRIESTS JESUIT BROTHERS
.
_* l *i lll .tetr uin cl mind »nd bod, to lb. wr.tr. <W Jew. tbrUt
•nd HU Church At home i&d In Dm fortifn mUiiofu for In/urmAUoo write:
Director of Vocations, 39 E. 83rd St., New York 28, N Y.
(Phone 212 RE 4-1146)
□ t*rtwU [-) Bruhrr.
*»">• >«
SYMBOL...
"OF THE NEW MAN YOU
CAN STRIVE TO BECOME"
TRj
PP
FRANCISCAN
RIESTS & BROTHERS
Coßtinua tk# work tUfted by 5t Fraud*
•* Aml*l (no on* •**' ralutod witranc*
I* oar Mflilntry bocaiwo ol lack *1 fund*.)
Will* for InfonMtion:
DiRECTOR ol VOCATIONS
Fra Ml »xo FoAon, Boa ITT
M. (MM** 1* Moratory, HoMld«y»U % FoontyNonlo
Varsity 11s Welcome Newcomers, Prepare for Record Slate
NEWARK Currently In
rehearsals, the schoolboy pro-
duction "Football, 1963" will
made its debut In a few
weeks with a record number
of teams playing a record-
aUed schedule.
Our Lady of the Lake will
move up to a full varsity
squad to swell the number of
Catholic echoed 11s in North
Jersey to 22. There were 19
last year with St. Cecilia's
(E) sitting out a one-year sus-
pension.
ORATORY WILL start
things off when it meets Mor-
ristown School Sept. 20 at
Morristown. That will be the
first of 126 which are sched-
uled. That would surpass the
record of 112 games which
were listed last season.
The first full weekend of ac-
tion will begin Sept. 27 when
four Catholic clubs will be in-
volved in a trio of night
games. St. Luke's will visit
Marist, Queen of Peace will
be at Harrison and St. Mi-
chael's (UC) will meet Union
Hill at Roosevelt Stadium,
Union City.
Morris Catholic will be
among the teams which will
debut Sept. 28 or 29. The
Crusaders the school's new
nickname will entertain
Kinnelon. Our Lady of the
Lake will also face Kinnelon
in its opener the following
week.
THE LEAGUE ranks are
bigger this year with Morris
Catholic joining the Big Seven
Conference to nuke it the Big
Eight and St. Cecilia's return-
ing to the Tri-CountyCatho-
lic Conference.
Besides Morris Catholic, the
Big Eight includes Bayley-El-
lard, DePsui, Immaculate
Conception, 0. L. Valley. Ora-
tory, SL Luke'* and St.
Mary'i (R).
SL Cecilia's will be battling
for the T-CCC title which It
held in 1961 when it takes on
Bergen Catholic, Don Bofco
Pope Flua and Queen of Peace
in the league.
In the Independent group,
will be the remaining teams,
Delbarton, Essex Catholic,
Marist, 0. L. Lake, St. Bene-
dict's Prep, St. Joseph's
(WNY), SL Michael’s (UC),
St. Peter’s Prep and Seton
HaU.
Bishop Proves
Strictly Kosher
RAELIGH. N.C. (NC>-
A strictly kosher meal was
served at the residence of
Bishop Vincent S. Waters
here.
The occasion was a
meeting of the steering
committee of the North
Carolina Council on Reli-
gion and Race, to which
Bishop Waters was host.
When it came time for
lunch, the Bishop an-
nounced that out of respect
for the two Jewish rabbis
who are committee mem-
bers. he had invited a
kosher caterer to prepare
the food, taking cognisance
of the fact that not only
the food but the dishes in
which it would be served
had to be kosher for Jew-
ish ritual acceptance
Before lunch was served,
the Bishop invited the Jew-
ish clergymen to explain
the significance of the Rab
binic laws of Ksshruth.
Home Grid Games Sites
SCHOOL HELD
Bayley-Ellard Campus. Madison
Bergen Catholic Campos. Oradell
Delbarton Campus. Morristown
DePaul Campus. Ramsey
Esses Catholic Schools Stadium. Newark
Immaculate Conception Campus, Montclair
Marist Bayonne City Park Stadium
Morris Catholic Campus. Denvllle
Oratory Campos, Snmmit
O. L. Lake Campus. Sparta
Our Lady of the Valley Orange High School Held
Pope Pius Passaic Stadiam
Queen of Peace North Arlington High School Held
St. Benedict's Benedict Eielo
St. Cecilia's Minton White Stadium, Englewood
St. Joseph's Miller Stadium. West New York
’»
A
St. Luke’s Campus. Ilohokus
J St. Mary’s Rutherford High School Held
~ St. MkhauTa Roosevelt Stadium. Union City
(Ml Nttrt .. loosereß Stadium, Jersey City
'*
Setou Hall Campus. South Orange
7963 Football Schedule
Friday, Sept. 2*
Or Starr St MarrUlan kM
Friday, Sept. 27
Dum cl Pun U Harrtaaa. San
SI Lnfl M Murtut. I »m
ft MKfcMl's i UC* M Lam Hill,
i IS ».m
Saturday, Sept. 28
Drlbartaa at PaOAa School
Klimlm si Moms Catkotic
Hides I—oof st Das Basra
Satan MaD at BliflMtd
Sunday, Sept. 29
•Papa Ptua at Cl Cactus's <E>
—lmasaralata at * Mxry'o iß>
••O. U Vailsj at Oratory
Bsjlry EllaH at PtulUpaOnr* Parartual
Hsysans at DaPaat
Barfan Catholic at at Jaatph t <WNI >
Crrta at
Inst CMBMU
Bansdlrt'a Pro. at St PaUr s Pro*
Friday, Oct. 4
Pops Pt-is at *l. Michael's (UCI.
* ' P ‘Saturday, OcL J
East Sida at Uus Hall
Moms Let hot m- si Dathartaa
K Y. MlßUrr Leeds my at ft. Hr as
dirt s Prap
O. L Laka at flatqa«
Peterson Cantral at Don Bonro
SL Joaaph'a tWWi at a. Patar s Prap
Sunday, Oct. •
••DaPsul at Uartay EUard
••Oratorr at *t luko i
••0 L. Vallay at * Mary'. fR)
Earns Catholic at Bortov Cathottc
Barth Bar ran at ft. CacUia'a <E)
Qnaan at Paaca at Imaacnlata
Friday, Oct. 7
Emaraoa at SL Michaat's lUCI.
g IS p
m.
MartM at Pena Plat. • a m.
Morns Cotkoic at O. U V allay. I p m.
Saturday. Oct. 9
at CsdUa'a <E) <l Qtmaa at Paaca
at Hantaan. « p.m.
••lUytsy Ellard at ImmamlaU. II am
»*kl Mary's (R) at Da Past
School MOL Laka
Sat
ft. Jaaapks <WNY>
Acadsmy at Datbenan
at Rargan Catholic
bet's Prap at East Oraaga
a at fiasnrn
'a Prap st Saydar
Sunday, OcL 12
Brnokly* Prap at Dan Bases
Easai Catholic M gaoler
Ban HaU at Rad Ranh CMhaUc
Saturday, OcL 19
O. L Valley at Hantaan, g p.m..
Friday, OcL 19
■
Admiral Pgnhem at Dalbartsn
Cantral at ft. BanadMt'l Prap
Paasaic at Pupa PMa
Sunday, OcL 29
••DaPaul at Immaculate
••Oratory at Morns Catholic
"* Luka’s at Baylty Elisrd
Bsyoeas at SL P«tcr*» Pro.
fsr‘
X ‘"' r
“Friday, OcL »
Dal hart oo at Bays ark Academy.
If ppg.
Immsrulsts at Hantaan. I p.m.
tC Banadlet'a Prap at PaddM. I p.m.
Saturday, OcL 26
Sunday. Oct. 27
•iWrgT" CMMtf at P*o* h«
••Do* IWkoro at ft Caruia •
••Morris Cfthftsr at HayWj KT.ar*
••ft Hiry i tR > At Oratory
Nabnßrn At ft Jentfft'i ;ft'N\
Quota o« I*tact At MartAl
ft I-ulwa At O L La4a
ft Mxßaali itC» At Mrmorul
Soto* HaU ft Ijam CAiteUr
Saturday, Nov. 2
Blur Al Drlbonoo
HArtrtAlrtWM ft Baj'.*j Clat*
Imr»Ac«lAtA ft V6rr«g
Or ft ory ft Malay [Hi
ft IWiwArt i Pry* ft Ead
ft Mar*A*J • tVC) a! Dtcftiam
Sunday, Nov. ]
•Dow Bmn U at rtan
H tral.o't lb *1 Patna Catfcrfjc
-Morna Catholic at SI Lakoo
“O L \ alley at Doi’wt
Si. Joaaph'a <WNYi at Msrtat
St Mary a <R) at Eaata CaUMtK
st Pater a Prep at Ltarota
Saturday Nov. 9
Dalbartop al Morrutoo* School
DaPaul at SeWOo Brook
Not rm Dame <W«k Kami. C«ta > ft
ft (AdliAß (Dp • pm
ft. BtflftKi'i Prop At BouOt Mi
Sunday, Nov. 19
'Papa Ptua at Daa Roaca
--Haylay EBord at St Mary a (Rl
•*t H atary at Immaculata
**o L Valley at St Loka'a
Rergra CatlutK at Kardkam Prap
Memorial at M P«ar'a Prap
o L Laka at Morris Catkotic
Hum at Paaca at lan Cathabe
Saturday, Nov. 19
Hua School at Dal bon act
o I. Laka al Meuatata
Pequatmock at DaPaul
Sataa HaO at IretasMa
Sparta at O. L Lkaa
Vatlahurg at Mama Cathotir
Sunday, Nov. 17
•Iterjeo Catkotic at Ouaaa at Paaca
••
Barley Ellard at Or atary
“Immatalala at M. Loka'a
Don Boaca at Xa. Lar
North Bcrcaa at SL Joaapk'a (WNVi
St Braaifa'a Prop »* Eaaaa Catkahc
at Schaata Sudmm
St CactUat (El at Blahap Egaa
(Lavftpaa. Pa.)
St. Mary'a <R> at Papa Ptua
SI. Mtchacl a (UC) at SL Peter‘l Prap
Friday, Nov. 22
Oratory at Harrtaaa. S p m
Satnrday, Nov. 21
O. I. Laka at Natcoag
Sunday, Nov. 24
ft. H>iißci ,6 Prtp »». Sr(A9i HaU aI
SrhroU ftaftnn
ft JoOTffc'a (WHY) «. 8t MkhA9( i
(UC)
Tliursday, Nov. 29
:mgr*- vx.
10 » a.M.
‘■lmmaaalata at O L Vallay. U a m
"•Morrta Catholic al DaPaul. U a m
-St. Luka’a at BL Mary'a (k>. M M
Marlat al Bayaaaa. II a.m
tllalaaa atharuiaa paws, all gamaa
Mart at S p.m.)
Matmen List
14 Matches
SOUTH ORANGE - The
Scion IUU University wres-
tling tesm. which will go into
its third varsity season this
year, will face a 14 match
schedule Steve Evanoff. who
brought the Pirates to a 66
record last year, will coach
again this season.
Additions to the slate are
Hunter, Monmouth and C W
Post Returning opposition u
featured by Temple. King s
Point. Fa'rletgb Dickinson.
N Y U and Montclair State
The completr schedule Is as
follow s
la » « VMM Cmtnaay Cal.
Krc T. at VcwS Rurtrt. 1L
HaisUf II
Jam ll ft Army "ft"; A ft ftl*4 •
)NuM. ft I i.t Dull—R
)>b I. |Ur'nV9 i. Mtißkiftl I
at N Y (Li ll <1 M—uu lUfs.
si. c ft inm nut ft s|«m
Koufax Named
Popular Pro
LOS ANGELES (NCI
Sandy Koufax. the Icos Angel-
es Dodgers strikeout king,
was awarded the Los Angeles
CYO's fifth annual "Most Pop-
ular Pro" plaque at Dodgers
Stadium. Rev John P Lang-
uille. CYO director, presented
the plaque
Koufax won the contest, con-
ducted by the Tidings arch-
diocesan newspaper, by a mar-
gin of less than 240 ballots In
second place was Albie Pear-
son. the smallest of the Los
Angeles Angela with the big
gest batting average ( 310)
Frank Howard. Dodger out-
fielder who woo plaques both
in 1960 and 1962, finished third.
Essex Issues
CHarter Reminder
MONTCLAIR - More than
21,000 persons between the
ages of 12 and 26 years are
exptced to register for the Es
sex County CYO program on a
parish level, according to Rev
Vincent F. Affanoso, county di-
rector.
Father Affanoso reminded
the units that they must ap
ply for a charter by Oet. 15
to be eligible for Inter-parish
activities Parishes must a! o
affiliate with the junior and
adult divisions to participate
on that level.
St. Cecilia's Names
Natale Cage Coach
ENGLEWOOD Pete Na-
tale, a former St. Cecilia's
High School standout athlete,
will be the school’s head bas-
ketball coach in the 1963 64
season, it was announced last
week by Rev. Bertram Haj-
duk, O.Carm., athletic direc-
tor.
The appointment heads a
list of changes in the athletic
staff for the coming year. Two
other head coaches named
were Bob Backsa, another St.
Cecilia's graduate, in track
and Sal Israel in wrestling.
NATALE REPI.ACEB Dick
"Red” Pasch, who coached
the Saints in the 1961-62 sea-
son to a 5-14 record. Natale
played football, basketball and
baseball here befbre going to
Xavier University where he
plsyed football.
He graduated from St.
Peter’s College in June. He'll
also assist head coach Ralph
Cavalucci as freshman and
junior varsity backfield coach
with the football team.
Israel played college football
at Stetson University in
Florida and has coached (or
three years at Cliffside Park
and one at Lodi in football
He is replacing Dom Scro,
who left to accept the head
coaching job at Northern Val-
ley Regional in Demarest.
Named to assist Israel in
wrestling and coach a weight-
lifting program which is being
installed this year is Ed Fed-
dock a former AAU heavy-
weight wrestling champion
Backsa, who played at Kings
College, in Wilkes-Barre, Pa.,
will assist in football with the
freshman and junior varsity
line candidates.
Q. P. Picks
Track Coach
NORTH ARLINGTON
With a year of experience un-
der their belts, the Queen of
Peace High School cross-coun-
try and track teams will go
into action this season with a
new head coach, Bill Ziegler
of Caldwell.
Ziegler, a graduate of Seton
Hall University, replaces
Brother Thomas and Brother
Benilde, who served as tem-
porary coaches while the Irish
were getting the sport
launced last season.
A member of the track
team in his undergraduate
dsys, Ziegler also helped the
Pirates coach. Johnny Gibson,
in an unofficial capacity in re-
cent years. Ziegler u a teach-
er at Seton Hall.
Priests to Golf
HAWORTH - Priests of the
Newark Archdiocese will hold
their annual golf tournament
here at White Beaches Coun-
try Club Sept 24. The dead-
line for reservations is Sept
17.
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headquarters
AAITAL lODIIS PROM $»l
All Mokn
ami Models
PACE MOTORS
47 CINTRAI AVI.
lAST OKANei
; «n. w >
NIW A USiD
CORVETTES
AMMICA'I »l
• COAVOTI DIMM
Op«n (v*i. u V. W*d A lot •• A
194 Route 17 “tJttl *
PARAMUS CO 1-7100
AUL'S
MOTORS
MAWTHOTNt
HA 7-2530
1959 T-BIRD
All black. Red ft White Vinyl
interior, bucket aeaU, full pow-
er, w/w SPECIAL fins.
1957 CHEV.
210 Seriea. 4 Door Sedan, Vf,
Auto., R.ftH., w/w. SPECIAL
1957 FORD
Ranch Wagon, Vl,’ Stand,
trana., R.ftH., w/w.
SPECIAL $916
1959 FORD
Convertible, Black roof, Red
ft White body. VS. Auto. P.S.,
R.ftH., w/w. BPKCIAL flltt.
JOHN
&
HILT monumint:
f a McGovern
MEMORIALS
ACTHORIZED DEALER
>pp Hol> freu
IE RIDOR ROAD
M ARLINGTON N j
»HM OII»in 1 011
In Th« K«arnv N« Arlln#ton Am
TO SEU YOUR HOME FAST
Insist oa iJstlnf it With
ILL
391 ••llpvlllp Pike. Arlinfton
WYman 1-4822
( >p*n Weekends hr Appointment
CLASSIFIED MARKET PLACE |
•o'»t 1 A(k p+r lm« 4
31 pm* !••%#. M<nimw*n 3 l*n«»
D#odl-n*
r 4 PM.
Writ* to TV»# Ad»O<ot*
©' p**©"• M.A'k«t 4 0700. E«t 33
31 Cl'ftto* St. Newark. N j
HELP WANTED FEMALE
»« itm onraiu ro«
FEMALE STENO
TYPIST
SECRETARY
MALE • SALES
ENGINEERS
EXECUTIVE
"MAXI OTHBU"
BURNS
employment agency
•**a« * M«M Ml MM
nmu
s j ttm
( \m nM nXity Imh. r»
in* »> Mr7 kx a.
MXIf» MU *• ttgit tmmumtmi a
WMiart M> Mmm iwurt *»»•>
»U 111. TW 11 Qian a.
COOK
<UK> Lilli*! r«rtar> a
> m CMMf v«rr ix mac aann.
rutiMi imm i»»o *m m. rtm
11 cax a. laM. X J
•na
COOK
to 11
*«**7 »■ x, n< Mima n
■ IJN. J
_
*OHV Into
< —if*" i
r? a
SITUATION WANTED
ta «r i rmmi PMrw 5 «r 1
: km iuio »m m. n« a #»«**•. ii
- »•««*. h J rwa
TOR SMI
BARNEY'S WAREHOUSE
LIQUIDATES OUTFITS
OCALTTY rVtNTTUM
•m Ik* I ntK Mmtw
law lit MW - < lUa
BARNEY'S SUPERMARKET
DISCOUNT FURNITURE
WAREHOUSE
MS KrMmftMrwa A>a
Oil KaWa a. NEttAUK
o**« Mas. Wadi. m. Ma
Put aa w rrawiaw
PATCMON DRIVED* onucr
•7 RHar It 1 M tnw Man
Ovaa Maa. Hail ft rtl HR
AUTO DEALERS - NEW CARS
BUICK • MERCEOES-BENZ
Authorised 10100 * lorMse
MAPLE BUICK INC.
Eouhtirtod M »*an
ConpltU Uae of |M/nlll< uoed rots
Phona SO 2 /500
►IT W. a. Or on S* A>r . to. (treat*. N. J.
SPERCO MOTOR CO.
CIUXvWw lIIM
4*l Mont* A**.. 11l wit N. 1.
CADILLAC
•ALU A SERVICE
CENTRAL CADILLAC INC.
Cwtril
Phon* AAA 4-2255
BROGAN CADILLAC-OLDS
N«» JUHr'i UnM
OMmxtar
AulAorUU CADILLAC
* mvi
P»M*W Avr
OK
ICK
CUftoa. N. I
MOORE CHEVROLET
!U
SERVICE ■ PAKTI
OK USED CAM
Dial EL 4-3700
CHEVROLET
SARGENT MOTORS INC.
«.swas ArUutlm
AUTO DEALERS
- NEW CARS
CHEVROLETS
MV* N\ MIRED*
Omiii trmm • wp■“
Drutira
i a. s
CHEVROLET
*W« l*fn»TKW
» Torn r«"TiiT.uv-
>W Mam* A, I'aMa MV A;
CHEVROLET
cocvau cobvitt*
KONNtX CHEVROLET
~Q)M •I AMiWI UllM
tn wtmmmmi *•« c>mi
__
CA 6 6664
deaaartini cmevroTeT
All*l rM I Mm knM
oiMHur - cam n
:
ckkvm-ui n.r**o«-n« . vniiAv?
TOWNE MOTORS INC.
rn.wi rm<n Dwafer
mim run h«im
I'mmA Can Mi
Phon# HUnt«r 6*1400
It tl Own A««. W Ua4*n. S J
FIETCHE*
locom Mtjirt ny coar
• C——mi • Mwrwy • CNM
l* *« 4 Nnvt
-
raft* 4 Arc*—naa
Wc N«y l Cara
O rHASNU.H n. HHMIT. s J
CR 7 0940
Fm Th« Mm Dm*] l*
OIDSMOBILE
*** JOYCE OUIiKOIUJ
• Au<barta*4 tuM 4 Mrrlrt
• (tuuuiw* ImJ Car*
PI 4-7500
m Gin Rl4«a A»a MaatM* i
PLYMOUTH • VALIANT
FULLER MOTOR CO.
Am*
rt-TMOtmi * V AI4AVT
SALE* 4 SERVICE
■r>4 I‘mamm car.
UNion 6 6300
PLYMOUTH . CHRYSLER
VALIANT . IMPERIAL
Mvrnrwv bum. wnm uixa
tAum a mvicK
ÜB% CmmiK Cm 4 Cm
Eliiabtth 5-5600
1963 PONTIAC • TEMPESTS
All M»«ali aad Calan
rw l»mi«ili Mnr}
•nr dial m «tati
MAXON PONTIAC
I<7T N. feaad «L HlUuda
PKon«> WA 3-6900
PONTIAC
Niw Car Sakai Mantra • r*ru
Ouarantaad L’aad Can
n»aal Bad* Wark * Kap.tr Same*
TROPHY PONTIAC
m ••»»». Car. «ui st. knua. NJ
HE 7-4900
PONTIAC • TEMPEST
RAMBLER
MROZEK AUTO SALES
Uaa4 Can - Mi Bw* - Ma»<
SMYTH! RAMBLER, INC.
■ALU • BKRVICK . FARTS
UuvummS Uaatt Can
CRsttwood 3-4200
W Marrta An.. KummX. M. 4.
RAMBLER
Hawattatt ta ail ).. ..
WOLF RAMBLER INC
NOrth 7-2233
• WaMaffaa An. Nattar. N. J.
RAMBLER
Ih 4am HUaora
ELM AUTO SALES
)• • SRRVICB • PARTTS
WYmon 8-7311
IS Raarmr An. Kaarnr. N. 4.
AUTO DEALERS - NEW CARS
VOLKSWAGEN
Authcnted l.tl-oij
wus aivirt fA«n
Aircooled Automotive Corp.
OidrM DnMr*
AwU Oi*m*
Phone: SO 3-4567
VOLKSWAGEN
TAVixm moto* iaitj t>c
4a(JtertM4 fht
a*ix*
• mvtcK . leasing • r»*T»
Phone 489 • 1300
m ■react* cwSft
auto sarvici a rip airs
G. M! Tron»ml»»ion Service
rtruwk r*»i Met. 014 •
C*4iUm. ar» atti* •*
will tart*!* • r*teii!l iru»ntiMl»ft pi*r
n«h»
•OA r X UfiM 1 4a T .
»«t to. ftommrt F*r
T VvH 4 A * • *•
rr-»%C4 1?4 Ac *4
mm rfci! Ml
RANKS
THE MIDIAND BANK
TANARUS« lertUKi It
RM4 »w*r H>i4a| W.i
north faramis orrtcr. cor r-Arr
Ri:*.r»rv»r> 4 highi-wd avexi r_»
Onir* MII fUd#*««*4 At*
» o»m tREJIG KIN MALL
Dl 3 3333
BRIDAL SHOPS
PARAMUS
EMILY KAY BRIDAL SALON
BRIDAL OATTTT*
.
roßs*<L cowns . axioj*
AND BEADY HADE GOWN*
or rurrrM-noN
Om TV»f* 4 rn L‘*« ell 1 *
!» J
Dial EE 9-8026
BUILDING MATERIAL
VIOLA BROS INC.
Mam 4 luebrr Wirt
COMBLETE LINE Or BfIUHNO
Materia Li 4 stpruu.
Em Prompt Ooti'»n Call
NOrlh 7-7000
IM llOpll A«o VoOor N
PUR o*l • OIL BURNERS
M Yaan tuimaw
QUACKENBUSH
4 lONS I.MC
TV EL OIL AITOM-VnC
METERED DELIVERIES
Comototo Haotiai buna
Trua*4 S*rvW-«m»-i
• ILLLAMS OtL-O-MATK
Dial Oliver 2-6262
!H1 Mlßto A'l. Tllf Loop
JOHN DUFFY FUEL CO.
~Mikmi 4 iirrtni Frurvdi
(MI Rumor* lnitillr.l 4 Sorncai
UoloroO Dolltortoi H Hour borne*
Dial: Ml 2-2727
| IM-lkO Adian %l _ Nowork. NJ
I KIITZNER OIL CO., INC.
MMoroi Doßrary Meat Roy Ptoa
Oa lNraon 4 Ration. Ooaaod. VitooratO
Phone; 353-3378
plooT covering
MOHAWK FACTORY OUTLET
Room-air* ram. (ram N* Ml
mm UH KrwOmon Broo. 1
Hold Am.. Mr*otk. B 1 MM
FLORIST
JONES THE FLORIST, INC.
Nutlar'a Oldaat norut EM. I*oo
Call Vt for Your floral Naoda
NOrlh 70022
■tor* and Graanhouaa
tm Paaaalra An, Nutlwr N. i.
HARDWARE - PAINTS
THOMPSON'S
HARDWARE STORE
• Cook * Dunn • PUlaburfh Rain It
• Ruaaal * Erwin • Stanley Hardwara
fro• Delivery Phono PI 4-0380
Open Friday Krai.
*3l PARK ST UPPER MONTCLAIR
MOVING A STORAGE
ta Jerany City and AU Hudson County—
GALLAGHER
MOVING A STORAOK INC.
DELAWARE 3-7400
„y v| «iton( dHtancG
MARKE. DALY & SON
MOVINO - STORAOR
Local and Lana niatuaca
lor OREYHOUtro VAN UNI
1124
NRY P, TOWNSEND
MOVINO - STORAOK PAOdNO
At Your PratnM Sarvioa
Call Th*M PRMMSi
CH 5-2483 • MU 8-/.445
PL 5-1881 • AD 2-4444
Ml North At*. W. • Waatfiald. N. J.
MOVING l STORAGE
MATTA'S
MOVING A 9TCMUGC
LOCAL A LONG INSTANTS
»n» AM 4 HOtSING
Dial MA 4-1597
I?» r. KIHXTV ST NEWARK
ai**i & ma latent a 4 ium
PATOLSOV * J
NURSING HOME
LAIKU. HANOI A CUflPlKl)
MONK t«f MM M*d w—»■
(Um tttMtiM tad rtrti ntM rtilM
»MW. CLm»««4 4-4144. r O »M U 4
* ftpon* Nrw Ttfl
PLUMBING A HEATING
MK*HAKL T. RAI'DDLMAVN
t«l HIIMAM ST KKWAU X N
MARKET 47407
NO Mo\r> nnn\ %• M?rx*«4 Nr •
? W«n u> r*7 SORCUI.M BROS.
%r- .n »> 1 ««« r.ttNteM PI 7MM
TRAVEL AGENCIES
JOS M BYRNE CO.
travel service
S*pim lR* PubL< Store 1444
V! 4 Air RM»rv»t»n«N
fcur* trvMti Homiomoi TrlM
•ja Broed At Newark MA S-ltM
COSTELLO Trovel Service loc.
AmUMM4 SgecAa Air • S** • R*J
Cottar* • Twer* • Rrvnrta • H *rl«
c*n G3 rm
11 H*t«r? SC Nrw»f%
ELMORA TRAVEL SERVICE
> w V Tt««vflin| PVtivrv ■
CRUSH* • TWM • TRIPS
AIR . SHIP . RAIL
Om Ttrlrt iNtnery
Coll FL 1-0350
n Dm *<*
REAL ESTATE
E2i<ebr<A
ESSEX COUNTY
HARRY J. STEVENS. INC.
REALTORS
90 Vnn at Ram* Location
Sale* • Apprataala • Uar.aaamant
Naaarl • tralnitoa • Tho Orarcta
<>••» Mob a Rod. Evoa
»T» Central »>• . Newark MA 3 SMC
»to Main St . Orani* OR t Hit
BLOOMFIELD
mr. iR a or real estate
RAP to RELIABLE RESULTS call
R. MARASHLIAN & CO. Realtor
17* timed St . Rloomtlrld. N J PI 3AU7
CUFTON
ALBERT A. STIER. Inc!
REALTORS
rrocrooaoo D»< cl-.rmam
Sancw ItH
Phone PRescott 9 4546
ledl Rlnomiicid A>o. Styottoono
cut-ton
OLIN RIDOE
~
NATHAN RUSSELL. INC
Eatabliahod Sinew ISWO
I«T»JSSA A^-or\ffil. 4.
PI 3-5600
KEARNY
BORGOS & BORGOS
REAL ESTATE
IN ALL ITS PHASES
and
apprauels
Rhone WYmon 1-4344
Ke»my Ave Kearny
LITTLE FALLS
JAMES E. MARSTON
Raaßara - Ineurera
Phaae: IMMOO
U Center Ave, LHUe Falla
NEWARK
AGNES COLEMAN
» Vmh la r>M Mill
REALTOR . APPRAISER
INSURANCE . MORTGAGES
M Ml. Praepect A*». , Newark
Phon* HU 2-7943
Ml Unloa Ava.
OAKLAND
IT VOW KNOW VALUE - look
aUSL! &
Slw
KT
REAL ESTATE
RIDGEWOOD
GIISENAN & COMPANY
"OU R£PnATION If YOU
GIARANTUX or lUTIH ACTION
“
: w liman * if* r»aat
Pr-partia* m lurif* iavtly
111 r. lulltnM An. Cl VIM
aiDcrWooD *' viaxrnr
WE CODDLE OUT OF TOWNER*
ON ER 90* MULTIPLE LISTINGS
STHEXt REAL ESTATE Cl MSSS
OPEN T DAYS AND EVENING*
IJT «Ml tU4gwm*o4 A**. Ridx«woo4
THE MLJULAY AGENTT. lUOarv
43 Nartfc Rn»*d ft . X. J.
Pfcoo# OLhw 2 2111
RUTHERFORD
FRED P. KURGAN
Ruihcrtor*
SHORT HILLS
Srr a coOrs
S*o Short Riiu. IfiliDera
SfKiAffwid asd V fcirjty
\ 1 SHORT HILLS AVE SHORT HILL*
REALTORS DREJCEL MW
SPARTA
f*r>tw LU> *(*<»* ■ l|aria Anj
lbi Hollo* lumi. &ca:ta.
E. G. ANDERSON. Realtors
Quito Rl» U Aforta • PA Klli-1711
SUMMIT
EDMONDSON * FISHER. Rukon
Rraadrntial. Commercial. Industrial
Srotaf Summit. Nee Proatdeeca.
!Wrk*]»y Hetfbta
«4 Bcoebwwod ltd . Surrm.l CH S-7XS
Lei mtr etperletvod otaf!
Fiod a homo lor you
Rt Win Tako Your Homo la Dado
HOLMES AGENCY
Roalior Eat IM
»l Morris A*«. Summit CJt 1 :a»
SUSSEX COUNTY
,FOR SALK
SUSSEX CO 1 bodronm bww. I Ola balk,
kat «at«r boat. SC. :oo lot. t«
ioua yorrk. o® byway JOO. IISJM. WJ MIA
IOR SALE OR RENT
SUSSEX CO Huatiaf or «kiU«o afl r««r
: rouad. 1 bodroom ootid chestnut tea bouoa.
!flro ptaco. water, olortru-. boat. 2\% arroo.
tout atua road, root two m aale BIMM
40 OCTOO Vnu flU4*a Korea* with lako
ttto. lIWOP. W 1 MDO
BUSINESS OPTORTV NITY
SUSSEX CO. RESTAURANT har frill, eot
X yoara, llvtM quarter a. 2
acroa. m.OOO,
Box 4SI. RDI, BranHittno. N J
UNION
In Union Counly ft surroundlna irn.
Lot iu halp you la aalact a horn* (of
your comfort tad hnpolnnna.
Our asftartasco la your protactloa to
buy or Mil. call m
JOHN P. McMAHON
IMS Morris Arc.. Unloa MU IHM
WAYNE
JOHN WEISS CO . Realtor
I*o7 Paisraon Haaburf Tpka. Wayna.
OX 4JJOO
APT. TO HINT
I Vi "fnaaa coupla or aorta par
all numbo furalaknd I
PATERSON
Now Loootiif lor EuUr Ompuryt
VALLEY VIEW
GARDEN
APARTMENTS
FATKMON
KATZ AVR, AT HALEDON UN*
•OUT* OF W. B-WAY <«t Tram* lijM>
AIR-CONDITIONED
3,4, A 5 ROOM APTS.
FROM $l2O MO.
lnclu4U! UulMf * CooklM On
•Ml ON Sit. r«uu
Htrl*~ii ArobUi
OXBOW RKaLTY. INC. . AR Ml<7
RENTING OmCl. AR MU
SHARI APARTMENT
4 WHO.WANTED.
n
YourParticipation Needed
In Missionary Endeavor
The Catholic missionary
apostolate is worldwide. The
Catholic missionary's vocation
takes him to distant regions,
and his calling makes his stay
permanent. His grave wiil
eventually be located in his
adopted land, for the foreign
field becomes his home.
His work is to plant the
cross, establish mission cen-
ters, build churches, chapels,
schools. In his journeyings the
rivers become his means of
communication, the mountains
give him his bearings, the
valleys are his resting place.
The fertile plains provide his
sustenance, the populated dis-
tricts form the objective of his
missionary strategy.
The history of missions re-
lates that again and again the
missionaries were the first, or
among the first, to cross un-
charted seas and to blare the
trails through unknown coun-
tries. The mission cross
opened the lanes of the world.
There is seething unrest to-
day in many of the mission
countries where priests. Sis-
ters and Brothers are doing
God's work. You are asked to
pray and sacrifice that their
work will continue and flour-
ish. Mission interest is not a
matter for them alone It is
a Catholic interest that calls
upon all Catholics to do their
share.
By Joining the Society for
the Propagation of the Faith
and by your gifts and prayers
for the missions, you are par-
ticipating in the consecration
of all nations to Christ.
Bishop to Talk
In Livingston
Bishop Stanton will make
an appeal on behalf of the
Society for the Propagation
of the Faith on Sept. 8 at
St. Philomena’s, Livingston,
Rev. William A. McCann,
pastor.
Bishop SUnton thanks
Father McCann and other
pastors of the archdiocese
tar making theme appeals
possible.
Society for the Propagation
of the Faith
Archdiocese of Newark:
Most Rev, Martin W. SUnton, S.T.D.
Very Rev. Msgr. John F. Davis \
31 Mulberry SC, Newark 2, NJ. Phone €23-8308.
Horn: Dally, | a.ra. to S p.m.t Saturday, • a.m. to 12.
Diocese of Paterson:
Rt. Rev. Msgr. William F. Louis
It DeGrasse St.. Paterson I, N.J. Phone ARmory 4 MOO
Hours: Dally, • a.m. to S p.m.; Saturday, • a.m. to 12.
Do ns t ion t to lb* Socirty for lb* Prop*g*lio» of lb*
Faith or* in com* tax drJuclibl*.
New Prefecture
Han Many Needs
Comprising an area about
half the site of Indiana, the
new Prefecture of Louis
Trichardt in the Transvaal
District of the Republic of
South Africa has a little over
500.000 inhabitants. Pope John
XXIII entrusted this area to
the Irish Province of the Mis-
sionaries of the Sacred Heart
on Dec. 27, 1962
Mostly members of the
Bantu tribe, the prefecture
has 3.847 Catholics and 973
catechumens. Caring for
these people are 16 mission-
aries. one diocesan priest. 18
Sisters. 20 catechists and 15
teachers.
Many needs have made
themselves obvious, requiring
help far beyond any received
up to now The prefect apos
tolic. Very Rev. John Thomas
Durkin. M S.C , will greatly
appreciate financial assist
ance. He also asks tar your
prayers on behalf of his co-
workers and the good people
they are trying hard to serve
well.
Sense of Humor
A Mission Asset
At night no lullaby U re-
qulred to induce sleep for the
Medical Missionaries of Mary
at St. Luke’s Hospital, Anua,
East Nigeria. The Sisters do
not always sleep in peace be-
cause “babies do not arrive
according to schedules and
hernias do not always
strangulate by daylight,"
writes Sister Dr. M. Dominica
Dean.
"One night," writes Sister
Dominica, "anew Sister was
on call when the telephone
rang furiously. Upon investi-
gation, I saw a nurse under
my window holding a person
by the arm. Surprised, 1 in-
quired what was wrong with
him 'Sister, he is thieving.’
the new Sister said. I thought
she said ‘He is teething,' so 1
instructed ihe astonished
nurse to take the man to the
hospital and put him to bed."
The Medical Missionaries
need a lot of help in order to
carry on For whatever you
may do for them they say
“God will surely bless you “
Anti-Communism
Plan Offered
Rev. John F Cronin, S.S.,
suggests a few things that can
be doom to offset com-
munism's threat to freedom,
as follows
'Those who want to do
something here at home to
fight communism could help
raise funds for scholarships
for students in mission schools
ui Africa, or poor students
from Latin America or Asia
They might cooperate with a
local school or university m
offering social and job oppor-
tunities for such students.
“The Soviets have a univer-
sity that will give students
from developing nations full
scholarships They are not
laggard in training the lead-
en of tomorrow in these
emerging areas of the world."
Home Mission
Field Draws 300
CHICAGO (NC) - Three
hundred Extension Lay Volun-
teer* completed their final
training program for the 1963
M term and left for mission
assignments in 14 states in the
West and South and in Puerto
Rico.
Albert Cardinal Meyer of
Chicago offered Maas and pre-
sided at a mission commit-
ment ceremony which
climaxed the training program
at Barat College, Lake Forest.
111.
A domestic counterpart of
the Papal Volunteers for Latin
America, toe Extension Lay
Volunteer program is admin-
istered by the Catholic Church
Extension Society. Since its or-
ganization in 1960 the ELV
program has sent more than
500 young men and women for
a year or more of full lime
lay mission service as teach-
ers. pariah census and C C D.
workers, nurses, social work-
er* and Newman Club organi-
zer* in the missionary areas
of this country.
PRACTICAL EXPERIENCK - These Maryknoll seminarians decided to spend their summer
roughing it in preparation for future life in the missions, so they traveled by boat from
the Maryknoll seminary ot Glen Ellyn, III., down the Mississippi to New Orleans. In rear
boot, from left are Dennis Murray of Chicago; Bill Scheer, Miami; Pat Hoffman, St.
Louis. In front boot, from left are Al Stumph, Indianapolis; Michael Moreau, lake
Charles, La.; and Dick Harmon, Cuyahoga Falls, O.
Dedicates Byzantine Chapel
At Blue Army Headquarters
LISBON (RNS) Eugene
Cardinal Tisserant, dean of the
Sacred College of Cardinals,
officiated here at the inaugura-
tion of s new Byzantine
chapel in the headquarters of
the Blue Army of Our Lady
of Fatima, where Mass is of-
fered every day for world
peace and the conversion of
Russia.
Three hundred Americans
were among the pilgrims
attending the ceremony They
were led by Msgr Harold V
Colgan, pastor of St Mary's
Church. Plainfield. who
founded the Blue Army in
1947 to "combat the Red Army
of communism by prayer and
penitence
"
The Blue Army has more
than 18 million members in
nearly 60 countries
The new chapel is in the
same style as the an-
cient Basilica of the Assump-
tion inside the Kremlin walla
of Moscow Designed by Rev
Pavel Blitnetiov. a Russian
priest who fled from his home
land after the 1917 Resolution,
it has a blue cupola and a
square altar against a screen
painted in Rytantlne style
In a talk after Ihe ceremoos,
Cardinal Tisserant. who' is ihe
protector of the Blue Army,
declared that "the coover
version of Russia depends
upon the progress of piety
among both clergy and
people "
At a Blue Army congress it
was decided that Bishop Joan
Pereira Venancio of leiria, in
whose diocese Fatima Is
situated, should be the spiri-
tual director of the orgsniia-
Uoo
The Blue Army's interna-
tional council accepted rec-
ommendations that a greater
degree of responsibility should
be accorded to lay members,
with full recognition of the au-
thority of the clergy, and that
there should be an interna-
tional executive in addition to
an international council
Talk on China
MT LAKES—John Dankow
ski. an authority on Chinese
culture and language, will
speak to the Siena Club Sept
* at 8 p m at St Catherine a
hall Single Catholics over 21
are invited
Father Licciardi
Off to Missions
DETROIT. Mich -Rev Fab-
ian Ueciardi, P 1 M E . of Pat-
erson will receive his mission-
ary cross at a special depar-
ture ceremony here Sept 8
from Bishop Clarenec G I*,
senmann of Columbus. Ohio
Ordained in 1951 in Italy,
Father Licclardi has spent
the last 12 years there He
leaves for an assignment in
East Pakistan Oct 12 Father
Licctardi hat a brother and
sister who reside in Paterson.
SCHOOL CRUSADE time
(Oct 21 Nov 4) it a good
time to renew
Sees Need to Mobilize All
In Church Mission Effort
. CINCINNATI (NC)—Mobili-
•lion of all members of the
Church is needed if the Church
is to fulfill its missionary role
in the world, * mission expert
declared here.
Rev. Ronan Hoffman,
O.F.M. Conv., Professor of
missiology at the Catholic Uni-
versity of America, told a na-
tional meeting of seminarians
that too many Catholics have
an idea of the missions which
is “narrow and inaccurate.”
He spoke at the biennial meet-
ing of major seminary repre-
sentatives of the Catholic Stu-
dents Mission Crusade at Mt.
St. Mary Seminary of the West.
"It is no longer accurate."
said Father Hoffman, “in fact
it never was accurate, to con-
sider the foreign mission apos-
tolate as an isolated part of
the divinely appointed mission
of the Church.”
In an interview. Father
Hoffman pointed out that the
notion is widespread among
Catholics that the foreign mis-
sion apostolate is "principally
the concern of a minority
group of separate, profession-
al missionary agents."
The universal "missionary
commitment” is "perhaps on*
of the least understood duties
of Catholics," said Father
Hoffman. "It is possible that
the concept of ‘church sup-
port’ is presented in too nar-
row a fashion. Suppose we
phrase it this way: ‘Support of
the Mystical Body of Christ,’
for this will help us see that
such assistance goes far be-
yond mere financial support,
and also far beyond one's par-
ish limits."
Party for Missions
NEWARK - The 21st an-
nual card party to aid a mis-
sion in Yunjuyo, Peru, whore
Rev. Donald C. Cleary is sta-
tioned is planned for Sept 16
at 8:30 p.m. in the Sacred
Heart School cafeteria. Kath-
leen Morris is chairman.
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As Long
As You Live
ym win
dependa
GOOD INCOME
you tITMI JXXIT U\
inf* In nor
*VJ) ANNUITY
PLAN.
You also
frral wort
*«1 brtp In educating
pOe«U and Brethren lor
the Mtaeinns.
• Certain Ur *d> ant age*.
• A Laatia* Memorial and
remembrance* in many
Maaaee and prayer*
WRITE roil FREE INFORMATION
SOCIETY OF
THE DIVINE WORD
Annuity GIRARD. PA.
SETON HALL UNIVERSITY
School of Education
PATERSON READING CENTER
PURPOSE
To provide extra Kelp and special Initructlon for ltudent*
who have reading problem* and tho»e who detire to
Improve their reading ability,
PLACE
151 Ellison Street, Paterson, New Jersey
SEMESTER
Sept. 1963 - Jan. 1964
« APPtY EARLY . ENROLLMENT LIMITED
GRADE LEVELS OP CHILDREN
Grod» 2 tfcrowgH College
BASIS FOR ADMISSION
I. Interview with child and parent
J. Evaluation of reoding ability
J. Psychological evaluation
GROUP INSTRUCTION
On tha bo.ii of anticipated needt. pupil, will be placed In groupi°* 3 - 4 - O' 5 ltudent. who have limitar difficulty, end who w.ll
profit by working together.
STAFf
Director, pcychologl.t, and trained reading tpecioliata
APPLICATIONS
Write to.
Mr*. Margaret 0. Murphy,Director
Reading Center
Seton Hall University
151 Ellison Street
Paterson, New Jersey
Telephone- LA 5-3435
END MARKET UNCERTAINTIES
ENJOY
ISEME MID DEFINITE INCOME FOR LIFE
MISSION COINTRACT
(AN ANNUITY)
YOU WILL KCCIVC A CNKK IYHY SIX MONTHS
WEEK-END RETREATS
FOR THE LAITY
ihnd a wiuino with 000
For: MEN, WOMEN,
HUSBAND and WIFE
OIAICTOA
EGYPT: WHERE MAN PROPOSES AND GOO DISPOSES
THKUIUUUI T HU HIM OBJ. KCTPJ I—-
•mptrw. Napalaaa waa aa. af Ma x.ald be
(til'd .
1 bampalltaa. detopkirid Ihte tor; te
friaitot. IHarafU. ■Bara
P l.a<Uah
Ikla «a>
chtj r
/ar U« OnmW Ckmrtk day Haaahdga adT Mirra Gad dM-
►*'** w ** r » ■** f*»w~d bapcfall; bet la rala . .
GiUZA la irrtß EGYPT. IW Praarleraae kar. a -mtnn
tar lha irtlnlni mt itadraU la COPTIC aad LATIN rim.
Tw»aly-rl«Bt )«m axa .ted; pblWffc; i»d lknale«r la fra-
araUaa far Ik. Uae* wbra Uw; «U 1 work t thru r--rt-
•* *•** klatao . . One* Ihr; war* all maftrd la Kaai, la m a
***** aeparalrd. Tk« at ad rata work aad pray far llta latrtt
af Ball; aa much Midi I; liar lake Tap*. Jaka XXIII Rat
lkr> kart aa tkeprl. Tkrlr wmin.r; waa amr —■nliiij be
u
W * C aiir*r 1
>
liK '7 *" *nrla« la rala. IMM la■alM It . . . H 111 yea krlpT Aa; daaatoaa to wataaaal
MASS OFTNUNGS
AtOXYEHTNCTUto (A rat tonY tot) to■CYPT wd. thousaada of papyraa aeroUe am found whichtocludrd copiri of the Greek CTaaetra aad taytaci of laeaa
Bacaua. of thta remarkable dtocovary—Catholic, Protcetant andJrwUh tcholin have at laat acreed an tha ax art tnramnr
Biblical word. Our work to chiefly tot BIBLE LANDS where
•oma 15.000 prtciti look to aa lor MASS STIPENDS Thaar mm
T'1 T— * ******•»». >0 Pka. ta,aa amdlnf (hem, aren't yea?
ST. PAUL TELLS OS TO “her. oar , n _
—that to. aa krarraly Ihtara. Tkto win be m w _ -r-.
OLAEKENGAL ar MA?£n
Vi *** “™ " A,U " A » sumsJOSEPmNA. Tea aaa toll far frteade abaat lha work af yaa
F* **■* ®a Dill N| VliillU #n|- Raaaaa Bi_
•1M a far far twa yean far a Slater's —n. Jipp . _far aix fan far a *—trlae.
" *
OUM MISSION CLUBS
r ° c • **Tf mmU aaa W • month or only ». . day-fa aa
batoac lo one af oar MISSION CLUBS. Cm p—, ha m
••wpUahed for ao ttttto? Taa. woodant
□ DAMIEN LEPER CLUB
□ ORPHANS BREAD
....
n FALACE or OOLD prorida. for fee «|
□ THE BASIUANS sappocto CatboHe itottk
□ THE MONICA OOU).ebaUceo. altar*. aka, for i
□ MARTS BANK .
O CHRYSOSTOMS
phdlt fnnrima os m boor will, on legal
TITLE: THE CATHOLIC NEAR EAST WELFARE ABSOCA-
ft a far, toatOy. Hi
HO: <an«
““
Mne. Jeeaph T. Eye*. Hmh Sn>
HftST*7LW' lM« ASSOCIATIONOP Lexington Avt. of 46th Sf. New York 17, N. Y
ALBERT H. HOPPER, Inc.
MONUMENTS • MAUSOLEUMS WY 1-2266-A7
#M4I *.d». I»d (Oppoiix Holy Cro.i) H. ArlingtM
BUY DIRECT FROM THE MANUFACTURER
SAVE UP TO 30%
4 *•*••••• W* ,Y Alk*rt H. Hopper r« |h« largestmanufacturer Mtwriob in New Jirtty
• We pou m »• *«r customers o
a# up to JON by teding
direct to the purchaser.
• AH wort i« dent by loco! stone-
A career* boro at our
oeturing yew of immedi-
ate doli eery.
• Yea con inspect the momylol
boro at work progresses.
• Wo bovo et our plant o lorge
•tock of row materiel, enabling
•e to complete year choice on
In Time of Seed
Consult Your Catholic Funeral Director
U hose careful andunderstanding service is in accord with
the traditions of Holy Mother Church
j BfRGfN COUNTY
GORMLEY FUNERAL HOME
335 UNION STREET
HACKENSACK, N.J.
HUbbord 7-1010
CUFFORD H. PEINECKE
1321 TEANECK ROAD
WEST ENGLEWOOD, N. J.
FRANCIS X. FAHEY,
Monoger
TE 7-2332
MtOUADE FUNERAL HOME
Vincent W. McQuode
270 BROADWAY
Hilltdole. N J.
NOfiK 4-5699
HUNT FUNERAL HOME
1601 PALISADE AVE.
FORT LEE. N J
JAMES A HUNT
Director
Wlndior 4 1202
THOMAS J. DIFFILY
41 AMES AVENUE
RUTHERFORD, N J.
WEbtter 9 0098
HENNESSEY
FUNERAL HOME
232 KIPP AVENUE
HASBROUCK HEIGHTS. N. J.
ATIo* 8 1362
TRINKA FUNERAL SERVICE
MAYWOOD BOGOTA
LITTLE FERRY
HUbbord 7-305 C
VOLK FUNERAL HOMES
TEANECK: TE 6 0202
BOGOTA: HU 9 2202
JOHN J. FEENEY A SONS
232 FRANKLIN AVENUE
RIDGEWOOD. N. J,
Gilbert 4-7650
ESSEX COUNTY
REZEM FUNERAL HOME
579 Grove Street
Irvington, N. J.
EStex 2-8700
STANTON FUNERAL HOME
541 FRANKLIN AVENUE
NUTLEY, N. J.
NOrth 7-3131
murphy memorial home
102 FLEMING AVENUE
NEWARK. N. J.
MArket 3-0514
JOHN P. MURPHY
480 SANFORD AVENUE
NEWARK, N. J.
EStex 3-6053
JOHN J. QUINN
FUNERAL HOME
323-329 PARK AVENUE
ORANGE, N. J,
ORonge 3-4348
KIERNAN FUNERAL HOME
101 UNION AVENUE
BELLEVILLE, N. J.
Plymouth 9-3503
FRANK McOH
525 SUMMER AVENUE
'• NEWARK, N. J.
HUmboldt 2-2222
MURRAY
FUNERAL SERVICE
MICHAEL J. MURRAY.
Director
204 BELLEVILLE AVENUE
BLOOMFIELD. NJ.
PI 3-2527
MURPHY FUNERAL HOME
DIRECTORS
GRACE MURPHY
WILLIAM T. NEELY
301 ROSEVILLE AVENUE
NEWARK, N. J.
HUmboldt 3-2600
GORNY t OORNY
MORTUARY
303 MAIN STREET
EAST ORANGE. N. J
ORange 2-2414
L. V. MUHIN B SON
976 BROAD STREET
NEWARK, N. J
MArket 3-0660
PETER J. OUINN
Funeral Director
320 BELLEVILLE AVENUE
BLOOMFIELD. N J.
Pilgrim 8-1 26C
GORNY t GORNY
MORTUARY
399 HOOVER AVE.
BLOOMFIELD, N. J.
Pilgrim 3-8400
FLOOD FUNERAL HOME
Andrew W. Flood. Mgr.
11 2 So. Munn Ave.
Ea*t Orange. N. J.
ORange 4-4445
MArlcet 2-2530
CODEY'S FUNERAL SERVICE
69 HIGH STREET
ORANGE, N. J.
ORange 4-7554
HUELSENBECK
MEMORIAL HOME
1108 So. Orange Ave.
Newark 6, N. J.
Karl W. Hueltenbeck
Director
ESiex 2-1600
CODEY'S FUNERAL SERVICE
77 PARK STREET
MONTCLAIR, N. J.
Pilgrim 4-0005
GEORGE AHR t SON
700 NYE AVENUE
IRVINGTON, N. J.
ESsex 3-1020
HUDSON COUNTY
JAMES A. McLAUGHLIN
391 JERSEY AVENUE
JERSEY CITY. N. J.
OLdfleld 3-2266
WILLIAM SCHLEMM, INC
539 BERGEN AVE.
, JERSEY CITY. N. J.
JOHN J. CARTY.
MANAGER
HEnderaon 4-0411
EARL F. BOSWORTH
311 WILLOW AVENUE
HOBOKEN, N. J.
OLdfleld 9-1435
Oldfield 9-1456
BUNNEU FUNERAL HOME
41 Highland Ave.
Jeriey City, N. J.
Charlet A. Stevent,
Manager
DElaware 3-6446
LAWRENCE G. QUINN
FUNERAL HOME
298 ACADEMY ST.
(at Bergen Square)
JERSEY CITY, N. J.
SW 8-8114
RIEMAN FUNERAL HOME
1914 NEW YORK AVENUE
UNION CITY, N. J.
UNion 7-6767
ROBERT J. SMITH
*® ippu t tpcU'
250 CENTRAL AVE.
JERSEY CITY. N J.
659-3377
LEBER FUNERAL HOME
20th ST. & HUDSON BLVD.
UNION CITY, N J.
UNion 3-1100
HOWARD J. BRENNAN
6414 BERGENLINE AVE.
WEST NEW YORK, N. J.
UNion 7-0373
WILLIAM SCHLEMM, INC.
2200 HUDSON BLVD.
UNION CITY, N. J.
WILLIAM SCHLEMM,
MANAGER
UNion 7-1000
MORRIS COUNTY
SCANLAN
FUNERAL HOMES
781 Newark Pompton Tpk.
Pompton Plaint, N. J.
TE 5-4156
SH 2 6433
PASSAIC COUNTY
CORNY l CORNY
MORTUARY
519 MARSHALL STREET
PATERSON, N. J.
MUlberry 4-5400
OORMLEY FUNERAL HOME
154 WASHINGTON PLACE
PASSAIC, N. J.
PRetcott 9-3183
QUINLAN FUNERAL HOME
27-29 HARDING AVENUE
CLIFTON, N. J.
PRetcott 7-3002
HENNESSEY FUNERAL HOME
171 WASHINGTON PLACE
PASSAIC, N. J.
PRetcott 7-0141
UNION COUNTY
CORNY l CORNY
MORTUARY
330 ELIZABETH AVENUE
ELIZABETH, N. J.
Elizabeth 2-141S
MILLER-BANNWORTH
FUNERAL HOMS
1055 EAST JERSEY ST.
ELIZABETH, N. J.
Elizabeth 2-6664
jg-M"!J" fctlon colt Th» Advocaf, MArlct 4-0700
Church Support for Rights
Seen Proved by March
.WASHINGTON (NC) - Civil
right* leaders said the Aug. 2S
M«rch on Washington proved
»at members of traditional
Christian churches and syna-
gogues are now "substantial
allies."
"It has been slow, like ap-
proaching a cold body of
water, but we are in
w>w," said one of the 10 co-
chairmen of the march, Ma-
thew Ahmann, executive direc-
tor of the National Catholic
Conference for Interracial Jus-
tice.
V
"THE CHURCHES are
Anally on the move," said the
R«v. Jay Moore, associate di-
iwctor of the Commission on
Religion and Race of the Na-
tional Council of Churches, a
federation of Protestant and
Orthodox church bodies.
Rabbi Joachim Prinz, prcsi
dent of the American Jewish
Congress and another co-chair-
man of the march, said he
was "deeply gratified" by the
large turnout of religious
groups and the spirit of inter-
faith cooperation he saw evi-
dent in the demonstration.
Nearly 250,000 persons
dramatixed the wants ol
Negroes in America by walk-
ing from the Washington Mon-
ument to the Lincoln Memorial
where they heard a two-hour
program of speeches and songs
which stressed that the or-
derly demonstration was only
a beginning in their movement.
WASHINGTON police es
tiraated that about 30% of the
crowd was white and
Ahmann said he thought this
happened because of the in
creasing involvement of pre-
dominantly white churches
and synagogues
He estimated that 10,000
people marched under Cath-
olic banners alone.
"The Negro leadership felt
that for the first time the
churches were there in depth."
said Ahmann. who spoka at
the memorial and was part of
a delegation of leaders which
called on President Kennedy
and on leaders of the House
and Senate.
Ahmann is convinced there
will be deeper involvement of
the feelings of churches
and white people were
strengthened by the March.
We have developed anew
coalition of conscience that
unites Negro civil liberties
groups and religious bodies,"'
he said.
ONE OF THE most impres-
sive aspects of the March was
its strong religious undercur-
rent. Three clergymen Cath-
olic, Protestant and Jewish
offered prayers at the Lincoln
Memorial ceremony and aev-
crai other religious leaders
gave addresses. But many of
the other speakers also gave
major stress to the moral and
religious aspects of the strug-
gle for racial justice.
,Many of the marchers at-
tended special Masses and
other services before the dem-
onstration. Area churches in
large numbers opened their
doors to provide housing and
refreshments for the march-
ers.
Voices of a Catholic Uni-
versity of America alumni
group singing "Holy God, we
praisa Thy name" blended
with other voices singing "His
truth is marching on" and "We
shall overcome.”
Fifty or more Catholic
groups were represented in
the march, including inter-
racial councils, seminaries,
parishes and tchools.
; ,;.V . ' ■■ "
A VATICAN radio broad-
caat said Catholic participa-
tion in the march had the sup-
port of "Christian principles
and the teaching! of the
Church."
"All the moral authority of
the principles of Christianity
and of the teaching! of the
Church stand at the side of
those who work to overcome
every prejudice and every
racist formula in the relations
between men. For this rea-
son the Catholics of the U.S.
officially support the civil
rights march," the broadcast
said.
In Lousiana
Bombing Brings
School Closing
NEW ORLEANS, La (NC)
Archbishop John P. Cody
has ordered the closing of «
Catholic school at Buras, La ,
which was heavily damaged
by an explosion and fire.
"To protect the lives of the
priest. Sisters and children of
Our Lady of Good Harbor
parish. I can do nothing else."
the archdiocese’s Apoatohc
Administrator said in a state-
ment He said it was "an out-
rage that must be deplored
by even right thinking per-
son"
Three five-gallon gasoline
cans, one still full of gasoline,
were found on the roof of the
school by state fire marshals
Rev. Christopher Schneider.
O F M , pastor, said investiga-
tors believed that gasoline had
been poured through ventila
tors, A burned path about SO
(eel long led away from the
school and apparently was
used as a fuse.
THE EXPLOSION blew out
two walls ol one classroom
and blew blocks out of the
wall of an adjoining class
room. The roofs above both
rooms were set afire The
damaged section had been
built in 1961.
Nuns who staff the school
received anonymous phone
calls that afternoon warning
that the school would be
bom l>ed
Schools of the New Orleans
Archdiocese were integrated
last fall. The Buras school
was the first Catholic school
in the archdiocese to open
with integrated classes. Sev-
eral students attended classes
the first few days but classes
svere then boycotted. The
school remained open daily
the rest of the school year
but no students showed up
after the first few days It
was scheduled to reopen Sept
Racial Developments
Charleston Schools Integrated
CHARLESTON, SC. <NC>-
Fifteeo Negro students were
enrolled la tour farmer all-
white Catholic schools here as
racial Integration of Charles-
ton diocesan schools went in-
to effect
The enrollment of the IS was
announced by Rear J Fleming
McManus, diocesan superin-
tendent of schools. They reg-
istered Aug 29 and 30. a week
after Bishop Francis F Reh of
Charleston had directed that
the diocesan schools be inte-
grated.
The Catholic integration plan
was speeded up by a court de-
cision which ordered public
schools to integrate.
Father McManus said the 15
Negroes applied out of a pos-
sible total of some 200 Negro
students attending the all-
Negro Immaculate Conception
School.
Negro students were given
the choice of continuing
at Immaculate Cooceptioa or
registering at four previous
all-white schools.
Backs Rights Bill
BURLINGTON, Vt. (NC)
-
Ulahop Robert F. Joyce of
Burlington ha* urged all Cath-
olics In Vermont to support the
cMI rights legislation now
pending la Congress.
"It 01 behooves soy of us to
remain silent or merely pas-
when we know that fallow
Am wine ns, children of God as
•• ouraahree, suffer
from serious discrimination."
he said in a pastoral letter
read In all churches.
Conference Set
INDIANAPOLIS, Ind. (RNS)
- Bishop Charles F, Golden,
head of the Blrmingham-Nash-
ville area of Tbs
Church’s Central (Negro) Ju-
risdiction, will deliver the key-
note address hare at an In-
dianapolis Conference on Re-
ligion and Race Nov. U.
Protestants, Catholics and
Jews win participate in ttia
conference which is aimed at
establiahlng guidelines for
Improving race relations in
this area.
Diac union group seeelons are
planned.'
Permanent Hants
WINSTON-SALEM. N C.
(RNS' Protestant*. Cath
ohes and Jew* joined here in
forming a permanent Confer
cnce on Religion and Race and
Community Betterment, re
placing a similar temporary
organization
Leaders plsn a huge rally
at Memorial Coliseum during
which clergymen are to "Make
concrete and real our con-
science as a community in
wanting to achieve equal dig
nlty. opportunity and rights for
all our citizens" They also
plsn a seminar on racial re-
lations for clergymen.
Hospitals Integrate
KNOXVILLE (RNS >—Three
religious affiliated hospitals in
Knotvflle have desegregated
smoothly, according to their
administrators.
Presbyterian, Baptist and
St. Mary’s (Catholic) Hospi-
tals began admitting Negro
patients early In August.
When the integration date
came, the administrators said,
it was "just like any other
day "
Pray For Them
Requiem Held for Fr. Beatty
NEWARK A Solemn Re-
quiem Mass for Rev. Owen I.
Beatty, 0.P., waa offered
Sept. 3 at St. Antoninus
Church, where ho had served
as aaaistant pastor since 1957.
Father Beatty, 34, died of
cancer Aug. 29 at the priory.
He had been nationally known
as a speaker and author. He
had appeared oo radio and
television and had contributed
to Our Sunday Visitor. Cathey
lie Home Messenger. The
Torch. Dominicans. Mary
and other publications
A native of Paterson, he
was graduated from Uontaga
High School in Washington in
IM7 He received his bache
lor’s degree from Providence
College He was active in
athletics in high school and
college
Father Beatty entered the
Dominican Novitiate at St.
Rose Priory in Springfield,
Ky.. in IMS. After finishing;
his
- philosophical studies in
the Dominican House of Phil*
osophy at Somerset, Ohio, he
went to the Dominican House
of Studies in Washington in
1953.
In addition to his B.A. de-
gree, he received degrees at
Bachelor of Sacred Theology,
Licentiate of Sacred Theology
(cum laude) and Lector of
Sacred Theology from the
Pontifical Theological Faculty
of the Immaculate Conception
in Washington.
He was ordained June 8,
1058, at St. Dominic’s Church
in Washington and returned
to the Dominican House of
Studies for his fourth year of
theology. He was then as-
signed to St. Antoninus, where
he was in charge of the CYO.
the Holy Name Society and
convert classes. ~i
He is survived by his fa-
ther, Albert It. Beatty, assis-
tant vice president of the As-
sociation of American Rail-
roads; his stepmother, a half-
sister. Deborah Marie, a half-
brother, Thomas Albert, all of
Chevy Chase. Md., and his
grandmother. Mrs Wilia S.
Pierson of Washington, N J
FATHER BEATTY
Social Work.
Task Listed
NIJMEGEN. The Nether
lands, Aug 31 (NC) Cath
ollc social service workers
agreed here that "The most
important tssk of social work
la making itself superflous "
After a perton has been
helped, social work hat to dis
appear out of his life as soon
as possible. ' according to a
summary of findings made by
delegates a! an international
conference on Catholic social
work
Un the mternaUooal level,
it was urged that Catholic so
ctal workers increase their
contact! with world organixa
■‘on*, particularly with interna-
tional trade union groups in
the developing nations, it was
said, social workers should
work for changes but at the
same lime respect the existing
local organisations, and retire
from activity when these or-
ganisations have developed to
a aufficlent point
Slovak Pilgrims
Leave for Europe
NEW YORK (NS) - Some
10 pilgrim i representing the
First Catholic Slovak Union
left here for * pilgrim age to
Europe
Highlights will include st
tendance it the Sept 1J bless-
ing of the Institute of SS
t yril and Methodius in Rome
ami ceremonies honoring the
11th centenary of the *{*.>»
tolic work of SS Cyril and
Methodius, who in BS3 spread
Christianity among the Sl«
vaks
SCHOOL CRUSADE time
(Oct 21 -Nov 4) is a good
time to renew subscriptions
Mother Mercedes
CHICAGO - Mother Mer
cedes Bell, a native of Pater-
soo. N.J.. and mother superior
of the St Francis X. Cabrini
Retreat House in Des Plaines.
111., died here Aug. 15.
She joined the Order ol the
Missionary Sisters of the Sa-
cred Heart in Sacred Heart
Orphanage, Kearny, X. J. in
1908. She was stationed at Co-
lumbus Hospital here for 32
years before being transferred
to Columbus Hospital In New
York 13 years ago. She had
been superior of the retreat
house since January. 1962.
Survivors include three
brothers. John of Toms River.
William of Harrison and
James of Newark, fire sisters.
Mrs Ann Dovey of Rahway.
Mrs Catherine Bergmann of
Harrison. Mrs Elisabeth Cun
ningham of Kearny and Mrs
MatUda Wagner of Union
Beach, and Mrs. Helen Lay
den of Woodtide. N Y
OtherDeatht.
. .
John J, Conroy, 74, of
Jersey Qty. father at Rev
John J. Conroy. Si., at St
Francis Xavier Church. Houa
ton. Tex , died Aug » at Jer-
sey Cttjr Medical Center.
Blatap Zelaw K a ram a reck
at Kielce, Poland, whose
tnal and Imprisonment dur-
ing the Stalinist regime in
Poland for alleged sou state
activities waa branded by the
U S. State Department as a
"mockery of justice." has
died. Vatican Radio reported
Abraham L. Frier of
Bayonne, lather of Rev. Fran-
cis Prior, C.M., off St. Jo-
MDh'e College, Princeton;
Her. James Prior. C.11., of
Niagara University, and Rev.
Thomae Prior, C M., -of st.
John’s Prep, Brooklyn, died
Aug. 19 at Bayonne Hostel.
Harry A. Dwyer, 67, of
Chataworth, Cal., brother of
Rev. Timothy J. Dwyer,
0.8.8., pastor of Sacred Heart
Church, Elisabeth, died Aug.
29 in California.
Rev. <Ma)er) Bernard A.
Healy, 66, formerly of Hoho-
kui, died Aug. 28 while at-
tending National Guard train-
ing at Camp Drum, N.Y.
Rose A. Hannan of Pitts-
burgh. sister of Bishop Jerome
D. Hannan of Scranton, Pa.,
died at her home.
Mr*. Delia Doll of Kearny,
mother of Rev. Raymond P.
Doll of St. Vincent’s, Bayonne,
died Aug. 31.
In yonr prayers mho rtmtm
btr thru Jecrmsnt printr.
Newark
...
Rev. Waocealaua Slaw inski.
Sept. 7, 1934
Rev. Gregory D McVeigh.
OSB.. Sept 7, 1*53
Rev. Edward P. Dugan, Sept.
7. 1961
Rev. Aloysiua Maahs. 0.5.8 ,
Sept 8. 1961
Rev. Matthias J McDonald.
Sept. 8. 1914
Rev Michael J McGlue, Sept
8, 1937
Rev Kevin Mahoney, OSB.
Sept 9. 1952
Rt Res- Msgr Joaeph C Leo-
thao. Sept 10, I*6l
Very Rev Msgr Ignatius
St art us, Sept 10. 1936
Rev John 1) Kayser. Sept
11, 1903
Rev Clarence A Hrarry Sept
11. 1951
Rev John F McCadden.
OP . Sept 11. 1959
Rev Frsncts J Cahill. M M .
Sept 12. 1961
Rev Peter E. Reilly. Sept 12.
1919
Rev Cnmebus J Ahern Sept
13. 1945
Rev. William A Maguire,
Sept 13. 1953
Patmnon
. . .
Rev Wendahn Heath. O F M ,
Sept 9. 1161
Rev. William E. Thompson.
Sept 10. 1961
Rt Rev. Magr Rieharrl A
Mahoney. Sept 10, 1954
Rev Anselm Vtaeam. OSB.
Sept 10. 19X2
Paterson Plans
Mass for Cubans
PATERSON—A Mass in hon-
or of the patroness of Cuba,
Our Lady of Charity, will be
celebrated in the presence of
Blahop James J. Navagh at
St. John’s Cathedral Sept. 8 at
5:30 p.m.
Celebrant of the Mass will
be Rev. Stanislaus B. Chang;
administrator of Our Lady of
Providence Mission here. The
sermon will be preached by
Msgr. Jose Salvador Basulto,
vicar general of the Diocese of
Camaguey, Cuba.
THERE WILL BE a proces-
sion following the Mass, dur-
ing which the statue of Our
Lady of Charity will be car-
ried in procession while the ro-
sary is recited. After the serv-
ice, an Informal reception will
be held at St. Boniface audi-
torium, where the Bishop will
meet the Cuban members of hla
flock.
Bishop Navagh has asked
that the feast be celebrated
with appropriate solemnity for
the hundreds of Cuban fami-
lies in the diocese.
Asa prelude to Sunday’*
services, a trlduum will be
held Sept. 5-7 at 7:30 p.m. at
Our Lady of Providence
Church, preached by Msgr. Ba-
sulto. There will be a Mass for
Cubans of the Dover area at
noon Sept. 8 in Our Lady
Queen of the Holy Rosary
Church there.
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FLOWERS
. . . that always meet the high standards
of quality and arrangement workman-
ship that were set by us, and have been
constant since 1946.
Bridal Bouquet Attendants Bouquet
* Catcod*
* Prayor Book
* Colonial
Prom *7 50
• Catcod*
• Cratcont
• Batket
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From
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CORSAGES or WRISTLETS
SO 00
Jr.;.,
• Rota* (any color)
• Carnation* (any color)
• Lavandar * Hybrid • Orchid
• Saotonal' (any color)
Alwr Bouquet 14.00 Runner $7.50
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liked to much at our Broad Street ttore
- Charge Account! Invited -
S6l MOAD STRUT 55 ran* STREET
NEWARK, N. J.
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NUTLET SAVINGS
0
CURRENT
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ON YOUR SAVINGS
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TODAY!
Sodalists Warned Against
limiting Role of Religion
NEW YORK (NC) - A mid-
western llturgist and pastor
cautioned' here against a
"compartmentalization” of
life that would aeparate reli-
gion from other concerns.
The result of separating wor-
ship and life could be “new
formalism and new Phari-
sees,” warned Rev. Joseph T.
Nolan of Galena, Kan., former
board member of the national
Liturgical Conference. He
spoke at the Sodality Congress
of the Lay Apostolatc, stress-
ing the need for a “family
sense” in worship.
“This it not just a matter
of chumminess,” he explained.
"We should have social wor-
ship, corporate worship
We have to discover that we
belong to each other, we need
each other, and serve each
other."
Rev. Thurstcn N. Davis,
S.J., editor-in-chief of Ameri-
ca, weekly magazine, told the
convention the fad of favori-
tism for the current political
right among today's collcgo
students is incompatible with
the teachings of recent papal
encyclicals.
In the keynote speech, ho de-
scribed the so-called conserva-
tive position as “a phenome-
non which appears to have
grown out of, and remains
rooted in, the out-moded eco-
nomic liberalism of the 18th
and 19th centuries.” He said
the current move has “little
if anything to do with genuine
conservatism."
“If you are puzzled by my
criticism of it," Father Davia
said, “test the so-called con-
servative position ... against
the doctrine you will find
clearly enunciated in the re-
cent papal encyclicals and the
consultant teaching of the
Catholic Church."
Westwood Knights
Schedule Film
WESTWOOD A film, "our
Noble Heritage,” will be
shown at an open house meet-
ing of the St. Thomas More
Council, Knights of Columbus,
at 8:30 p.m. Sept. 10 at the
Old Hook Inn.
NEW SERRA CLUB - Archbishop Boland presented the charter to tho now Serra Club
of Hudson County Aug. 29 of tho Hotel Plaza, Jersey City. Ho is shown above with
Eaward Hall, secretary; George Blaney, second vice president; Frank Mcinerney, presi-
dent; Rev. Donald Cooneyof St. Aloysios parish, and John Gilvey, first vice president.
Common Bible Is Possible,
Biblical Scholars Assert
SAN FRANCISCO (NC)
Scholars attending the Catho-
lic Biblical Association of
America meeting here agreed
that a common Bible accepta-
ble to all faiths is a possibil-
ity.
They credited the Second
Vatican Council for increased
interest in Biblical studies and
noted that scholars are com-
ing to closer agreement on
the original text of the Bible.
“A common Bible is not a
project that will be realized
overnight, however." Rev. Eu-
gene B. Maly, president of the
association, said. Father Maty
is an official theologian for the
council and professor of Sto-
red Scripture at Mt. St.
Mary's of the West Seminary,
Norwood. Ohio.
With Father Maly at a press
conference at the University of
San Francisco were Msgr.
Patrick W. Skeban of the
Catholic University of Ameri-
ca, Washington, D.C.; Rev.
Raymond E. Brown. St.
Mary’s Seminary, Baltimore,
and Rev. Louis F. Hartman.
C.SS.R., Holy Redeemer Col-
lege. Washington.
At a press conference, they
■aid more Scripture should be
incorporated into the Mass, the
present one-year liturgical
cycle being increased to at
lesit three years to allow- for
wtder coverage of Scripture
than currently exists
"There ts a sacramental val-
ua to reading tho Bible as the
Word of God and Catholics
should be exposed to more of
the Scriptures not only in their
own private reading, but in
their common liturgical wor-
ship." Father Maly said to
oewsmrn at the conference
Guild Reception
For Bishop Navagh
PATERSON Mare than
700 persons are expected to
take part in a reception for
Bishop Navagh here at the
Ml. Carmel Guild Social
Service Center at I JO pm.
Sept •
The center It operated un-
der the direction of Msgr.
Wilham N. WaU as part of a
program of rchabtlttatioo for
»ienlwdto
Chaplain Needs
Vestment Case
TRENTON The Catho-
lic chaplain at the state
prison here. Rev. August
Newman, is In need of a
usable vestment case.
Anyone able to supply one
it requested to contact him
at New Jersey State Prison.
Trenton 6. N.J. or call OW
5-8281. Callers are asked
to leave return telephone
number and name if chap-
lain is not available.
St Adalbert’s
Events Listed
ELIZABETH - Polish and
American standards wUI be
blessed In service* at St.
Adalbert's Church here Sept.
8 at 12:15 in a ceremony
sponsored oy the Pollah Na-
tional Home Organization.
Other Polish activities
scheduled for St. Adalbert's
include a card party Sept. 28,
a luncheon honoring Rev.
Frederick Kochan Oct. 10, a
Maas on Oct 20 to precede
the 25th anniversary dinner of
the Lndies Unity Society, and
a concert Dec. 8.
To Dedicate
Shrine Bells
WASHINGTON (NC)
Dedication services for the 56-
bell carillon recently con-
secrated and installed at the
National Shrine of the Im-
maculate Conception here will
be held Sept. 8.
Arthur Bigelow, bellmastcr
at Princeton University, will
give concerts in the afternoon
and evening. Archbishop Pat-
rick A. O'Boyle of Washing-
ton; Luke E. Hart Supreme
Knight of the Knights of Co-
lumbus; members of the K.
of C. supreme board of di-
rectors and other dignitaries
will attend the afternoon con-
cert which will be followed
by Benediction.
The bells and the Knight*
Tower which houses them are
gifts to the shrine from the
Knights of Columbus.
Apostleship of Prayer
Intention Is
For Vocations
"That vocations to the
priesthood and religious Ufa
may increase by means of the
council" is the Holy Father’s
intention for which all mem-
bers of the A poeticdup of
Prayer are asked to pray dur-
ing September.
The lack of pnests and re
Ugioua U acute all over the
world.
Even here m the US.,
while the number of pnests In
the last decade has increased
by 25.2*1, the Catholic popula-
tion at a whole has increased
by U »V
Pnor to the first session of
the Vatican Council, the late
Pope John said "this prob-
lem of religious and prieetly
vocations Is the daily worry of
the Holy Father; it is the in-
tention of his prayer and the
ardent aspiration of hie souL
This is the intention for which
we offer the fourth Joyful
Mystery of our Rosary as we
contemplate Mary giving the
Eternal High Priest of the
New Law to the Heavenly
Father "
Members of the Apoetiestap
of Prayer have a special duty
to promote vocations by en-
couraging to themselves and
in others a sense of vocation.
May we all pray fervently
for vocations, not only m
September but always
• • • • •
.Vumm Intmlton Tbt Congo
Morning Offering
O Jesus, through the Im-
maculate Heart of Mary. I
offer Thee my prayers,
works, joys and »offerings of
tins day for all the intentions
of Thy Sacred Heart, in union
with the Holy Sacrifice of the
Mam throughout the world, in
reparation lor my uni. for the
iOCenfiam of all our asso-
ciates, for the reunion of
Christendom, and in particu-
lar lor vocations
•• • •
For m/onu/io* shout the
Apotllrthip o/ Prsyrr uritt lo
ths ArtbJtotrtsu Dtrrctor,
Apottlrihip ot Prsyrr. Srton
Hull L'uumtty, South Or-
smgt.
To Lay Cornerstone
In West Orange
WEST ORANGE - Arch-
bishop Boland will lay the
cornerstone for the new Our
Lady of Lourdes Church here
Sept. 9.
The new church, located at
the corner of Eagle Rock and
Mississippi Aves., will be com-
pleted in May of next year
when the parish will celebrate
its 50th anniversary.
AFTER THE ceremony,
there will be a procession to
the present church where the
Archbishop will speak and
bless the workers who will
participate in a fund cam-
paign to help defray the cost
of construction.
The campaign, to raise a
minimum of $350,000, will be
inaugurated Sept. 18 at a gen-
eral meeting of all volunteer
workers.
The new church will have
a seating capacity of 950 in
the nave, with additional
room in the choir loft. It will
be air-conditioned and its ex-
terior will feature a large
statue of Our Lady of
Lourdes, overlooking a three-
level water fountain.
Vatican Contributes
To Refugee Program
GENEVA (RNS) New
contributions to a special ap-
peal for funds to complete pro-
grams for resettling the last
of Europe's postwar refugees
included $lO,OOO from the State
of Vatican City, it was an-
nounced here.
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NineFrom North Jersey
JoinChristian Brothers
PARK, N.Y. - Nine
young men from North Jersey
among the members of
the Christian Brothers of Ire*
«nd who received their habits
■t ceremonies held here and at
St. Gabriel's College, Lake-
wood.
Very Rev. Brother William
C. Penny, F.S.C.H., provincial
of the American province, pre-
sided at Santa Maria Novitiate
here and Brother Joseph A.
Heeran, F.S.C.H., novice mas-
ter. officiated. t .
Brother Francis V. Chap-
man, F.S.C.H., invested the
novices at Lakewood.
Eor the next year, the nov-
ices will be stationed here or
at South Kortright, N.Y.
Those from North Jersey as-
signed to West Park are
Brother John Brennan,
F.S.G.H., of Glen Ridge, a
graduate of Immaculate Con-
ceptlon High School; Brother
James Eineker, F.S.C.H., of
Bloomfield, a graduate of Es-
sex Catholic High School;
Brother Richard Groodin,
F.S.C.H., of Nutley, a gradu-
ate of Essex Catholic; Brother
Victor Lish, F.S.C.H., of Nut*
lay, a graduate of Essex Cath-
olic;
Also, Brother Carlo Nittoli,
F.S.C.H., of Newark, a gradu-
ate of Essex Catholic, and
Brother Richard Stepura,
F.S.CJI., of New Providence,
a graduate of St. Gabriel’s,
who also attended New Provi-
dence High School.
Assigned to South Kortright
are Brother Alexander DeLo-
renxo, F.S.CJI., of Nutley, a
graduate of Nutley High
School; Brother James Mi-
lan!, F.S.C.H., of Hasbrouck
Heights, a graduate of Bergen
Catholic, and Brother Francis
Pomar, F.S.CJI., of New Mil-
ford, a graduate of Bergen
Catholic.
Cedar Grove Couple
Mark Anniversary
CEDAR GROVE - Mr. and
Mrs. Joseph F. Engleke of this
community celebrated their
60th wedding anniversary at a
Mass of Thanksgiving Aug.
31 at St. Catherine of Siena
Church.
The couple received the
Papal blessing of Pope Paul
VI and also a blessing from
the Apostolic Delegate, Arch-
bishop Egidlo Vagnoxxi.
JudgeDeplores
Film Influence
CINCINNATI (NC) - A
former jurist condemned
movies "which preach mtxed-
up morality" and tho "more
than casual" drinking among
teenagers in the principal ad-
dress at the 15th biennial con-
vention of the Catholic KopUng
Society of America here.
John W. Keefe, former Ap-
peals Court Judge here, told
some 500 delegates that bad
films are among "many erod-
ing and harmful influences
which threaten the Institution
of wholesome and well or-
dered family life."
A convention highlight was
the presentation of the 1963
KopUng Award to Charles H.
Keating, Jr., Cincinnati at-
torney who founded and is
president of the nationwide
Citizens for Decent Literature
organisation.
JerseyansBegin
Religious life
BROOKLINE, Maas.—James
Dlmtehlno of Nutley wtil enter
the novitiate of the Pauline
Brothers at St. Pau 1 Mon-
astery In Camfidd, Ohio, Sept.
§. He joined the society a year
ago and completed ■ yeer of
preliminary training In Staten
Island.
Fraud* Miccio of Dumont
and Richard Reeae of Looms
recently entered Queen of
Apoetlee Seminary. Derby,
N.Y., to begin studies far the
Brotherhood and priesthood,
respectively, in the high school
department there.
Jerseyans Attend
lowa Study Week
PAVENPORT. lowa - A
total of M delegates from New
Jersey attended the fourth an-
nual Study Week on the Apot-
tolate at St. Ambrose College
here.
The New Jerseyans came
from Seton Hall Prep and
parishes In Park Ridge, Ver-
ona, Jersey City. Oakland.
Ridgefield Park, East Orange
and Kenilworth
Roundup of U.S. 'News
Birth Control Program Protested
MIAMI Catholic leaders
here have sharply criticised a
program of birth control by
the Dade County Public
Health Department for moth-
era on relief rolls.
At a press conference, Bish-
op Coleman F. Carroll of
Miami said he was "greatly
concerned" with the program
In which seven women are be-
ing given oral contraceptives
la an experiment to deter-
mine whether a birth control
pill Is practical under clinic
conditions.
Among ' those protesting
were the Catholic Welfare
Bureau, the Catholic Phy-
sicians Guild, Dr. Franklyn E.
Verdon, secretary of the Na-
tional Federation of Catholic
Physicians Guilds, and Dr.
Edward R. Annls. president
of the American Medical As-
sociation. Dr. Annls, a Catho-
lic, practices fa Miami.
In their statements, they
chared the program Is “mor-
ally wrong" and "physically
dangerous."
Birth Plan Okay
RICHMOND, Va. (NC) -
City Attorney J. Elliott Drin-
ard has held that it is legal
for the League of Planned Par-
enthood to give out oral con-
traceptives and adviae on their
use in city health clinics.
The Richmond Study Com-
mittee. an opponent of the
contraceptive program, said
shortly after the opinion was
issued that it will seek a hear-
ing before the City Council
to appeal the ruling.
•
Population Plan
WASHINGTON (NC) - Sen.
Joseph & Clark has Introduced
a resolution calling upon Pres-
ident Kennedy to greatly in-
crease federal research Into
world population growth.
The Pennsylvania legis-
lator's resolution (S. Con. Rea.
SC) says results of American
research toould be given to
countries requesting i satin pcs
in dealing with population ex-
pansion.
It also urges that the Pres-
ident set up a Commiatiou on
Population to study population
problems here and abroad and
make recommendation* far
action.
•
laud JFK Proposed
NEW YORK (RNS>—Protes-
tant. Catholic and Jewish agen-
cies were among 73 organisa-
tions signing a letter com-
mendingPresident Kennedy on
hia proposal to eliminate the
national origins quota system.
The organisations participat-
ing also represented leading
civic, educational and labor
organisations across the coun-
try.
In the letter to the Presi-
dent, the groups praised him
for "the historic step you have
taken...in calling for the elim-
ination of the national origins
quota system." f
Catholic group* which signed
Included: Catholic Committee
for Refugees; Catholic Relief
Services; NCWCs Department
on Immigration; end National
Conference of Catholic Char-
ities.
Tough Smut Law
HARRISBURG. Pa. (RNSV-
legistation doubling the max-
imum penalties for sale or dis-
tribution of obscene publica-
tions to youth has been signed
into law by Gov. William W.
Scranton of Pennsylvania.
Effective immediately the
penalty far auch sale* is in-
creased from e maximum of
<3OO to a maximum of 11,000,
and the j»H sentence, which
n>ay be in lieu of or In addi-
tion to the fine, front one year
to two year*
•
Aid for Hospitals
HARRISBURG. Pa. (RNS)
Sectarian hospitals in Penn-
•ylvanla for the first time in
history will receive stale aid
for care of the medically in-
digent under 85 years of age
through legislation recently
passed by the state's General
Assembly.
The bill will become effec-
tive March 1.1984.
Non-sectarian Institutions
heretofore had received up to
110 a day for “free" patient
ears for those patients who ere
under 75.
At the same time, however,
sectarian hospitals got nothing
because of a constitutional ban
on subsidies to such Institu-
tions.
Spanish Parish Plans
First Cana Conferences
DOVER Cana conferences
will be given for the first time
In Spanish In the Diocese of
Paterson in October at Our
Lady Queen of the Holy Ro-
sary Church, it has been an-
nounced by Rev. Vincent E.
Puma, pastor.
The conferences will incor-
porate the assistance of a
medical expert at well as the
usual conferences given by a
priest director.Plans have al-
so been announced far a series
of medical eouhrencee to be
given to the women of the par-
iah during the next two months
by Dr. Luis Fernandez, a pe-
diatrician.
An intensive English coarse
is now being arranged between
the Board of Education and
Holy Rosary Church tor Span-
ish-speaking Americans only.
It will be given tour hours a
week, Monday* and Thurs-
days, by Mrs. Luisa Gonzalez,
a teacher in the Lake Hopet-
cong grammar schools.
Father Puma baa also an-
nounced an increase in the
Maas schedule for his parish
with two Masses for each First
Friday, storting Sept. 8, at
noon and 8 p.m. and three
Masses on Holy Days of Obli-
gation at noon, 6 p.m. and 8
p.m.
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To Broadcast
Lectures
On Council
NEWARK - The potential
audience for a aeries of lec-
tures on the councils of the
Church by Msgr. Henry G.J.
Beck at St Rose of Lima this
fan has been greatly enlarged,
it was announced this week.
Rev. James A. Pindar, di-
rector of the Scton Hall Uni-
versity FM radio station,
WSOU, reported that plans
have been completed to
broadcast the lectures, which
win begin Sept 19 and con-
tinue each Thursday evening
through Nov. 21 with excep-
tion of Oct 3 and 31.
THE STATION’S power re-
cently has been stepped up.
Father Pindar said, making
its reception dearer and
available in a wider area.
Each of the 21 councils
beginning with the Council of
Nicea in 32S and Including the
preeeot Second Vatican Coun-
cil, which will reconvene Sept
29 will be covered, accord-
ing to Rev. Robert A.
O'Leary, moderator for the
aeriee.
Question and answer periods
will conducted after each lec-
ture.
Franciscans
Assigned
NEW YORK - Several
changes of assignments at
Franciscan parishes in both
the Newark Archdiocese and
the Paterson Diocese have
been announced by the Pro-
vince of the Most Holy Name,
effective Sept 3.
Except for assignments to
the monasteries at St. Bona-
venture's, Paterson, and St
Anthony’s, Butler, each of the
priests will serve as an as-
sistant at his new parish.
COMING TO St Bonaveo-
tare’s as a weekend retreat
master is Rev. Winfred Ryan,
OTJf. from St Booaventure
University. Also formally as-
signed to St Boos venture's Is
Brother Gabriel Hughes,
O.F.M.
Rev. Edward Sullivan,
0.F.M., and Rev. Bernardino
Keesing, O.F.M. have been
transferred to St Anthony's.
Father Sullivan was at St
Francis, Brookline, Mess., and
Father Keesing was stationed
at Bishop Tlmon High School,
Buffalo.
THE NEW curates include!
Rev. Kilim Donohue.
0.F.M., to St Joseph's, East
Rutherford, from Sacred
Heart, Rochelle Park.
Rev. DePaul Genska, O.F.M.
to St Anne's, Fair Lawn, from
St Leo’s, East Paterson.
Rev. James McKee. 0.F.M.,
to St Leo's from St Bonaven-
ture.
Rev. Felix McGrath,
0.F.M., to Sacred Heart from
Newman Clnb chaplain,
Georgia University.
Rev, Simon locca, 0.F.M.,
formally assigned to Our Lady
of the Angels, Little Falls,
where he has been stationed.
Rev. Stephen McMahon.
0.F.M., to St Joseph'i, Echo
Lake, from St Anthony's, Bos-
ton.
PRIESTS WHO have been
transferred from area parishes
to assignments elsewhere are:
Rev. Declan O'Rouke,
East Rutherford, to St Step-
hen's,Croghan, N. Y.
Rev. Aquinas Crowley,
0.F.M., from St Anne's to St.
Anthony's, Boston.
Rev. Augustine Uiansld.
O.FJL, from St Joseph's,
Echo Lake, to St. Benedict's,
Winston-Salem, N.C.
Rev. Kleran McMahon,
O.F.M. from St Anthony's
Butler, to St. Augustine's,
Thomasville, Ga.
List 3 Retreats
For Families
MIDDLETOWN, N.Y. -
The Carmelite Sisters at St
JdMph'a Retreat House have
echeduied three autumn re-
treats for married couples,
two of them to he given by
New Jersey priests.
V«y Rev. Luke MJeeet
C.P„ of St Michael's, Union
City, will cooduct the Sept
17-29 retreat and Rev. Ger-
ard J. Murphy, SJ., of St.
Petor'e College, Jersey City,
the retreat set for Oot 2347.
The third retreat will be Nov.
13-17, with Rev. Arm and
D’AneeviUe, OJT.M.; Cap., of
St. John the Baptfct, New
York, conducting.
The retreat house accomo-
dates children during couplee’
retreats, but thwe are open-
lam for children only for tbs
November dates.
Children inFocus
RIDGEWOOD - Members
of the Mt. Carmel Holy Name
Society will hear about "Prob-
lem Children In the Home" at
9:30 p.m. Sept 10.
The speaker will be Rev.
Benedict J. Groeechel. O.F.M.
Cap., chaplain at Children'*
Village in Dobbs Ferry on-
Hudsoo.’tf. Y.
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